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Sppaker Redmondl ''House will came to order. Members..'

will please be in their seats. Be led in prayer by

the Reverend Krueger, the House Chaplain.
''

Krueger: ''In the Name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Ghost. Amen. O Lord, bless this House to Thy service

this day. Amen. It was Horace Mann who said, 'A

house without books is like a room without windows'.

Let us pray. Almighty and most merciful Fatherr we

extol Thee and Thy Holy Name this day as we come to Thee

for guidance and direction. Keep us, O Father, everl
searching for greater understanding. Sharpen our minds

and our wits, O Father, that we may have a keener

perception; and finally, O Father, inspire us

ever to diligently-. and persistently be alert and

inv'Worated with the ever unfolding knowledge and

abundance of Thy truth; that having so endowed ourselves

we may better serve Thee and the people of this State

of Illipois as Members of this House of Representatives;

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Bullock, pledge of

allegiance.''

Bullock: ''I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of America and to the republic for which it

stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with

Liberty and Justice for a1l.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Ro1l Call for Attendance. Your switch

only. Roll' Call for Attendance. Representative

Griesheimer, fcr what purpose do youqrise?''

Griesheimer: ''Mr. Speaker, I just want the record to reflect

that the 31st District is the only one totally represente

on the flcor right now, and I think this is the first

' time in eight years that's been true .''h
%$

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Matijevich in rebuttal.''

Matijevich: ''Not really. On another subject matter, I know

there is nct many Members here now and I just would like

to hear the Speaker say, I alwa s reach for the unreachabl
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and somehow it delivers. I'd like to hear the Speaker sa

tàa; if the Members got here right away and we worked

real hard today and late into the night we may not be

here tomcrrow. Could he say that?''

Spvaker Redmond: ''He couldn't say it in al1 honesty and truth.

You wouldn't want it... You wouldn't expect anything

other, would you? Roll Call... Take the record:

Mr. Clerk. Well, you know, you just take a look

at the Calendar and you could decide for yourself.

House Bills, Second Reading on page two . 803.

What do you want? Oh yeah. Okay. Approval of the

Journal-''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Journal for the 121st Legislative Day.

The House met Fursu%nt to adjournment, the Speaker
in Chair, prayer by Father Reverend Krueger, Chaplain.

Representative Collins led the House kn pledge of

allegiance by direction of Speaker. Roll Call is

taken to ascertain the attendance of Members as follows.

17l present.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Friedrich, you seeking

recognitionr'

Friedrich: ''I was just going to move that further reading

be dispensed with.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay. Representative Matijevich has a

motion al1 spelled out.''

Matijevich: ''We were just going to let Jack O'Brien read

on and read on. I move that we dispense with the

reading of the Journal and that Journal 4121 of

April 30y 1980, l22 of May 1, 1980, and 123 cf May

the secondy 1980 be approved as read.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any discussion? Youdve heard the motion
.

Those in favor say 'aye' Aye. Oppose 'no'. The

ayes have it. Motion carried and the reading of the

Journal is dispensed with and the Journal is apgroved

as if read. committee Reports.
''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Represehtative Matijevichr Chairman of the
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Committee on Appropriations I to which the following

Bills were referred, action taken May 8, 1980 reported

the same back with the follcwing recommendations:

Do pass House Bills 3126, 3350, 3495, 3496, 3554,

3560, 3562, and Senate Bill 1652. Do pass as amended

House Bills 30k9, 3225, 3027, 3038, 3083, 3034,

3324, Senate Bill 1655. House Bills 3026 and 3035.
'1

Speaker Redmond: ''Senate Bills, First Reading.
''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Senate Bill 1541, Taylor. A Bill for an

Act to amend Sections of the Worker's Compensatian1
Act. First Reading of the. Bill. Senate.tBill 1542,

Taylor. A Bill for an Act prohibiting the imposing

of the tax on a license for ride share arrangements.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1543,

kTaylor. ..A Bill for an Act removing the state income

tax and wage 1aw impediments to ride sharing. First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1544, Taylor.

A Bill for an Act to amend Sectians of the Illinois

Vehicle Code. Pirst Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill

1545, Taylor. A Bill for an Act to move. . . remove

the legal impediments to ride sharing arrangements.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1548, Meyer.

A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the Environmental

Protection Act. First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill

1585, Reed. A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of an

Act in relation to fire protection districts. First

Reading of the Bill. SenateoBill 159.. Senate Bill

1597, VonBoeckman... Thétfts 1597 is Representative

Reed. A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of an Act

to further the State of Missouri and Illinois made and

entered into creating the zi-state Metropolitan

Development District... Bi-state Development Agency.

First Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1598, Sam Wolf.

A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the Tri-city

Regional Port District Act. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 1668 VonBoeckman. A Bill for an Act
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to amend Sections of the Illinois Vehicle Code.

First Reading of the Bi11.''

Spvaker Redmond ''Got any other mandates? Page 19,

Consent Calendar, Second Reading, Second Day.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3440. A Bill for an Act

to amend Sections of the Revenue Act. Second Reading

of the Bill. No Committee Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. House Bills, Seccnd Reading

on page two. 803. I guess we better take Short Debate

first. 2967.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2967. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Revenue Act. Second Reading af the Bill.

No Committee Amendmentse''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

k o ' Brien : ''None'. ''Cler

Speaker Rldmond: ''Third Reading. House Bills, Second Reading

803. We'll take those that have no Floor Amendments to

. begin with. 803.11

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 803. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Pension Code. Second Reading

of the Bi11. Amendment #2 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: .''Any motion with respect to Amendment 2?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions filed-''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk OfBrien: ''No Ploor Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 1180.''

Clerk OgBrien: ''House Bill 1180. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act concerning public utilities. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendments 41 and 2 were adopted

in Connitteem''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendments l and

2 or any Floor Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions. No Floor Amendments.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 1490.''

Clerk O'Brienu ''House Bill 1490. A Bill for an Act to revise

the Inheritance and Transfer Tax Law. Second Readin
. ..-k'Nx
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of the Bill. Amendmentsufzv 3, 4, and 5 were adopted

in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Committee

Amendments or Amendments from the floora''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.
'f

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 1534. .'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 1534. A Bill for an Act... A

Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the Radiation

Protection Act. Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment

#2 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from . . . Any motionsa''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments
-
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2762''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2762. A Bill for an Act to revise

the 1aw in relatiom7cto public libraries. . .
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Mahar, for what purpose

do you rise? Maxar.''

Mahar: ''Thank you Mr. Sppaker. There are some Amendments

coming on that Bill. It's a very copprehensive Bill

and I think it should be hdld. This is. . .
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay. Out of the record. 2831.'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2831. A Bill for an Act makinq

appropriation to the Department of Agriculture used

in conjunction with federal grant' moneys and county

fùnds for conducting county soil surveys. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendment # l was adopted in

Committee.f' '

Speaker Rddmondl ''Any mction with respect to Amendment 1 or

any Floor' Amendment?''

clerkodBrien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments
.
''

Speaker Rddmond: ''Third Reading. 2845.'' Representative
xu'ks t iehla''

S ti e hl: ''Tha nk you Mr . Sp ea k er . I r ise fo= t he purpo se

of an introduction. In the Speaker's Gallery are the

hearing impK red students from St. Clair County. They're

with their instructors from Bellville Schcol District ll8
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6

which is represented by Representative Younge, Flinn,

and myself. We're very pleased Eo have them here.

Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: '12845. Have you read it# Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk O'Brien: 'fHouse Bill 2845. A Bill for an Act in

relation to employment development corporations. Second

Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker R/dmond: ''Third Reading. 2846.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2846. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Income Tax Act and theflRevenue

Acto'.' Secônd Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.'' '

Speaker Redmond: IgThird Reading. 2898..'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2898. A Bill for an Act to reduce

the State Occupation and Use :ax on food for human

consumption and prescription and non-prescription

medicine drugs, medical appliances and diabetic supplies.

Second Reading of the Bi1l.'' $

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Committee Amendments? Out of the recor .

:z kCommittee Amendment ié not here. 2901.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2901. A Bill for an Act making

appropriation to the State Comptroller. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 1 or

any Amendment from the floora''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2917. Eiscal note been

furnished on 2914?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Fiscal note is not furnished.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay. 2917.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2917. A Bill for an Act to

affect the revision of several laxs in relation to the

referenda to ccnform the statutory consolidation of
..-'e7 --'-.' 
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elections. Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2922.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2922. A Bill for an Act making

a supplemental appropriation to 'the State Comptroller.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted

in Committeew''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motionlNith respect to Amendment 1 or

a Floor' Amendment?''

Clerk O'Brien: P'No motions or Floor Amendments.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2941.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2941. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act on blood. tests to detem ine parentity .

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adapted

in Com ittee . ''

Sppaker Redmond : ''M y motion with respect to Amendment l or

Floor .'mnendment? ''

Clerk O ' Brien: ''No motions or Floor M emdments . ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading . . . What? Representative

S tterthwaite . ''a

Satterthwaite : ''Could we have that held on Second please?

We ' re looking f or another Amendment . ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay. Take it out of the record. 2943 . ''

Clerk O ' Brien : ''House Bill 2943 . A Bill f or an Act . . .

A Bill. f or an Act making an appropriation to the

Department of Transportation. Second Reading 3f the Bill

M endment 41 was adopted . in Committee . ''

Speaker Redmond: ''M y motion with respect to Committee

M endment or any M endment f rom the f loor? ''

Clerk 01 Brien : ''No motions or Floor M endments . ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2 960 . ''

Clerk O ' Brien: ''House Bill 2960 . A Bill f or an Act to amend

Sections of the Mental Hea1th and Developmental

Disability Conf identialit Act . Second Reading of the B ' 11.
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Amendment 41 was adopted in Committeeo''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect. . Representative

Getty.''

Getty: ''Mr. Speaker, I think there: a technical problem with

the Amendment. I wonder if qyou'd hold it on Second.
''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Out of the record. 2962....''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2962. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Worker's Compensation Act. Second

Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading.'' 2963.'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2963. A Bill for Act to amend

the Revenue Act. Secand Reading of the Bill.

Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Committee Amend-

ment or any Amendment from the floora''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or FloorirAmendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2975.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2975. A Bill for an Act touamend

Sections of the School Code. Second Reading of the Bill
.

Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment l or

an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk OlBrien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2985.''

Clerk OîBrien: ''House Bill 2985. A Bill for an Act to amend

Secticns of an Act creating the Illinois Department of

Veteranls Affairs and Civil Administrative Code. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendment #2 was adopted in

Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Committee Amendme t

or Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien; ''No motions or Floar Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 2994. Representative Rea.

Out of the record. 2994, out of the record. 3004.
.'
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elerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3004. A Bill for an Act taking

an appropriation to the Capital Development Board

for reimbursement grants for public community college

districts. Second Readiqg of the Bill. No Committee

Amendments.'' . .

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmohd: ''Third Reading. 3006.
'' '

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3006. A Bill for an Act making

an appropriation to the Capital Development Board for

a permanent ipprcvement. second Reading of the Bill.

No Committee Amendment.''

Spqaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk OîBrien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmohd: ''Third Reading. Senator Prescott Bloom

who... of the William scholars is in the chamber.

3 0 0 7 . '' '

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3007. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act in relation to state finance.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendments #l# 2, and 3

were adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Committee
' 

Amendments or Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien:j ''No motions or Floor Amendments.''

Eppaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3051.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3051.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Gettye''

Getty: ''Mr. Spqaker, ï wonier if you could hold thisa.-t'

Sppaker Redmondir ''Out of the record. 3091.
''

. Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3091. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Drainage Code. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendment #2 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 2 or

an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments- ''

S eaker Redmonds ''Thi/d Readin . 30 2 ''
.. $....; k zp .
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1Q.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3092. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Income Tax Act. Second Reading

of the Bill. No Committee Amendments- ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments fram the flcor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3112. Representative Getty.'

Clerk O'Briwen: ''House Bill 3112. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sec#ions of-an Act to create sanitar# disxricts
in the Desplaines and Illinois River. Second Reading of

the Bill. No Committee Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Getty, is thi s the one that

you wanted out of the record. Third Reading. 3118.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3118. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Pension Code. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendment 91 was adopted in Committee
-
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to the Committee

Amendment or any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3124. Out of the record.

Request of the Sponsor. 3130.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill /130. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Revenue Act. Second Reading cf the' Bill
.

No Committee Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: '#Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3143.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bi11. . . House Bill 3l...'f

Speaker Redmond: ''3143.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3143. A Bill for an Act to

provide for the ordinary and contingent expense of the

Office of Auditor General. Second Reading of the Bill.

Amendment #1 was adapted in Committee.
''

Spqaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 1

or Floor Amendment?''
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11.

Clerk OlBrien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3146.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3146. A Bill for an Act to impose

county, municipal, and regional Transportation Authority

Use Tax an items used in the operation used in the

manufacturing business. Second Reading of the Bill.

No Committee Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: t'Third Reading. 3154.
'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3154. A Bill for an Kct creating

the Illinois Farmland Tax Study Commission . Second

Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment .''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.'I

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3158.
''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3158. A Bill for an Act authorizin
#

the Vermillion County Conservation District to conveyz

certain real property in exchange for certain other real

property and money. Second Reading of the Bill.

Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Committee
' ' 

Amendment or any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments
.
''

Spqaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3166. ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3166. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections.o.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Out of.the record. 3167. Representative

Campbell, aut of the record. 3171.
'9

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3171. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Revenue Act. Second Reading of the

. Bill. No Committee Amendment-
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amen'dments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3177. ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3177. A Bill for an Act to amend
. ..Y-%D-.' 
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Sections of the Revenue Act. Second Reading of the

Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committeeub''

Speaker Redmond: HAny motion with respect to Committee

Amendment or an Amendment from the floor?'' '

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Xhird Reading. 319Q.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3190.. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Ihcome Tax Act. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment l

or an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor'Amendments. ''

Speaxer Redmcnd: ''Third Reading. 3195.'' '

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3195. A Bill for an Act to amend

Section of the Revenue Act. Second Reading of the Bill.

No Committee Amendment.''

speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3198.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Hcuse Bill 3198. A Bill for an Act to help

aktevka'o the hardship df economic recession by amending

certain Acts herein named and providing relief to

employees whoîs employment is involuntarily terminated

by their employer. Soonnd'Reading of the Bill. Amendment

#1 and 2 were adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with resptectpto Committee

Amendments or Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond; ''Third Reading. 3207. Representative Bradle .
''

Bradley: ''I think 3200 could be moved . There is an Amendment

but Mr. Vinson wants to table tie Amendment.èr withdraw

the Amendment.''

Speaxer Réamnnd: 4:3200.11

Bradley: ''Oh. There are three Amendments. I thought there

was only one. I'm sorry.''

Speaker Redmohd: ''I think it's b/tter to do it this way.
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Wefve gotkthe schedule up there . 3207.1'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3207. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections df an Act in relation to natural resources,

research, data callection, and environmental study.

Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O.%Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. Wait a minute. Representa-

tive Conti.''
l

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker, for the purpose of an introduction .

Up in the kight hand gallery we have the St. Joseph

School from Homewood represented by Representative

Mahar, Kelly, and Steczo. Stand and be' recognized .
''

' 'Accompanied by Mrs. Boiven and Mrsu Macanany .
''

Speaker Redmond: '93217.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3217. A Bill for an Act in

relation to the provision of child day care assistance

in case of adolescent 'parenoï. Second Reading of the

Bill. No Committee Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk OfBrien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3219.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3219. A Bill for an Act in

relation to certain natural services. Second Reading

of the Bill. That's c%rtain maternal services.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment 41 was adopted

in Committeee''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 1 or

a Committee... or an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Ploor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3236.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3236. A Bill for an Act to provide

for the reimbursementköfylaf Yransportation carriers

which provide reduced transit fares for the 'elderely.

Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''
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Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3238..'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3238. A Bill for an Act to pravide

for energy assistance grants to the elderly and disabled
.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted
in Committee.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendmenk 1 or an

Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Ploor Amendments
w
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3257.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3257. A Bill for an Act making

an appropriation to the Capital Development Board.

Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendments
.
''

Speaker Redmond: nAny Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk OîBrien: ''None..'f

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3259.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3259. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act requiring hospitals to render hospital

emergency service in case of injury or acute medical
conditions.and to implement emergency hospital medical

and surgical services on a community or area. . . basis.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted

in Committee-'' '

Sppaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to the Committee

Amendment or an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Ploor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading . 3262.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3262. A Bill for an Act to codify.
civil procedures. Se...''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Getty .
''

Getty: ''Mr. Spqaker, I think the Sponsor had agreed to hold

this.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Out of the record. 3291.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3291. A Bill for an Act to revtse

the 1aw in relation to landlord and tenant . Second

Reading of the Billv Amendment #1 vasiadooted in Committe 
.
f'
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Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respecE to Amendment 1

or Amendment from the flcor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No Motions or Floor Amendmentse
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3299.''

Clerk OfBrien: ''House Bill 3299. A Bill for an Act making

an appropriation to the Jackson Union County Port Distric .

Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Ep@aker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3302...

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3302. A Bill for an Act making an

appropriation to the Departmeht of Veteran's Affairs.

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in

Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment l or an

Amendment from the: floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: '%No motions or a Eloor Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading 3311.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3311. A Bill for an Act amending

Sectians of an Adt making certain appropriatians to the

Capital Development Board. Second Reading of the Bi11.

Amendmeat #1 was adopted in Committee-''
' .
' 

' iSpeaker RedMond: Any motion with respect to Amendment 17

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendmentsv
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3315.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3315. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Uniform Diposition of. . .''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Piel. You want this out of' t

record. Out of the record. 3317.''

Clerk OeBrien: ''House Bill 3317. A Bill for an Act making

certain appropriations to the Capital Development

Board. Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendmentsa''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Readin . 3321. Re resentàtive Conti.''
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Conti: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
:

due to that great reapppxcionaent in 1970 we have the
Sullivan School here represented in two representative

districts.by Representative Currie, Braun, and Epton

and Dawson, Collins, an Balanoff. The Sullivan

School up in the back-''

Speàker Redmond: .'3321.'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3321. A Bill far an Act to make

an appropriation to the capital Development Board.

Second Reading of 'the Bill. No Committee Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmcnd: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk OlBrien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3325.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3325. A Bill for an Act

making an appropriatian to the East St. Louis

Industrial Development Commission. Second Reading

of the Bill. No Committee Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Briénz ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Readinq. 3333.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3333. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Insurance Code. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendments #1 and 2 were adopted

in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to the Committee

Amendments or any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Floor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: f'Third Reading. 3365.
''

Clerk OlBrien: ''House Bill 3365. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Environmental Protection Act and an

Act in relation to state finance. Second Reading of the

Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 1?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Ploor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3366.
11

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3366. A Bill for a n Act to amend
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Sections of the Environmental Facilities Financing

Act. Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments fkom the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3401.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3401. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Civil Administrative Code. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted in

Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment 1 or an

Amendment from the floora''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions or Eloor Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. Representative Conti,

for what purpose do you riser'

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker and Làdies and Gentlemen of the House
,

we have the Drummond School from the 14th District

represented by Abramson, Farley, and Ronan up in the

left hand cornero''

Speaker Redmond: 1'3403.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3403. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act in relation to natural resourceé,

research, data collection: and environmental study .

Second Reading of the Bill. Amendment #1 was adopted

in Committee.''
'

Speaker Redïcnd: ''Any motion with respect to Amendment

Clerk O'Brien: ''N o motions filed or Floor Amendments-
''

Spqaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3406.
''

Clerk O'Brien: f'House Bill 3406. A Bill for an Act relating

to the advance dispersements for programs funded under

Title 20 of the Pederal Social Security Act. Second

Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendment. ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendment from the flcor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3407.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3407. A Bill f an c ak'n a
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appropriation to the Department of Commerce and Community

Affairs. Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee

Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None.''

Eppaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3421.'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3421. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Illinois Housing Development Act.

Second Reading of the Bill. No Committee Amendments
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''None .
't

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3421. Move that to Third

I understand. 3430.,9

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3430: A Bill for an Act in relation

to the Personal Property Tax Replacement Fund-''

peaker Redmond: ''Pull it out of the record. Is that what

we want? 3432.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House BIll 3432. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act creating the Department of Children

and Eamily Services. Second Reading of the Bill
.
''

peaker Redmond: ''Out of the record. Now we have a few that th y
N

want to return to the Order of Second Reading
. Eirst one

is 1180, Representative Kane. We just moved it to Third

Reading. Representative Kane requests leave to return

that back to the Order of Second Reading. Does he have

leave? Do you want to hol d it there? Put it back to

Second Reading and hold it there. Page three, 2845 and

2846. Representative Henry asks leave to return those

to the Order of Second Reading for purpose of an Amendment

Does he have leave? Hearing no objection, leàve is grante .

Hold it on Second Reading there. And House Bills, Third

Reading, House Bill 2880. That's.on pdge l5. Represen-

tative Cullerton ..asks leave to return that to the Order

of Second Reading for the purpose of an Amendment.

Does he have leave? Hearing no objection, leave is

granted. Any Amendments from the floor, Mr. Clerk?''
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Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #l, Cullerton-lohnson. Amends

House Bill 2880 on page oner line one and seven by

changing Section 4 and so forth.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Cullerton .
''

Cullerton: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker andaLadies and Gentlemen

of the House. This Amendment does two things. First,

it allows county boards, if they wish, to pay states

attorneys... state public defenders the same as they

pay their states attorneys, but if they do so in counties

of 30,000 people or more it forbids the public defenders

from engaging in the private practice of law . This is

the same ban which we currently have on states. attorneys.

I'd ask for the adoptian of the Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any'discussion? Representative Pullen- ''

Pullen: ''Mr. Speaker, I'd like to get some clarification of

this. I'd likë to ask.the Gentleman a ï quesEion-
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Praceed.''

Pullen: ''Did you say that this requires counties to pay

public defenders the same as they pay states attorneys?''

Cullèrtonz ''No, just the opposite. In counties in excess of

100,000 but less than 500,000, it allows the county

board to pay the public defenders as much as the states

attorneys. It's just permissive. It also goes further

and says that .in counkies of 30,000 or more, if a

public defender makes the same as a states attorney,

that he cannot engage in the private practice of law.

It bans his involvement in the private practice of law

which is the same ban that we now have on states attorney .
''

Pullen: ''But it's strictly permissive.''

Cullerton: ''Absolutely.''

Pullen: ''Thank youl''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any further discussion? The question's

on the Gentleman's motion for the adoption of the

Amendment. Those in 'favor say 'yes'. Aye-: Oppose lno'.

The ayes have it. The motion carried. The Amendment's

ado ted. An further Amendment?''
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Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Amendment-
'' 

.

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. 3359, House Bi1ls...

Where is that one? Somebody asked to move it back.

3359 which appears on page l3, Third Reading, Short

Debate. Representative Burnidge. Representative

Burnidge asks leave to return 3359 to the Order of

Second Reading and hold it there for the adoption of

an Amendment. Does he have leave? Okay. Therefs

a conflict in the Clerk's Departmeàt here. 0ne tells

me to leave it where it is and one tells me to bring .

it back. He says .that his system is the best or the

better. Okay. We'll listen to the. . . The Deputy

Clerk has yielded to the Chief Clerk. On House

Bills, Second Reading on page three, 2823..1 Read the Bill.
. * .

2 8 2 3 . '' '

Clerk OlBrien: ''House Bill 2823.. .''

Speaker Redmand: ''Mr. Pierce. 2823.
''

Clerk O'Brien: ''A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the

kt Inheritance and Transfer Tax Law. Second Reading

of the Bill. Amendments #... Amendment #4 was adopted

Previously.'' '

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Dan Pierce.
''

' 

Pierce: ''Mr. Speaker, I inadvertently tabled Committee

Amendments l and 2 thinking that Floor Amendment 4,

which I sponsored, would incorporate them in it. I've

since reseWn'ed the matter and find <ut that we need

Committee Amendments l and 2 and I would like to get

consent to reconsider the vote by which Committee votesls' )

l and 2. were tabled on my motion.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Repeat that.''

Pierce: ''I would like to get unanimous consent to reconsider

the vote by which Committee Amendments 1 and 2 were

tabled on my motion.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Is there leave? Hearing no objections,

unanimous consent.''

Pierce: ''I would now at this time move to ado t o itte
. m''-7 Q.
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Amendments 1 and 2 which was tabled on my motion which

I later found out was erroneous because I thought

that Amendment 4 # Floor Amendment 4, incorporated

1 and 2 which were technical Amendments and it didnbt.

' So we need Amendments l and 2 and 1, therefore; move

the adoption of Committee Amendments l and 2 or do you

want one at a time.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Do you have Amendments, Mr. Clerk? Then

the question is on Representative Pierceîs motion to

adopt CoMnittee Amendments l and 2 which previously

had been tabled in error. A1l those in favor indicate

by saying 'aye'. Aye. Oppose 'no'. The ayes have it.

The motion carries and the Amendments are adopted.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk OfBrienz ''No further' Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. On pàge 16 appears House

Bill 3314. Representative Macdonald is recognized.

No. That's the wrong one. Representative Daniels

is recognized with respect to House Bill 3314. He

asks leave to return it to the Order of Seccnd Reading.

Does he have leave? Hearing no objection, leaMe is

granted. Any Amendments from the floor, Mr. Clerka''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #3# Daniels. Amends House Bill

3314 by deleting everything after the enacting clause and

so forth.''

Speaker Redmond: s'Representative Daniels-''

Daniels: MMr. Speaker, House Bill j314, Amendment #3 is a

result of Committee hearings on this Bill dealing

with the death of a viable fetus. I believe that the

Amendment, in its form, forms with the testimony

that was offered in Committee. Basically what the

Amendment does in hthe definition of a human fetus

sets forth that a human fetus is capable of being

murdered if it is independent or if it's existehce

is independent of the mother with or withoùt life

support systems. Also, that the death enalt would not
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provide an aggravating factor. So# consequently,

in cases where a fetus was murdered the death penalty
wauld not qualify, and also in accordance with

Representative Cullerton's request we have eliminated
what is commonly referred to as the felony murder
doctrine. I believe that this meets the concerns

of the Committee, and I would ask for a favorable

pupport of this Amendment.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Kel1y.''

Kelly: ''Yes, will... Representative
, I1d like to ask you a

question and that is, is this similar to the Bill that

you had introduced earlier that would concern itself

with the fetus and the viabiliky?i'

Daniels: ''Yes, sir . This is that Bill.''

elly: ''Okay. Okay. Well, I will say this. I intend

to support Representative Daniels' Amendment because
I do feel that il will provide protection to the unborn,
at least forkthe last trimester

. But I hlppen to feel

that life is viable from t he moment of conception and
I intend to come back before this General Assembly next
year and present a Bill which would say that viability

begins at the moment of conception, not in the later

stages of pregnancy. But at this point
, I would say it

would at least save more lives and it would be found
constitutionalu If' we were to amend

. this proposal and

make it from the moment of conception which man: of the

pro-life persons feel, then there would be a st
rong

Possibility that it would be questidned and would have

to go through the court' procedure . So I qask you to

join Representative Daniels on a yes. . . on his Amendment.''
pqaker Redmond: ''Representative Gekty

.
''

etty: ''Wil1 the Gentleman yielda''

peaker Redmond: ''He wi11.
''

Getty: ''Representative Daniels, this clearly makes it

not authorized to impose the death sentence if khe

death is of cne person and a human fetus
. Is that correct.''
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Daniels: ''I'm not sure 1... Could you re. . .
''

Getty: ''Okay.''

Daniels: 'L ..state yo ur question?''

Getty: ''Death penalty, under your proposed Amendment,

would not be invoked if, +M t is 'the multiple murder,
if it was one person who was killed and a human fetus.

Is that correctr'

Daniels: ''Thatlis correctm'' , '

Getty : '' Alright . ''

Daniels: ''That's the People versus Grear situationm
''

Getty: ''Exactly. Now, because of the language, I'd

like to clarify legislative intent here that's what

' would be the result if two people and a human fetus

were killed, and if you would look at the Amendment,

the appropriate Section of the Amehdme'nt, I think youlll

understand what I mean. It is not your intent to

prohibit the death penalty under that circumstance

is it? ''

Daniels: ''That is correct.''

Getty: ''It is not your intent.''

Daniels: ''No.'' .

Getty: ''Alright. The Amendment then will eliminate the
' 

possibility of the death penalty under the multiple

murder situation only where there is one person

and a fetus but if there are two people, it would not.
''

Daniels; ''''That is correct-''

Getty: ''Secondly, if the felony rule... the felony murder

rule would not be invoked if the death of a human. . .

of a fetus rather, if the death of a fetus were involved .

Is that correct?.''

Daniels: ''That is correct.''

Getty: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Ewing.
''

Ewing : ''Yes , would the Sponsor yield f or a que stion? We

talk aM ut a viable f etus . Does the Bill describe or
(z

delineate when the f etus becomes viable , when it would '
a..e- kk-xw' 
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become a crime?''

Daniels: ''''The issue of when a fetus is viable, 1et me't

use the definition, 'shall include a human fetus capable

of existance independent of the mother with or without

life support systemsl. Now, medically, qs the testimony
offered in the Committee the medical testimony was

that the 22 week period was the minimum that they could

scientifically establish. for the viability of a fetus

living independent of the mother. We feel, just in terms
for purpose of discussion, that, for your information,
wedre probably looking at a human fetus through the

term six and half months or the last trimester of the

pregnancy. The reason that welve been very careful in

our definition is to make sure that everybody understandsp

prosecutors, people connected with the 1aw ahd defendants,

that we are not, in this case; talking about via' bility

from the moment of conception. This is viability

for purposes of legislative 'Antent generally construed

to be during the last trimester, but the prosecution

must show that the unborn child is capable of exiso''nce

independent of the mother with or without the use of

1if e support systems . ''

Ewing : ''So , this could vary, though'i: between f etuses and

a doctor might not 'know f or sure where he ' s in the

eriod to saf e1y per'f orm an abortion . ''P

Daniels: ''''We11, the doctor would have to establish by

competent testimony that this particular unborn child

was a human fetus within the definition of the language,
and it would be the duty of the ktate to show that that

unbcrn child could live independent of the mother.
''

Eking: ''The laW now is that law that you cano .. .doctor can!1

be charged for murder now upon proof that the fetus 
.

would have survivedo''

Daniels: ''Representative Ewing, I might point out to you

thdt in cases where a doctor is performing an abortion

under the Illinois Abortion Law: itîs specifically
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excluded under this language. Let me read for you

so everybody understands it. The Amendments says,

and I dontinue on, 'nothing herein shall be

construed to apply to the performance of an abortion

under thé Illinois Abortion Law of 1975 as amenddd

by the a physician licensed to practice medicing

and a11 its branches under khe Medical Practice Act

as amended'. It is not our intention to bring in

the question of abortion in this issue. We are talking

strictly of a case where we are trying to cover the

. Supreme Court's decision in People versus Grear where

the Supreme Court of Illinois said that a fetus was

incapable of being murdered under Illinois law.

This Amendment, we. believe, is in the form which

would basically set forth the legislative intent

in law that an unborn child can, in fact, be murdered

if that unborn child is capable of existance independent

of the mother . '' ( :''''.

Ewing: ''But it would be.. not if it was performed by a

doctor doing a licensed abortion.''

Daniels: ''No. That would be specifically legislatively

and statutorily excludedo''

Ewing: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Anything further? The question's on the

Gentleman's mo.Z..' Representative Dunn. John Dunn.''

Dunn: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield for a question?''

speaker Redmond: ''He will.''

Dunn: ''Would you clarify again the felony murder aspect of

this Amendmentz.''

Speàker:Redmond: ''Representative Daniels.
''

baniels: ''On page on of the Amendmeht, one od the definitions

of murder when a person who kills an individual without

lawful justification commits murder if in performing the

act which caused the death he is attempting or committing

a frrkeab 1 felony other than Voluntary manslaughter.

We have specifically excluded that element of the definiti n
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of murder as it applies to a human fetus or an unborn

child. Therefore, we have exlcuded what is commonly

referred to as the felony murder doctrine under Illinois

law. Such an example would be where a person was engaged

in a purse snatching of a woman who is eight and a half

months pregnant and during the course of that purse

snatching the woman aborts and the child is born, subse-

quently dylng laying the claim that during that

forc able felony of robbery or purse snatching or'

aggravatedkzpttery the child was aborted. We did not

feel that we should go into that circumstance under the

felony murder doctrine for the death of the unborn child

at this time.''

Dunn: ''Specifically in the Amendment where is that exception?''

Daniels: ''''specifically, the exception on page one refers

to as used in clauses one and two. This would be line

21 22.19#

'

Dunn : ''Okay . ''

Daniel s : '' Okay? ''

Dunn: ''Thank you and now what happens if someone. . . if this

becomes law, someone breaks into a home in the process

of committing a burglary and hits the pregnant woman

over the head, she aborts viable fetus which dies.

Is there a felony murder af the...''

Daniels: ''The felony murder would not apply in that case
.

The only time that a person would be responsible. . .
''

Dunn: ''... now,if that happens.''

Daniels: ''No.''

Dunn: ''Because of the Supreme Court casea''

Dàniels: ''That is ccrrect. Today, the Illinois 1aw is that

an unborn child is incapable of being murdered.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Questicnî: on the Gentleman's motion for the

adoption of Amendment.. Representative Catania.
''

Catania: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield

for a question?''

Speaker Redmond: ''He wi11.''
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Catania: ''Representative Daniels, I really didn't follow

your explanation of how the felony murder doctrine is

excluded by the language at the bottom of page one .

Would you explain that carefully for a non-lawyer
,

Please?''

Daniels: ''l'd be happy .to. If you refer to lines 2: and

22 of the Amendment, this Section, that is the Section

applying to the murder of an unborn child or the

human fetus as defined in the Amendment, refers only

ta, as you look above that, clauses one and two or

paragraphs one and two which are lines 13 through 18

of the defiiition of murder. Therefore, in order

to be found 4uilty of murder of a human fetus or an unbor

child, you must intend to kill or do great bodily harm

to that unborn child. And you.. or you must know that

such acts create a strong probability of death to that

unborn child. The exclusion is in paragraph three which

is commonly called the felony murder doctrine.
''

Catania: ''Alright. And that's what that language is supposed

to mean.'f

Daniels: ''That is correct.''

Catania: ''It's nofimmediately obvious upon reading but I'm
glad that you explained it so that it says in the record

that thatls what the intention is.
''

Daniels: ''That is correct.
f'

Catania: '''Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Anything further? The question's on the

Gentlemanls motion for the adoption of Amendment 3
.

Those in favor say 'aye'. Aye. Opposed 'no'. The

ayes have it. Motion carried, the Amendment's adopted.

Any further Amendmentsa''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No lfurther Amendments.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Third Reading. On page 13 under House Bills

Third Reading, Short Debate appears House Bill 3385.

Representative Macdonald is recognized . Representative
.
. :.a.ctkc Co nti . ''
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Conti: ''Mr. Speaker andLladies and Gentlemen of the House
,

Mrs. Gerry Delaney is with the Infant of Jesus of

Prague School from 'Flossmore' represented by

Representative Steczo, Mahar, and Kelly up in the right-

hand corner.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Macdonald on 3385.
''

Macdonaldif ''Yes, thank.you Mr. Speaker. I would liketlto

bring 3385 back to accept an Amendment by Represenkative

Davis on this Bill and then ask to have it returned

to Short Debate.''

Speaker Redmond; ''Does she have leave to return it to the

Order of Second Reading? Hearing no objection, leave

is granted. Mr. Clerk, read the Amendment .
''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #1. Amends House Bill 3385

on line 21 by inserting the Joint Action Agency and so

forth.''

speaker Redmond: ''Representative Davis.
''

Davis: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Amendment #1 is simply a

little expansion o' f me' language in the Bill
.that

Representaiive Macdonald has. I don't think it's

controversial. She's agreed to accept and it and I

would move for its adoptidn.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any discussion? The question's on the

motion for the adop&idn of thd.Amendment 1. Those

in favor say 'aye%.. Aye. Oppose Rnog. The ayes have it.

Motion carried. Any'Amendment.. Amendment l is adopted
.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk QfBrien: ''No further Xmendmentse''
Speaker Redmond: ''Does she have leave to return it to the

Order of Short Debate Calendar, Third Reading? Hearing

no objection, leave is granted and it will be returned

to the Order of Third Reading. I got some people here .

I got that on out of here. Roll Call for Attendance .

Representative Lechowicz, are there any Democrats

who should be excused? Flinnss here. Flinn is here.''

(JRépresentative Lechowicz. ''
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Lechcwicz: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Will the record indicate

Representative Mugalian is excused because of illness?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Is there any objection? Hearing none,

the record shall show. Monroe Flinn back today?

Good. Welcome aboard. Representative Conti.
''

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker, will you excuse .lim Mccourt. He's

bn legislative business todaya''

Speaker Redmond: ''Jim Mccourt. Is there any objection to

showing Representative Mccourt is excused? Hearing

none: he will be excused. I'm looking for some . ..

House Bills, Third Reading appears House Bill 2837.

Representative Wyvetter Younge on the floor?

Representative Younge. Represlntatike TYounge.

Take it out of the record. How about House Bills,

Second Reading on page two. 2220. Out of the record.

2520. Christensen. Christensen. Out of the record .

2705, Mcpike. Out of the record. 2762. Representative

Yourell, are you ready on that one? Representative

Yourell, are you talking to the golf pro there?

2762, you ready on that?'t What happened this morning?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill...''

Yourell: ''You really want to know?n

Speaker Redmond: ''I think everybody'd like to know x
''

Yourell: ''I'm not going to brag for show but he shot a

3 8 . ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2762. A Bill for an Act to revise

the 1aw in relàtion to public libraries. Second

Reading of the Bill. Amendments 91 and 2 were adopted

in Committee.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Yourell.''

Yourell: ''We11, it's on Second Reading.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Is there any motion on thata''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No motions filed.''

Yourell: ''Read the Amendment, Mr. Speakerol

Speaker Redmond: ''How about an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk OlBrien: ''No Floor Amendmentm''
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Spqaker Redmond: ''Is that ready to be moved to Thirdr'

Yourell: ''Yes.''

Speakqr Redmond: ''Third Reading. 276. . Representative

Mahar.''

Mahar: îfThank you Mr. Speaker. It's my understanding

Amendments are being drafted for that Bill and . . .
''

Yourell: ''Oka#k Okay. Llforgot.if' Wefre going to wait

for it. I thoughto.e''

Spqaker Redmond: ''We'l1 move it back to Second Reading .

Representative Younge, for what purpose do you G se?''

Younge: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. On priority of call

is 2837.''

Speaker Redmond: ''I just called that. What page is that on?''

Younge: ''Itds'on the supplement... It's on the. . .
'f

Speaker Redmond: ''I canlt hear you.''

Younge: ''Fourteen.''

Speaker Redmond: ''What paqe on the Calendar?''

Younge: ''Fourteen. Fourteen.'''

Speaker Redmond: ''On page 14# the Order of House Bills,

Third Reading, House Bill 2837. What is your request?''

Younge: ''My request is you take it back to Second Reading.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Does she have leave to return it to the .

Order of Second Reading? Hearing no objection, leave
is granted. Any Amendments from the floor , Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #1, Younge. Amends House Bill

2837 on page one be deleting line 30 and 31 and so

forth.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Younge.''

Younge:; ''Yes, Amendment #1 would delete everything on there

and it would read, #6, to disperse' state and federal

grants for fire protection purposes to units of local

government. I move for the adoption of the Amendment.''f

Speaker Redmond: ''Any discussion? Representative Mahar.
''

Mahar: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and would the Sponsor yield

for a questicn?''

Speaker Redmond: ''She wi11.''
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Mahar: ''You are deleting line 30 and 3l. Is that correct?''

Younge: ''That's correct.''

Mahara ''What is it that youdre putting in place of it?''

Younge: ''l'm putting in the words, lto disperse state and

federal funds for fire protection purposes to units

of local government'. The lines 30 and 31 refer

to municipalities. What this will do will be to

broaden it to fire unit districts or units of local

government. That's the only intent-''

Mahar: ''In o ther words, you're adding fire protection

districts in additian to municipalities? Is that correct-
''

Younge: ''Thatîs correct.''

Mahar: ''Thank mu.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Is there any discussion on the Lady's motio

for the adoption of Amendment 12 Representative JGltty.
''

Getty: ''Representative Younge, is it your intention' to

prohibit the dispersement of funds to municipalities

now?'' '

Younge: ''No. A mu'nicipality is a unit of local government.

My intent is to expand the definition to include fire

protecticn units.''

Getty: ''Alright. Fine. Thank you.''

Youngez ''I move for the adoption of the Amendment-''

Speaker Redmond: ''You ready for the motion for the adoption

of Amendment 17 Question's on the Lady's motion.

Those in favor' say 'aye'. Aye. Opposed Ino'. The

ayes have it. The motion carried. The Amendment's

adopted. Any further Amendment?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Amendment.''

Speaker Redmond: ''There's been a request for a fiscal note.

Is that correct, Mr. 'C1erk?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''A request for a fiscal note is filed.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''We'll have to hold it on Second till

. the fiscal note is received. Now: on page l8r Senate

Bills, Third Reading. There's an emergency Bill here.

Senate:eill 1498, Representative Robbins.''
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clerk O'Brien: ''Senate Bill 1498. A Bill for an Act amending

certain Acts making an appropriation fcr the fiscal

year pending June 30r 1980. Third Reading of the Bi11.''

Robbins: ''Mr- Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, .

this Bill provides the funds for the state to do the

ins pec*ion of the meat and livestock industry for the

City of Chicago and provides funds to start up the

State Fair programo''

Speaker Redmond: '1s there any discussion? The question is,

shall this Bill pass? Those .in favor vote aye, oppose

vote no. Representative Cullerton, are you seeking

recognition?''

Cullerton: limpression of Robbins). ''Thank you Mr. Speaker.

I just wanted to say that I voted against Clyde's Bill.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk will take

the record. On this quettion therefs 139 aye and 2 no,

and the Bill having received the Constitutional Majority

is hereby declared passed. Where are you on that?

Are we ready on that one? Consent Calendar, Third

Reading. Second Day appearing on page 2Q. Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3085. A Bill for an Act to

amend Sections of the Real Estate Brokers and Salesman

License Act. Third Reading of the Bill. House Bill

3086. A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the Real

Estate Brokers and Salesman License t Act. Third Reading

of the Bill. House Bill 3151. A Bill for an Act to

amend Sections of the Illinois Pension Code. Third

Reading of the Bill. House Bill 3152. A Bill for an

Act to amend Sections of the Illinois Pension Code.

Third Reading of the Bill. House Bill 3374. A Bill

for an Act to amend Sections of the Illinois Pension

Code. Third Reading of the Bill'. House Bill 3380.

A Bill for an Act to amend Sections of the Illinois

Pension Code. Third Reading of the Bill. House Bill

3415. A Bill for an Act in relation to six-page plans

for state employess. Third Reading of the Bill.
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House Bill 3429. A Bill f or an Act to amend Sections.

of the Unified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of

the Bill. House Bill 3450. A Bill for an Act to amend

the Comptrollers Merit Employment Code . Third Reading

of the Bill. House Bill 3535. A Bill for an Act

to amend Sections of the Illinois Pension Code. Third

Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Redmond: '''The question is, shall these Bills pass?

Those in favor vote aye, oppose vote no . What page is

that on? It's better to probably leave it where it is
.

Have a1l voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record
.

On this question there's 134... l35 aye a nd no nay
.

These Bills having received the Constititional Majority

hereby declared passed. On page l5, House Bills,

Third Reading appears House Bill 2952. Representative

Brummer has request that that be returned to the Order

of Second Redding for the purpose of an Amendment
. Does

he have leave? Hearing no objection, leave is granted.

Do you have an Amendment from the floor?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #1, Brummer. Amends House Bill

2952 on page one, l'ine 27 and on page two, line nine

and so fortho''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Brummer, on the Amendment.''

Brummer: ''Yes, thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen.

This Bili allows licensed beauticians to practice

beauty culture in a hospital or registered nursing home

or shelter care home without that facility itself being

licensed. The Department of Registration and Education

has requested this Amendment #1 to clarify the intent

of the Bill that that ability to practice in those

institutions is restricted to the setting of hair with

regard to patients there and not other. individuals.

I would request a favorable vote.
''

Spqaker Redmond: ''Is there any disaussion? Question's on

the Gentlemanfs motion for the adoption of the Amendment
.

Those in favor sa 'a eI. A e. O csed 'no'. The a es
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have it. The motion carries. The Amendment's adopted .

Third Reading. House Bills, Third Reading, Short Debate

on page 12: 2852.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2852. A Bill for' an Act to amend

Sections of the Revenue Act. Third Reading of the Bil1
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Pierce is it? Representativ

Pierce. Out of the record. Representative Pierce is rea 
.

Put it back in the recordw''

Pierce: ''Mr. Speaker, I was.. . thought it was a different

Bill. House Bill 2852 was suggested to me by the

County Clerk of Kane County whols last name happens to

be Pierce but he's no relation. What he found in his

county is that insurance agents and other such notorious

types were asking for the information of who has been

granted homestead exemptions, who was over 65, and they'v

been using those lists to solicit senior citizens for

insurance. He didn't want to. . . He didn't want to have

to have his list usëd for that purpose and so what House

Bill 2852 provides is that those records are available

for visual inspection on the collectors general warrant

books, but they cannot be used for soliciting for a

commercial purpose. They can be copied off the kist

in the office but the County Treasurer or Collector

does not have to... or Clerk does not have to give the

list out in list form nor can it be used for commercial

purposes.by these various solicitors groups that

pester the senior citizens. So I move the passage of

House Bill 2852 which protects' our senior citizens- ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Anyone in cpposition? Representative

Skinnerm''

Skinner: ''I have a question which I would like the Gentleman

to answer if he would.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Proceed.''

Skinner: ''Am I correct that this Bill is not aimed at

political uses of the list, that is if a politician

wishes to find out who those over 65 were who were receivi g
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the benefits? That would be acceptable?''

Pierce: ''Yes, that's right. It's limited strictly to

commercial which is the for-profit type use and we

all know politicà isn't a for-profit business
.

Government.me''

Skinner: 'fThat is for sure.''

Pierce: ''.a.. and politics are protected by4 of course, the

first Amendment, freedom of speech and proof of

solicitatièn is so protected a nd not with the realm of

commercial solicitation. So I'm convinced after

reading the Bill and Amendment l that. that proof

of purpose would be alright.
'f

Skinner: ''May I further ask: Mr. Speaker: if I am correct

in assumihgnthatkif someone wiéhes to use this list

as a subscription or as a mailing list for a newspaper

or a publication in which ads would rune that that

would not be considered commercial solicitation under

this Act.''

Pierce: ''Yes, the use of the mail would not be prohibited.

It would be the kind of thing where they would solicit
,

in person, for a commercial purpose.
''

Skinner: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Anything further? Question is, shall this
Bill pass? Those in favor vote aye: oppose vote no.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will take the record
. .

On this question there's 155 aye and no nay and the

Bill having received the Constitutional Majority

hereby declared passed. z8g3z'Representative Donovan
. ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2893. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Civil Administrative Code. Third Reading

of the Bil1.''

Speaker Redmond: ''RepresentatiVe rDcnovan .
''

Donovan: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, House

Bill 2893 requires the Departmeht of Agriculture

to pay 25% of the costs conductin count soil surve s
.
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Presently, there are 42 counties that does not have

updated soil.. county soil surveys. The Bill will

require the State of Illinois to fund 25% of Ehe cost

which makes it in the end the county paying k and the

state k and the federal %. Soil surveys provide a

very accurate scientific data for the productivity
1

of soil which is a very, very useful tool in the new

land assessment law. It also is very helpful in

inventory of prime farm land and the classification

of that land. It is also very useful to the Regional

Planning Commission in their work things of zoning

and land fills: subdivision. So, I ask your favorable

f 2893 ''support on nouse Bil .
Speaker Redmond: ''Whö's in opposition? Representative

Leineweber.''

Leinenweber: ''Wellr M/. Speaker, Members of the House
,

this Bill probably isn't a1l that important because in

the 'nature of things I think it's only going to involve

maybe 200,000 dollarsr. but for the life of me I can't

see what in the world the state's 'obligation to pay

any portion of a lccal soil survey. Now, we keep getting
i nto these problems where we keep lookinq up

. .in the

upper layer of government in order to help us finance

things which are essentially local in nature
. I see

that the Federal G'overnment alwgys pays half o f this

and, of course, that's the explanation of why the

Rederal Government annually runs about a 50 billion

dollar deficit. I think that if we want to have these

sdil surveys: I think they%re a good idea and they*re

certainly helpful to the local people, the local people

ought to pay them. The Faderal Government shouldn't

pay them and that, of couse, isn't before us, b ut I

donît see why the state should pay any portion of this
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Question is, shall this Bill pass?

Those in favor vote aye, opposexvote no. Have a11

voted who wish? Representative Lechcwicz
.
''
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Lechowicz: ''We1l# very briefly, Mr. Speaker, as to part

of this Bill. I think that Mr. Leinenweber is totally

incorrect in reference to the importance of this Bi11.

If anything, this matter should be supported . Agricultur

is our number one resource in the State of Illinois.

And one of the factors that not only any farm journal
1

you pick up is the problem of soil erosioh. And it's

long overdue that the State of Illinois protect onedïof

its greatest resources and that's agriculture. That's th

purpose of 2893. Deserves an aye vote.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will

take the record. On this question there's l25 aye and

29 no and the Bill having received the Cohstitutional

Majority hereby declaxed passed. 2907.''
Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2907. 'A Bill f'or an Act to amend

the Revenue Act. Third Reading of the Bi11.''

speaker Redmond: ''You want this in.. Representative Diprima.
''

Diprima: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen df the

House, House 81112907 was introduced and passed in the

last Session but due to some miswording it didn't take

effect and that's why I had to reintroduce this Bill at

this time. What this does is this pertains to a widow

that was married to a parapleàic y and as you know they
get special recognition in regard to taxation on special

built housing for the paraplegios. And this woman,

when her husband passed away, she remarried. She married

a veteran but wasn't a disabled veteran entitled to this

benefit so she lost it. Now, this fellow passed away

now this Bill would put her back on the rolls.land this

woman is the only one in the state of Illinois and she

resides in Elmwood Park and Elmer Conti's. . . there

in Elmwood Park and he's a Cosppnsor of the Bill.

Loose a little money. Hels a reluctant Sponsor,

Cosponsor. No, no. In reality he's all in favor of it.

I would appreciate an éffirmative vote.''

Speaker Redmondz ''Representative Matijevich in opposition.''
' 
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Matijevich: ''Would the Gentleman yield? I know it's

contrary to the rules. Would you yield for a question
,

Larry.''

Diprima: ''Yeah.''

Matijevich: ''This woman that... the widow that her husband

died. Was she going with this fellow she married before

he died or...''

Diprima: OOh. Yes.. . please. You know I wouldn't be

speaking in her rbehalf otherwise.
''

Matijevich: ''Alright. One other question not related at all
.

But I understand you speak for veterans affairs.

Why did you let Appropriations 11 Committee amend

the hell out of the Department of Veterans Affairs

when you are suppose to be the spokesman for that

Department.''

Diprima: ''Wel1: Bowers over there didn't consult kith me and
I've already spoken to Jeanie Chapman and I#m sure w'e'll

restore ...''

Matijevich: ''She'1l probably speak with you next week on a

different issue. Thank you, Larry. I support your Bil1.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Question is, shall this Bill pass?

Those in favor vote aye, oppose vote no. Have al1

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this question thereïs 140 aye and 3

no. The Bill having received the Constitutional Majority
hereby declared passed. 2982.'.

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 2982. A Bill for an Act making

certain revisions in the law relating to certain forest

preserve districts. Third Reading of the Bi11
.
''

speaker Rêdmond: ''Representative Polk, for what purpose

do you rise?''

Polk: ''Mr. Speaker, I rëquest this Bill be taxen off Short

Debate and I believe we have sufficient numbers to be
. . .

''

Speaker Redmond: ''... joined by... Representative Polk has

moved this be taken off of Short Debate. He is joined
by five okhers. Proceed Re resentative Krska

.
- 
Pro ''
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Krska: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
, 

'

' House Bill 2982 amends an Act validating certain

appropriations and tax levys ordinances of forest

preserves in lcook County district with a population af

500,000 or more to include fiscal year 1978
.

This Act has been amended periodically to update it
. 

'

This Bill will add fiscal year 1978 to the
. . . I'd

appreciate a yes votea''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Conti. ''

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen 6f the House
,

I reluctantly get up to speak against this 3i1l being

his first Billltbat he introduced
. This has become a

common practice. Every year they validate this Bill.

The rational for it is that by validating the appropriatio

ordinance, even though it may not be itemized in detail
,

particularly is graunds for nuisance objections to assess-

ments are unhappy with unhappy taxpayers are unlimited
.

They wouldnlt have an opportunity to complain about the

Bill. It's a shame that they gave the Geptleman's first
Bill a Bill like this.'' '

Speaker Redmond: ''Anything else? Representative Pullen
-
e'. C n

Pullen: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
,

this Bill is very similar to a Bill that we had a couple

of years a'go when I Was on the County and Townships

Committee. And I asked at the time what the purpose '

was of validating a tax levy and appropriations ordinance.
I was told that the Cook County Board and the Forest

Preserve District Board in Cook County adopt ordinances

that are not in accordânce' with the law every year and '

then it is necessary for the Legislature to validate what '

was dcne after the fact. That is what this Bill is about
.

It adds the 1978 year to the ridiculous practice that we

have followed in the.past ever since 1965. I think the

precedence speaks il1 of this Bill rather than well, and
I think that we ought to be careful about what we are
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every other county in the State af Illinais is capable

' of adopting an appropriation and tax levy ordinance in
' accordance with the law there is no reason that the Cook

County Board and Forest Preserve District Board who are t e
' 

same people cannot do the same. Why should we come back

after the fact and says itDs okay what you did even

though it was not according to the law? Why shouldn't

Cook County clean up its own act instead of asking us

for approva'l after the fact? We are denying taxpayers th

opportunity to effectively protest th:ir taxes in Cook

County. I think this is very wrong and I think that

we should stop this practice right now. I recall what
f

happened a few months ago when a certain public official

in Illinois discovered that the.. mthat the tax levy

ordinance. ih her city would bring in a 29 million dollar

windfall and decided to keep the maney . It seems to me

that this is a very similar situation. That was deplorab e.
' 

his is deplorable, and I think we should stop it rightT

now by def eating this Bill . Thank you. 
''

Speàker Redmond : ''M ything f urther? Representative Polk . ''

Polk: ''I hàve a question öf qthe Sponsor.''

Speaker Redmond: 'Proceed.''
' 

Polk: ''There's some question in relatian to the Amendment.

Would you explain it to us, please. The Amendment, 
'

would you explain...''

Krska: ''The Amendment included County. . . Board of County

Colmissiopers. When we put it through, we put it

through for the forces of... the Amendment was also to

include the County Board of Commissioners.
''

Polk: '''And what was... And now I just ask for the ràtional

for that. Why?''

Krska: ''We1l, to validate the act for the County Board ànd

the Forest Preserve Cammissioners acting in their

capacity as such and a11 acts made by them . Generally,

when the Legislature validates this act this removes

the major part of the tax cbjecticns suit and affects '
.'U Nw' ' 
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a greater savings to the county.''

Polk: ''It's my understanding if a person files a suit to

get their money back, because of the 1aw the way it is

' now that it's too late to do so and so. . .
''

grska: ''That's correct.''

Polk: ''Is not that unfair? I mean, wouldn't you consider

that unfair?''

Krska: ''Well, they're actually a year in the rear in

collecting taxes. So, it would be too late and I wouldn'

. believe that would be unfair.''

Polk: ''We11, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think that

speaks for itself and I feel it's unfortunate that the

Representative has this as his first Bill, but it is

apparent that if a person files for... to get a return

on his money as we do in every other.. . on his taxes
' 

in every other county but it can't be done in Cook

County and I ju4t this the merits of me Bill don't

deserve an aye voke at 'this time.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Madigan.''

Madigan: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise on behalf of the passage of

this Bill. Therels a certain amount of misunderstanding

which as developed regarding the Bill. Certain Members

' have argued that the passage of this'Bill will prevent

taxpayers frcm objecting to assessments which have been

developed for their homes. That is not true. This

Bill does not deal with the assessment process. It does

not deal with the development of assessments. It deals

with technical errors and mistakes in the tax levy

ordinance of the governing body of the Cook County

Forest Preserve Districts. It is true that certain

taxpayera annually file objections to the levyj ordinance

of local governments all over the state. But please

understand the taxpayers Who file that type of objectiön

is not a single family homeowner. It is the railraad

ccmpanies, the utility companies, large property owners

who are attempting to protect a large investment.
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The passage of this Bill will affect the ability

of those large taxpayersr .railroad companies, utility

companies who obtain refunds from taxing bodies and

in p'articular the Cook County Forest Preserve Districts
.

So it is true that the passage of this Bill might hurt

a railroad company or a ùtility company. I don't think

that that's justification to prevent the passage of the

Bill. The Bill is designed to protect the revenue

sources of one particular local governmental body .

If other governmental bodies wish to introduce

legislation: they certainly' have the ability to do that

and there are Members of this Body that would Sponsor

the Bills for them. There's nothing wrong with this

Bill. The Sponsor is entitled to a favorable Roll Call
,

and I would urge your support.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Skinner.
''

Skinner: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker, despite the fact that this

has a straight forward Sponsor who has answered al1

the question right, it is indeed 'a sneaky Bill. No
crounty in the entire state hàs the gall to come into

this General Assembly and ask for us to validate

the mistakes of its lawyers . If the Cook County Board
6

has decent legal advice, there is no reason that it

should need any validationyby this General Assembly.

The Majority Leader is correct. This does not deal

with assessment objections, this deals with objections

to tax rates. Now has anybody noticed what's happening

to tax rates in Cook County? Does anybody believe that

homeowners aren't smart enought to figure that they

might win tax protests? It's not just the large firms

that have lawyers who pay their tax under protest
.

Ordinary homeowners from the Cook County suburbs pay

their tax under protestiand virtually everyone in the

suburbs or in the city who does pay his or her taxes

under protest wins something. Well if they win scmething
,

it seems to me somebody isn't doing a very gocd job at the
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legal end. It's perhaps the other tax districts.

If the other tax districts aren't doing a good jcb

what makes anybody think Cook County's doing a better
'

job? If you want to automatically cause those who

pay their taxes under protest to lose before they even

get to the judge; then you ought to vote for this Bill.

But if you want to give the taxpayers an even chance
u

with the taxpayers'iin every other county, you ought to

vote against thé Bill . ''

Speaker Redmond: f'Representative Griesheimer . e'

Griesheimer : ''Mr . Speaker, will' the Sm nsor yield?''

Speaker Redmond: ''He wil1.''

Griesheimer: ''Representative Krskar I just want to clarify

something. To tell you the truth, I really had little

interest in this Bill until the Majority Leader got

up and said that this would be another spike in the

side of business in Cook County. And, as you know,

there's been a recent re-evaluation, I think: on

your side of the aisle about krying to do something

for business. Would you clarify that? Is it true

that if we pass this that the only people that will

hurt is business.andv' therefore; we should go ahead

and pass it anyway? Is that correctr'

Krska: ''... say that it directly only hurts businesst'

Griesheimer: ''I mean, I don't care if it's just hurting

business if that's what I understood him to say.''

Krska: ''I don't beleive it even hurts business.
''

Griesheimer: ''I't's probably more than likely. . . more than

likely the Majority Leader is not accurate when he

said that I think-''

Krska: ''He didn't say that, I don't beliéve, in that sense

that it was strictly for the business. It's only the

business... large ca<poration that's most likely trying

to file a suit.''

Griesheimer: ''I see. So what youere trying to say is that

it won't hurt business. The Ma'orit ader was 'ust
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giving us the business . ''

Krska ; '' No com ent . ''

Speaker Redmond : '' Ready f or the question . Question is ,

shall this Bill pass? Those in f avor vote aYep opposed

vote no . Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted Who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record . On this queation

there ' s 87 aye and 6 0 no and Representative Krska

requests: a poll of the absentees . Representative

Krska. Representative Krska requests a poll of the

absentees . Representative Pullen . ''

Pullen : '' If it gets 8 9, I ' d like a verif ication please ,

Mr . Speaker. ''

Speaker irRedmond : 'ê6kay . Poll the absentees . ''

Clerk 09 Brien: nPo1l of the absentees . Abramson . Balanof f .

Capuzi . R

S eaker Redmond : ''Capuzi aye k '' 'P

Clerk O ' Brien: ODeuster . John Dunn . Ebbesen . Ewing .

Dave Jones . ''

Speaker Redniond : ''Dave Jones aye. ''

Clerk O ' Brien: ''Katz . Klosak. ''

Speaker Redmond : ''Klosak aye . ''

Clerk O ' Brien : ''Mccourt . /

Speaker Redmond : ''He ' s absent . ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Meyer.''

Sppaker Redmond: NRepresentative Meyersy how do you vote?''

Clerk O'Brièn: ''Molloy. Mugalian. Neff. Oblinger.

Reed. Schisler. Schlickman. Schoeberlein. Stanley .

E.G. Steele. Telcser. Terzich. J.J. Wolf. No further.''

Speaker.Redmond: ''Ninety ayesy 60 nays. Representative

Pullen requested a poll of the... verification of the

Affirmative Roll Call. Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk O'Btien: ''Alexander. Barnes. Beatty. Birchler.

Bowman. Bradley. Braun. Breslin. Brummer. Bullock .

Capparelli. Capuzi. Chapman. Christensen. Cullerton.

Currie. Darrow. Dawson. Diprima. Domico . Donovan .
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Doyle. Dyer. Epton. Ewell. Farley. Flinn. '

. Gaines. Garmisa. Getty. Giorgi. Goodwin.

. Greiman. Hanahan. Hannig. Harris. Henry.
'

Huff. Jaffe. Dave Jones. Emil Jones. Keane.

Kelly. Klosak. .Kornowicz. ' Kosinski. Krska.

Kucharski. Kulas. Laurino. Lechowicz. Leon.

Leverenz. Madigan. Margulas. Marovitz. Mati#, evich.
Mautin'o . McAuliffe. ' Mcclain. McGrew. Mcpike.#

Mucahey. Murphy. O'.Brien. Patrickz Pechous.
' Pierce. Pouncey. Preston. Rea. 'Richïond. Robbins.

Ronan. Sharp. Slape. Steczo. Stuffle. Taylor.

Van Duyne. Vitek. VonBoeckman. White. Willer. '

Williams. Williamson. SaD Wolf. Younge. Yourell.

Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Any questions )of the Affirmative Roll Call?

Representative John Dunno''

Dunn: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. How am I recorded?''

Speaker Redmond: ''How is he recorded?'' z

Clerk O'Brien: ''Gentleman's recorded as not voting
o
''

Dunn: ''For my leadership, vote me aye .
'' '

Speaker Redmond: ''What's the count: Mr. Clerk? 91 aye.

Represenkative Kane.''
' 

Kane: ''Can I vote aye: please?''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Kane votes aye 
. M ything

f urther? M y question, Representative Pullent'' '

P llen : ''Representative Barnes . '' 'u

Speaker Redmond: ''Who?''

Pullen: ''Miss Barnes.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''She's here.''

Pullen: d'Representative Beatty.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Beatty. Is Representative Beatty here?

' How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman's recorded as voting aye
.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove himo''

Pullen: f'Representative Bowmane
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Hcw is he recorded?''

. 
' 
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Clerk O'Brien: 'fThe Gentleman's recorded as voting aye.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Pullen: ''f'Representative Bullock.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Representative Bullock is in the middle

aisle there-''

Pullen: f'Representative Chapman. I see hez . Thank you-''

SpeakerpRedmondr ''Shesqs here.''

Pullen: ''Representative Darrow.''

Speaker' Redmond: ''Darrow here? He's here.''

Pullen: ''Representative Dawsonvv''

Speaker Redmcnd: ''Representative Dawson here? How is he

recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman's recorded as voting aye.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Where is Dawson? Here he comes. In the

middle aisle there, Representative Pullen .t'

Pullen: ''Representative Ewe11.''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's herem''

Pullen: ''Representative Farley.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Farley here? He's in the back there.

Back of Mr. Henry.''

Pullen: ''Representative Flinn .
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Flinn here? Can't see
.

Is Flinn there? How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Bkien: ''The Gentlqman's recorded as voting aye.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Pullen: ''Representative Greiman.''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's here.''

Pullen: lRepresentative Harris.''

Speaker eRédmond: ''He's here-''

Pullen: ''Representative Huff.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Flinn has returned. Put

his back on the Roll Ca11.''

Pullen: ''Welcome back, Representative Flinn . Representative

Huf f . H

Speaker Redmond: ''Huff. Hels standing up there talking to

Henry.''
..'K N..
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Pullen: ''Representative Jaffe-''

Speaker Redmond: ''Jaffe here? Representative Preston

asks leave to be verified. Is that alright, Mrs.

Pullen. How is Jaffe recordeda''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentlemanls recorded as voting aye .
''

Speaker' Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Pullen: ''Representative Ke11y.''

Speaker Redmohd: ''How is Kélly recorded? He's in the middle
'- .aisle there.''

Pullen: ''Representative Matijevich.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Matijevich. He's over there talking to

Greiman.''

Pullen: ''Representative Mautino.''

Speaker Redmond: ''I saw him in the... There he is in the back.
''

Pullen: ''Representative McAuliffe.''

Speaker Redmond: ''McAuliffe. McAuliffe in the céamber?

How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman's recorded as voting aye. ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him.''

Pullen: ''Representative...''

Speaker Redmond: ''Wait a minute. Wait a minute. What

are you waving back there. Is McAuliffe back therea''

Bianco: f'No, I want to be recorded as aye.''

Speaker Redmond: ''McAuliffe is in the center here. Put him

> ck on the Roll Call. Bianco ayeo- Bianco aye.
''

Pullen: ''Representative Mcclain.''

Speaker Redmond: nHegs here.''

Pullen: ''Representative McGrew.''

Speaker Redmond: ''McGrew here? How's he recordedr'

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman's recorded as voting ayev'' .

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove him. Representative Satterthwaite,

for what purpose do you rise?''

Satterthwaite: ''May I change my vote from present to aye,

please?''

Sppaker Redmcnd: ''Record Rçpresentative Satterthwaite as

aye. Representative Stearney.''
.....-ruxt 
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Stearney: ''How am I recorded, Mr. Speaker?''

Speaker Redmond: ''How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentleman's recorded as voting no.
''

Stearney: ''Change my vote to aye, please.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Change him to aye.''

Pullen: ''Representative Mulcahey.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Schneider desires to be

recorded as aye. Mulcahey is in the aisle.
''

Pullen: ''Representative O'Brieno''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's in his seatp
''

Pullen: ''Representative Richmond-''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's here.
''

Pullen: ''Representative Sharp.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Balanoff. Record

Representative Balanoff as aye. Sharp here? No

demonstrations. J.J. Wolf.''

Wolf: ''How am I recorded, Mr. Speaker?''

Clerk. O'Brien: ''The Gentlepan's recorded as not voting.
''

Wolf: ''Record me as no, please.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Record his as no. Representative Sharp

is in the chamber here. Did we leave him on or take him

Off?''

Clerk OlBrien: ''The Gentleman was left on the Roll Cal1. ''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay. Proceed.''

Pullen: ''Representative Steczo.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Steczo. Steczo. There''he is.''

Pullen: ''Representative VonBoeckman.''

Speaker Redmond: œHe's back thereo
''

Pullen: DRepresentative White.''

Sp@aker Redmond: ''He's here.'' .

Pullen: ''Representative Willer.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Is Willer here? Representative Willer.

Stand up, Representative Wil1er'.''

Pullen: ''It looks more like Greiman to me -
''

Speaker Redmond: ''... little different. He's in the back ther .
''

Pullen: ''Representative Williams.''
....';''Nxt 
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Speaker Redmond: ''He's here.''

Pullen: ''Representative Williamsone''

Speaker Redmond: ''Williamson here? He's over there near

Representative Reed.''

Pullen: ''Representative Klosak.î'

Speaker Redmond: ''Klosak's in the back .
''

Pullen: ''Representative Kucharski.''

Speaker Redmond: ''He's here.''

Pullen: ''Representative Younge.''

Speaker Redmond: ''She's here.''

Pullen: ''Mr. Speaker, I have been informed that you thought

I asked about Representative Yourell and that he wavedd

his hand replying and the person I asked about was

Representative Ewe11...''

Speaker Redmond: ''Okay.''

Pullen: ''... whom I don't see and have not seen and I wonder

whether he is in the chamber.''

Speaker Redmond: ''I always have trouble with those two

fellows. Is Representative Ewell here? Yourell.

He's the one that hits the short ball. Is Representative

Ewell here? How is he recorded?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''The Gentlemanls recorded as voting aye.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Remove himo''

Pullen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Now what's the count? 92 aye and 58 no.

This Bill having received the Constitutional Majority

is hereby declared passed. 3079. That's Short Debate.'' .

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3079. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the School Code. Third Reading of the Bill.
''

Speaker Redmond: ''Representative Hoffman .
''

Hoffman: ''Thank you very much. Mr. Speakerr Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, this is an annual Bill that

we have to limit summer school payments to severely

and profoundly handicapped children. Yesterday, by

Amendment, we extended that two years to included not

only EY '8l but also FY '82 and '83. This Amendment was
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suggested by the Associatian for Retarded Citizens

in order to facilitate the long-ra'nge planning of

those agencies which perform these services, and this

Bill passed out of the Committee 18 to nothing, aad

I would ask 'your favorable vote.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Anyone in opposition? Representative

. Question is, shall this Bill pass? Thoseiin

favor vote aye, oppose vote no. Representative Polk,

for what purpose do you rise?''

Polk: ''For the purpose of an introduction, Mr. Speaker.

It's certainly appropriate. Right now we're voting

on a Bill that has to do with the School Code when

there's a gentleman in the gallery that probably knows

more about the School Code than anybody that's on the

floor today. Former Representative Charles Claybough

and his wife are sitting up in the gallery on the right-

hand side. I think he should be recognized.''

Speaker Redmond: ''Have âl1 voted who wish? Clerkïawill take

the record. On this question there's l40 aye and no

nay xnd the Bill having received the Constitutional

Majority is hereby declared passed. 3099.'1

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3099. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act to limit liability of land owners

to make their land and water areas available to the

p ublic for recreational purposes. Third .Reading of the

Bil1.''

Speaker Leèhowicz: nGentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell.'f

Yourel' 1: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 3099 was drafted for a peculiar

problem that exists in certain counties of the state

and is an extension of legislation that we passed last

year. What' the Bill would do would extend the

recreational use of land and water areas, that Act,

so that lands within the boundaries of cities and

villages which are natural extensions of boundaries,

roads, water courses, or privateways fall under the prese t
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definition of land. And thus any land owner allows

persons to use this land for recreational purchases
. . .

purposes without charging a fee would not be liable

for injuries which occurred at such uses of lahd as

a result of ordinary neglegence on the part of the owner
.

The Department of Conservation is in favor of this Bill
.

They testified in Committee and it's really the Bill that

they want to complete their program
,of providing addition

recreational land in the State of Illinois without fear

of liability on the parts of those owners, private land-

onwers, who do open up their lânds for use for those

purposes without charging a fee. I think it's a good
Bill. It should be passed and I ask for a favorable

Roll Cal1.''

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''Any bpposition? Anyone to stand in

opposition? Gentlpman from DeWitt
, Mr. Vinson.''

Vinson: ''Does this apply to farm land?''

Yourell; ''Any private land that is opened up for recreational
uses without a charge of a fee. But it includes,

more importantly I think, the extension of like railroad

righào'dNay'and water courses and so forth. And that's

the reason for the Bil1.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''It's on Short Debate
, Mr. Johnsop.

Are you speaking in oppositian? Question is, shall
House Bill 3099 pass? All in favor vote aye, a11 oppose

vote no. Marco. Have' all voted who wish? Gentleman
frcm Macon, Mr. Borchers, to expliin his vote. Your
lightfs:rn, sir. Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will

take the rerord. On this question therefs 156 ayes
,

l no, 1 recorded as present. This Bill having received

the Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed
.

3 1. 1 9 * 6

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3119. A Bill for an Kct to amend

Sections of the Illinois Municipal Code
. Third Raading

of the Bi1l.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman fron Ccok
, Mr. Yourell.''
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. Yourell: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This is another Bill that's an extension

of legislâtion that we passed last year. It amends

the Municipal Code in order to permit municipalities

to deposit in a trust account at the request of the

contractor who does work in the village or city or

town the percentage of the contract price required

to be retained under a contract for repair: remodeling

or construction of structures, or for the con/truction

or maintenance of roads and highways. This Bill .

' provides an option for municipalities. It is not a

mandate that those retainers be put in a trust fund.

Supporters of the Bill building com ractors cite

several reasons why this is a Bill that's needed.

When the retained amount is put into a trust fund

the rcontractor/' can draw interlst on that money.

And being able to do that, the contrator's better able

to establish credit and in these times of high inflation,

this is a Bill that is much needei. by the contractors,

and I ask for a favorable Roll Ca11.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Anyone in opposition? Question is,

shall House Bill 3119 pass? All in favor vote aye,
' 

a11 oppose vote nay. Have a11 voted who wish?

Marco. Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there's l46 ayes, l nay,

1 recorded as present. This' Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed.

31 2 9 . '' ' '

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3129. A Bill for an Act to amend .

Sections of the Illinois Governmental EthicsTax.

Third Reading of the Bi11.''

Sppaker Redmond: ''Lady from Cook', Mrs. Hallstrom.''

Hallstron: ''Thank yau Mrk Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This Bill merely changes the amount of mone

a person can earn before they have to file these ethic '

statements. M understandinp is when this oqAgiaal legislatio!
....''> .
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was written it was concerned only with people wha

were making policy or were in a decision making

proposition. Now, 20,000 dollars a year you can be

a fireman: a policeman, a bus driver, whatever

and I believe that changing it to 30,000 will eliminate

a lot of the paperwork and the effort that goes on

by people who are not in this policy-making decision
.

So that I'm trying to go along with what the original

intent of the legislation.. I am not changing any of the

categories. A1l elected officiala.will still have to

file. It's only. for people who were not intended to

be in that original legislation, and I would appreciate

your support. Thank youv''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Anyone in opposition? Question is,

shall House Bill 3129 pass? All in favor vote aye,

al1 oppose vote nay. Have al1 voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk will take the record.

On this question there's 143 ayes, 10 nos, none

recorded as present.k This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is bereby declared passed.

House Bill 3137, Mr. Leverenz. Mr. Leverenz. Out

of the record. 3250, Mr. Donovan. Read the Bill.''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3250. A Bill for an Act to mnend

the Wobkman's Compensation Adt. Third Reading of the

Bil1.''

Speaker Lecùowicz: ''Mr. Donovan. Out of the record.

House Bill 3269, Mr. Rea.''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3269. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of an Act in relationship to meetings. Third

Reading of the Bi11.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Franklin, Mr. Rea .''

Rea: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

This is a simple Bill that will require open meetings

for the purpose of discussing purchase of care rate

and reimbursement of providers of care purchased by the

state or officials of an Executiv '
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for a favorable Roll Ca1l.

''

Spèaker Lechowicz: ''Is there anyone in oppositi
on? Lady

from Cook, Mrs. Hallstrom, your light is on. You want

to speak against this Bill? Okay. Is there anyone
in opposition? Question is# shall House Bill 3269 pass?

Al1 in favor vote aye, a1l oppose vote no
. Marco,

vote me aye. Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk will take
the record. On this question there's 138 ayes

, 5 nos,

4 recorded as present. This Bil.l having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed
.

House Bill 3359.''

Clerk. Leone: ''House Bill 3359. A Bill for an Act to authorize

the Departmehk of Conservation to convey certain land
to the sanitary district of Elgin

. Third Reading of the

Bill.'f

S Lazrwicz: ''Burnidge.''

Burnidge: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would ask leave to retur

thàt to Second Reading for the purpose df an A
mendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any objections? Hearing none, bring the
Bill back to Second Reading.

''

Burnidge: ''Thank youm''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''Read the Bill. Any Amendments from the

floor? The Amendment hasnlt been printed so we'll leave
itllon Second Reading . 3382, Mr. Flinn. Out of the

record. Wedll get back to it. House Bill 3413, Mr. Brumm r.
Read the Bi11.''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3413. A Bill for an Act in relation-

ship to the notification availability of funds for correct on
of environmental non-compliance violations

. Third Reading
of the Bill.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman frcm Effingham
, Mr. Brummer-''

Brumme-r: ''Yes, thank you Mr. Speaker and Members of the House
.

This is a very simple Bill which requires the Att
orney

General's Office and the State EPA to include in their

complaints on environmental violations a notice explaining
that state financing may be available for the ccnstruction
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of anti-pollution equipment under the Illinois

Environmental Facilities Financing Act. What occurs

is that we get invalved in enforcing the environmental

laws and many of the members of the public are not aware

that financing may be availasle under the Illinois

Envircnmental Facilities Financing Act. In this manner,

they would be immediately notified that this possibility

exists and is something they ought to explore.
''

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''Is there anyone in opposition?

Question is, shall House Bill 3413 pass? All in favor

vote aye, a1l oppose vote no. Have al1 voted who wish?

Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk will take the record
.

On this question there's l52 ayes, no nays, none recorded

as present. This Bill having received the Constitutional

Majority is hereby declared passed. 3448.''

Clerk Leone: ''Hoqse Bill 3448. A Bill for an Act to amend

Sections of the Administrative Code of Illinois. Third

Reading of the Bill.''

Speaker Lechokicz: ''Lady from Cook, Mrs. Hallàtrom.'f

Hallstrom: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker an d Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This Bill simply makes legal what the

Department of Transportation has been doing for the past

four or five years. They have been giving capital

grants to not-for-profit organizations for vehicles for t

handicapped. It was not until it was brought to their

attention that there may be a problem that the Bureau

of the Budget suggested that this language be put into

legislation. It's merely corrective legislatian . I

would appreciate your support. Thank you.
''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Is there anyone in opposition? Question

is, shall House Bill 3448 pass? All those in favor vote

aye, a1l oppose vote no. Have a11 voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wish? Clerk will take the record. On thiE
' question there's l52 ayes, no nays, none recorded as

present. This Bill having received the Constitutional

Ma'orit is hereb declared assed . 3493.''
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. Clerk Leone: '''House Bill 3493. A Bill for an Act creating th

Illinois State Safety Coordinating Committee
. Third

Reading of the 3ill.''

Speaker Lechowiczr ''Gentleman from Sangamon, Mr. Jones. Dave

( 'Jones.''

Jones: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen ofkthe House
,

3493 creates a State Agency Coordinating Committee
,

not a commission of state agencies involved in different

aspects of providing services to injured state employees.
The purpose of the Committee is to formally bring the

agencies together. The Committee duties are only to ' '

advise and coordinate and givœ them no new specific

powers. I move its adoption-''
' Speaker Lechowicz: 'fls there anyone in opposition? Mike

.

Anyone in opposition? Gentleman frcm Rock Island,

Mr . Polk . #' '

Polk: ''I have some queàtions. If there's no one else in

opposition, 1'11 ask a question. '' . 
' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Please proceed sir .
''

Polk: ''What's the cost of this, Representative Jones?''

Jones: ''There's a companion appropriation Bill for 20,000

1. z'dollars.

' Polk: ''Tweno  -thousand dollars?''

Jones: ''Right.''

Polk: ''And the long-range implications are what? Is that

120;.000 dollars you say?''

Jones: ''Twenty-thousand dollars.
''

Polk: ''And the long-range implications were what?''

Jones: ''Sir?'' .

Polk: ''The long-range implications are what?''

Jones: ''This is to make some sense out of the state internal

operations of a workman's compensation in injured

employees. Now the state this year, next year, will

pay out 24 million dollars for unemployment.. . for

workman's compensation claims, and this is to coordinate

the committees and so we have a safet rogram that the
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agencies know what the other. that there is available

help from the state agencies fcr rehabilitation, md

it only applied to the various departments of administrat've

services, the rehabilitation service, Department of

Commerce and Community Affairs, and the Department of

Personnel.''

Polk: ''Why is the appropriation of 3495 in 110,000? I though

you said 20,000.'1

Jones: ''The...The companion appropriation for this Bill is

20,100 dollars to the Department of Commerce and Communit

Affairs for technical assistance and work sites,

consultations for state facilities. And personal service ,

15,000 and the Social Security and so on and 3,000 for

travel-''

Polk: ''Is this in the Governor's budgetr'

Jones: ''No it is nct.''

Polk: ''Thank you.''

Sppaker Lechowicz; ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Kornowicz.''

Kornowicz: ''Wi11 the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he wi11 .
''

Kornowicz: ''In regards to the safety programe in the past

years I understand that the Department of Labor conducted

the safety program. Who is going to conduct this safety

program?''

Jones: ''This is for the state as an employer, not. . .
''

Kornowicz: ''Yeah: but who's going to conduct it?'' Somebody's

got to conduct... in the.'.z''

Jones: ''The Department...''

Kornowidz: ''In the past years, the... a11 thpse safety progr s

were under the Departmeht of Labor's supervision . This

seems like it's going to be a free-for-all program .
''

Jones: ''No, this is the regulatory Department of Administrati

Services has had charge..-''

Kornowicz: ''What experience have they got in safety?''

Jones: ''There's been nothing done. That's the reason we''re

doing this.f'
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Kornowicz: ''Yeah: but I mean, what experience have these

fellows? Will they be on some payroll or will they

have a Director of Safety or engineers?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''This is a new Committee Eddie
.
''

Kornowicz: ''Yeah: I know.''

Speaker Lechowiczq ''Illinois State Safety Coordinating

Committeeo/

. Jones: ''They presently now handle a1l the work comp
. claims.

The Department of Administrative Services does that
.
''

Kornowicz: ''I still can't understand- . .''

Jones: ''State employees only.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any further discussion? The Gentleman

from Sangamon, Mr. Johes, to close.
''

Jones: ''This is simply Committee. . . in-House Committee to

get everything together within the various agencie:

so that the proper safety program and the protection

of the state employees who are injured in their work

will be coordinated to the benefit of everybody con-

cerned.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Queàtion is, shall House Bill 3493 pass?

A1l in favor vote aye, al1 oppose vote no. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this question there are 74 ayes
y

29 nos, 10 recorded as present. This Bill having failed

to received the Constitutional Majority... Poll the

àbsentees. No... therem... everybody else .''

Clerk Leone: ''Pol1 of the absentees. Abramson. Ackerman-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''It'11 be a 1ot easier. Let's make a

new Roll Call. Question is, shall House Bill 3493 pass?

All in favor vote aye, all oppose vote no . Have al1

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take

the record. On this question there are 91 ayes, 29 nays,

68 recorded as present. This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed.
3 5 0 6 . 'f

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3506. A Bill for an Act to add Secti ns
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to the Illinois Highway Code. Third Reading of the

Bi 11. ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Hannig.
''

Hannig: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Members of the House
.

House Bill 3506 would request and require that the

state maintain a 24 mile stretch of highway in

Calhoun County. The reason for this is as follows
.

Calhoun County is a small county. It's under 10,000

in population. However, hear the ccunty e . -/

Speaker Lechowicz: ''What purpose Gentleman. from Rock

Island, Mr. Polk, seek recognition?''

Polk: ''Mr. Speaker, for the purposes of the Sponsor just

like to 1et him know that therè seems to be some

controvers'y in the Bill and there are more than seven

people who would like to have this on Regular Debate
.

Take it off Short Debate.. -
''

Speaker Lechokicz: ''You need ten.
''

Polk: ''I think I have 12.''

Speaker Lechowicz: olust got ll. Okay. Please proceed,

Mr. Hannig.''

Hannig: ''To continue, Mr. Speaker, within driving, easy

driving range in this area is the metropol itan area
- , ,..j :

of East St. Louis, Granite City, WoodRiver, and St.
Louis and Alton. As a result, a large inflict of

people often travel the beautiful four-lane Creat
.. 

1River -Road which parallel to Mississippi River
.

These people, many of them, take the owned and operated

free ferry across the river intc the Calhoun County

area onto the Calhoun'county rrad in question. In

1975 the state recognized the special significance

of this road when they came in and upgraded the road

by repairing the base and resurfacing the 24 miles
.

Unfortunately, since then there has been further

deterioration and simply this Billdts asking that the

state maintain this road on a permanent basis so that the

ccunty no longer has to come begging to the state every
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few years tp ask for help in this respect. I believe

this is a sincere proposal and I would hope for your

favorable support.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Gentleman from nardin,

Mr. Winchester.''

Winchester: ''Would the Gentleman yield for a question?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Only one. Proceed .
''

Winchester: ''Only one? You made reference to the Department

of Transportatidn doing maintenance work back in

1975 of that county road. Itls my understanding that

there was an agreement that was signed betwèen the

caunty and the Department of Transpcrtation that

if the Department of Tranéportation would come in and

spend those dollars to.do repair and maintenance work

that the county then would assume a11 further, all

additional repair and maintenance of that road. Is

that correct?''

Hannig: ''The elected officials that I have discussed this

with have not indicated that that is correct, although

I was not a Representative of this Legislature at that

time-''

Winchester: ''We1l, I understand mat the Department of

Transportation does have a contract to that effect.

Do you recall what the fiscal impact statement was? '

What's the total dollars going to be to do it?n

Hannig: 'eThe fiscal impact is l40y000.
''

Winchester: ''Is there an appropriation Bi1l?''

Hannig: ''An appropriation was adopted on the Department

of Transportation's budget yesterday in the Appropriation

Committee.''

Winchester: ''May I speak to the Bill, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''After you talk about the rest stop
.

Please proceedo''

Winchester: '''We11# the Department of Transportation does

oppose this piece of legislation, Mr. Speaker, for, I

thinky a very gaod reason that it could set a ver
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dangerous precedent in the State of Illinois. If

this legislation passes, iE could open up a Pandorà's

Box and it could allow other counties, other municipali-

ties to gome in and seek dollars from the State of

Illinois for county roads. I think that's a sacred

situation that we have to protect, and I think it's

not even really necessary to point out the fact that

our existing state road system is in real serious trouble

right now and wepve got to protect that as much as we

possibly can. We certainly can't afford to be spending

any dollars on maintaining county roads, particularly

when we've already spent a considerable amount of dollars

on this particular road, and we have established an

agreement with that county stating that if the state

would widen, re-surface, and do necessary maintenance

that the county would continue... t? assume a11
additional repair and maintenance work necessary in the

future. So, I would ask that the Members vote no on this

Bill.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Morgan, kr. Reilly.''
Reilly: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of

Representative Hannig' ' and his Bill. Calhoun Countyr

' 

h .

has some unique problems being a county with a very

small population, if I remember, something gnder 7,000

or in that neighborhood. it is, in effect, you might

say the nature of playground of where a population of

nearly a million or more that obviously has a very small

tax base partly due to the small population and partly

due to the fact that the land there, for the most part,

is not the most valuable farm 'land in the state.

This problem is created by the fact that the state

spends a lot of money to bring tourists into the county

but then doesn't give uthe county anyvmoney to take care

of its roads or the police protection or whatever a11

those people demand. Representative Hannig is doing

à gcod; job on this Bill trying to help a county in his
&
'' 
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district which is also my district. I would ask for a

vote in favor of this Bi11.''

speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman tbom DeWitt, Mr. Vinson.''
%

vinson: ''I hav: first a parliamentary inquiry and then a

question of the Sponsor.''

' speaker Lechowicz: ''What's yo+ inquiry, sirr'

Vinson: ''Are we still going to be in Session tomorrow?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''According to the best information that

I have, the Speaker stated that we would be in Session,

Y S S * îl

vinson: ''Thank you. And a question of the Sponsor. You

indicated that there was no pHoblem driving from the
1 v,metropolitan area t:o Calhoun County 

.
/

Hannig: ''yeah, that is correct. It's the four-lane

interstate highway that basically runs from along the

river road. The Great River Road is the name of the
!
l highway.'' '

inson: 'kwhat road is it that this Bill would have bev

maintained by the state?''

Hannig: ''The road we're'concerned about is the county
1 road frcm Route l00 in Hardin south to the free ferry

which makes connections across the river in 'Graftond.''

Vinson: ''eThank you.''

Spvaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Macoupin, Mr. Hannig,

to close.''

Hannig: ''Yes, thank 'you Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

This Bill is written in such a manper as to restrict
A

the state from making payments to any other ccunties

or having to... having to maintain any other county

road except this om unique situation in Calhoun

County, one of the sméllest counties in the State of

Illinois. Now, each and everyone of us whether wedre

a Chicago Legislator or a downstater or a suburbanite

come to this Body with legislation that we want to pass

which would address specific problems in this Legislature.

Now, I think if you look at the record over the last year
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I have not made excessive demands af this Legislature

on issues that I believe are important to my district
.

' This is ane of the few Bills that I have here in the '

Legislature. I believe, it's a priority Bill in my
. &' 

legislative district, and I would ask for your favorable

support.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question i:# shall House Bill 3506 pass? .

A11 in favor vote aye, all oppose vote no . Have all

voted who wish? Gentleman from Marion, Mr. Friedrich.'' .

Friedrich: ''Mr. Speaker and Members of the House
: to explain

my vote. Fifty percent' of the motor fubl tax in the

state now goes to units of local government. Calhoun'

County gets .their siare the same as the others do, and
. ,1

they could use that money on this particular 'road if they

want to I'm sure. Now, in doing this in making special

prcjects in addition to this with the mctor fuel taxl

being in troubler. I think we'rp setting a bad precedence
-
''

Speaker Lechawicz: ''Marco: vote me ayd. Have a1l voted who

wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there are 96 ayes, 60 nos, '

2 recorded as present. This Bill having received theq'

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed.

. :.j 5 4 7 . s

Clerk Leone: ''Hduse 8111.3547. A Bill for an Act in relation

to the forms of acknowledgement of conveyances. Third
Reading of the Bill.'' 

.

Speaker Lechowicz: O''Mr Bowero
'' ' '

Bawer: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

. House. This is a very simple Bill. It's merely to

clarify what the intent of the General Assembly was to be

on the Uniform Recognition of Acknowledgements Act
. .

Tbere are some who have said that the Bill, as enacted,
. only applied to documents that were executed outside

of the State of Illinois to use the short-form acknowledgement
.

This would clarify the fact that even if the document is

executed in the State of Illinois that it is valid with the
--t -z.' 
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short-form acknowledgement. Ask for your f'avorable

VO 2'6 * lî

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Is there anyone in opposition?

The question is: shall House Bill 3547 pass? All

in favor vote aye, a11 opposg vote no. Have al1 voted

who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there's 150 ayes, no nays,

l recorded as present. This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declàred passed.

House Bill... The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Conti:

what purpose seek recbgnition?''

Conti: ''Purpose of introduction, Mr. Speaker. Up in the

gallery we have the Brookwood Junior High School up in

the right here, represented by Representative Getty,

Grossi, and Bob Piel. Up in the gallery here
v
''

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Welcome to Springfield
. House Bill

3 l 3 7 . ''

Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3137. A Bill for an Act. to amend

the' Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of the Bil1.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman fram Cook, Mr. Leverenz.''
I

' Leverenz: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. House Bill 3137 was

introduced and would 'allevtœe problems aristng from
T pe

registering newly acquired vehicleà in the months of

December, January, and February. An individual that

purchases an automobile and wants to register it during

those three months currently has one of eight different

fees that could be charged. This would provide for

only two fees and reduce the amount of paperwork going

back and forth between the Secretary of State's Office

and our constituency that purchase vehicles during

those years. I'd appreciate ycur aye vote . This will

clear up a 1ot of paperwork and be very cost effective

for the Secretary of State's Office.'!

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Anyone to speak in apposition? Question

is, shall House Bill 3137 pass? Al1 in favor vote aye
,

all oppose vote no. Have ali voted who wish? Have all
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voted who wish? Clerk Will take the record
. On

this qHestion there's 155 ayes, no nays, none recorded

1as present. This Bill having received the Constitutional

Majority is hereby declared passed. 3250..'
Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3250. A Bill for an Act to amend

. Sections of the Worker's Compensation Act. Third Reading

of the Bil1.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Macon, Mr. Donovano''

Donovan: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
,

House Bill 3250 would require the Industrial Commission

to compile aggragate statistics to make sure that these

statistics are availabèe to the public
. Presently,

statutorlly theyfre declared confidential. What we would

do is open this up and make this public. Some of ihe
objectives of this Bill would be to contribute toward

more equitable rate making by worker's compensation

insurance companies. We would do that because they

have a. lack of infomnation presently . And it most

affects the small businessman. . businessmen who are

now being charged higher premium rates even though

they don't have a higher accident rate. Secondly,

it would promote job safety because it tells you where

'and gives you knowledge about the accidents that happen

at work, and more importantly, third, it would give

legislative monitering over the Industrial Commission

and provide comparisons to the extent why the awards

betweeq arbitrarieé vary. In short, don't think the

Industrial Commssion could make gaod public policy withou

this knowledge and other people. I have support from the. 

)Industrial Commission. itsesf. tbe Illinois State AFLCIO

the State Chamber of Commerce, and the Illinois Manufactu -
ing Association. I would ask that you give this Bill,
3250: your favorable consideration.

''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Is there anyone in opposition? The

Gentleman from Cock, Mr. Contie''

Conti: ''We11, Mr. S eaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,
..'D 'w '.' <

' 
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I.'m really not in oppoisition to the Bill. The concept

is alright but what I'm concerned about that we're

so far behind in processing the claims now . I'm

afraid that the Industrial Commission would be busy

issuing a list.or rtrying to pr6cess' a list to decide

who's getting what. And, .peéhaps the implementation

of this Bill wonft... could be delayed till 1983
.

And we don't know what it's going to cost in the

expenses for the manual statistics program for providing

an appropriation for itk We don't know how much it's

going to cost. Theregs no appropriation for The

concept of the Bill is real good, iut IIm afraid webke

jumping ahead of ourselves when we try to compile these

figures. Maybe he ought tp have a fiscal note to find

out just how long it's going to take or how much money

it?is going to cost the state.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I'm sure lV . Donovan can answer your

question.''

Donovan: ''Mr.... Representative Conti
, I talked with

Rebecca Schneiderman about this problem . There's

been some indication that the new computer system

beinq contemplated and, quite frankèy, funded at this

point would take care of this. There's been some

discussion about when it will be on screen. Some

dates as far as. 1983. In talking with her she told

me that she thought mid 1981, at the latest September

1, 1981. So I think that will take care of your problem,

your question and we will not be doing them manually .''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall House Bill 3150 pass?

All in favor vote aye, a1l oppose vote no. Have a11

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Clerk will tak

the record. On this question there's l41 ayes, no nays,

14 recorded as present. This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority is hereby declared passed.

On the Calendar under House Bills, Second Reading

a ears House Bill 3580.''
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Clerk Leone: ''House Bill 3580. A Bill for an Act to amend

the School Code. Second Reading of the Bill. No

Committee Amendments.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any Amendments from the floor?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #1, Barnes-Birchler. Amends House

Bill 3580 on page two', lihe two and. so forth. ''

. Speaker Lechowicz: ''The... I'm sorry. Who's Amendment is it,

Tony? Okay. Who? Alright. The Gentleman from Dupage,

Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I just want to ask a favo
at least that is that many of these are going to require

Roll Calls. I wanted to be sure they were recognized

on that so that there's no hasty gavel on voice votes

and things of that type.''

Sppaker Leëhowicz: ''Youpll have your Roll Ca11.
''

Schneider: ''Thank you very much.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I'm sorry, who is the Amehdment #l?

The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Barnes-''

Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of t he House,

I sat over in the Senate hearings and listened to some

of the objections of Senate Bill 1812 and as a result

I've offered some changes as a compromise in House Bill

3580. Amendment #1 changes from lo'.miles to 5 miles

that local school districts must transport non-public

pupils from the home of their attendance center.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman

from Madison', Mr. Mcpike.
''

Mcpike: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. A number of us couldn't

hear t he explanation. There was too much noise. Could

the Sponsor explain the Amendment again?u

Speaker Lechovicz: ''Mrs. Barnes, kindly explài; Amendment

41 again please.''

Barnes: ''Yes, sir. Amendment #1 changes the distance from

10 miles to 5 miles that local school districts must

transport non-public pupils from their homes.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''So, it's a reduction from 10 to 5. Is that,
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correct? ''

Barnes: ''Right. And instead of the district line, itls from

the students residence to the schoolm''

speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Gentleman from Cook,
' 

Mr. Yourell.''

Yourell: ''Yes, would the Sponsor yield?''
' 

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she wil1.''

. Yourell: ''Does that mean that a student, a non-public student

who 4esides in the village af Hometown in my district

on '.87th Street could be transparted five miles into the

City of Chicago?''

Barnes: ''Nor Representative Yourell. At this moment it

does but when I get down to another Amendment, which

is Amendment that clarifys that there will be no

transporting of pupils in or oui of Chicago.'''

Yourell: ''Why is that? We... Are you going to transport them

l east, southr west, but not north?''

Barnes: ''As I said when I started: Representative Yourell,

spent two hourssover in the Senate hearings listenihg

to scme of the objections to the Bill as it is fortulated

and I am offering tiese four Amendments as a compromise

package in hopes that I can pass this Bil1.''

Yourell: ''I'm not concerned with what youlre doing. I'm

sure wedre all going to understand that in due kime ,

but a1l I waht to know is why is there no transportation

north?''

Barnes: ''You mean'.into Chicago.''

Yourell: ''Yes. Northe''

Barnes: ''Because the Bill states that any district with a

population of 500,000 will not provide transporation. '

And the reason that the City of Chicago isn't included

is because it would cost 20 million dollars more, number

one. And nlnmher two, we have the CTA and many forms

of transportation within the City. of Chicago that we do

not have in rural districts.''

Yourell: ''Don't ou hàve suburban bus trans crtation in the
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suburban areasa''

Barnes: ''We11, Mr. Yourell, you live four blccks from me

and we do have some RTA buses o'ut in our area.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Sangamon
, Mr. Kane.''

Eane: ''Would the Sponsor yield to a questiona''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she will.
''

Kane: ''Why is five miles better than ten miles?''

Barnes: ''Because it cuts Ehe cost in half .
l'

Kane: ''Why would it cut the cost in half? You still have to

have the same number of buses. You donlt cut the numher

of buses in half, do your'

Barnes: ''No. Well, one of the reasons. . . well, 1111 tell you

something, Representative Kane, if you could be
. . . I

imagine you've already read a11 my four Amendments and

one of the other Amendments restricts the transporting

to the immediate adjoining districts and not through

the adjoining districtsinto the next district. And

that is why it is five miles and not ten miles
.
''

Kane: ''You made the statement that cutting the mileage

from ten to five would cut the cost in half
. Did you

take that back?''

Barnes: ''No, sir-''

Kane: ''You still say that it would cut the cost in half?''

Barnesl ''Well, IIm not a lawyer, Representative, and I know

in my heart what I'm trying tö do with this Bill and I

just take ten: I-divide it by twoe and: you' know, I get

five. In my mind, I think it's half the cost.''

Kane: '' Well, I'm not a lawyer either . I1m just trying to
get my numbers straight, but you would still. . . a school

district would still have to purchase the same nllmher

of buses that transport these students five miles as it

would ten miles. Each bus would only go half as far,

but a school district would still have to purchase just

as many buses to transport those students half as far
.

Would that not be correct?''

Barnes: ''Well, when I look into m . district ahd the rice that,
..mL''w/ ) G E 
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. the private school is paying a'nd the price that the

public school is paying I can see the more students

you have: the less it costs.''

Kane: ''There are economies of sca'lesz.but if I have 30

students that I have to transport ten miles, would have

to buy one bus. Is that not correcta''

Barnes: ''Yes, sir. How many... How many.m. ''

Kane: ''And if I had to transpott those 30 students five

miles: I would still have to buy one bus. Is that not

correct?''

Barnes: ''How many students are going to be able to be seated

on your bus2'%

Kane: ''Thirty students.''

Barnes: ''Just 30.''

Kane: ''But what I'n saying is the capital expenditure would

be the same. You would have fewer miles that would

be on that bus but yoù'd still have to purchase just as

many buses to transport just as many students,and just
as many drivers also. Is that not correct?-

tYou kould only save on gasoline and a11 of your other

costs would be exactly the same. Is that not corredt?''

Barnes: ''Well, if you say so.''

Kane: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Madison, Mr. Mcpike.''

Mcpike: %Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she will.''

Mcpike: just want to make sure I understand exactly

what this does. If a... If a...If' a student

decides to go to a school that is not within the

public schôol district but is within five miles of that

students houseo doesuthat pùblic school district have

to transport that student to the other public school

district?''

Barnes: ''If it's adjacent, yese''

Mcpikè: ''Yese if itls adjacent. For example, if a student

wishes to gc.. èf a studpnt liyes within .two ,
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blocks of a private school but chose not to go to that

private school, instead he wanted to go to a school

five miles away in a different school district
. Wculd

this 1aw require that the public school transport him

across that district line? As long as it's not Chicago
.
''

Any àchool cf this students choice. Is that correct?

Regardlessm''

Barnes: ''At the moment, yes. ''

Mcpike: ''What do you mean 'at the moment'? You mean just tod ?''

Barnes: ''No. You know what I'm doing? I1m listening to my

aids over here and I'm listening to you and I'm trying

to come up with a sensible answer. I have thirty

Amendments and I hope survive the first one.''

Mcpike: 'fI know it but that was. . .lane, but +M t was a Rorious

question.''

Barnesz ''I'm very serious.. e''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Thirty-three Amendments. ''

Barnes: ''Thirty-three Amendmentso''

Mcpike: ''That was a serious question. Regardless of where the

private school may be located . You may have two' private

schools within two blocksv''

Barnes: ''As long as it's five miles from thc residence of the

students home, theylre required to bus them under this

Bill.''

Mcpike: ''Thank youo''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook: Mr . Keane.''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies.lahd Gentlemen. I would

like to dlatify: something that Rqpresentative Kane had

asked. The reduction of distance from ten miles to five

miles, does not mean you need the same number of buses
.

1: Representative Kane is auare, the allicakionAs m sure
of bus routes and the busing: if students has beccme

somewhat of a science. If you only . .. you dd not need

buses, if the school district already has buses: you do

not need to buy new buses to, nedessarily new buses ta

implement this program . There could be and ver likel
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will be instances where the. . . there will be... no

new buses will have to be purchased. The fact that

you have to bus five miles, the logic of saying that

you have to bus ten. miles or five miles you still have

to buy a bus for that, I think, is ludicrous. Itfs

a matter of utilizing existing resources. If there

are new buses needed, so be it, but there's a su'bstantial

difference in cost between busing for five miles and

ten miles. Thank you.''

speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Adams
r Mr. Mcclainu''

Mcclain: ''Thank you Very much Mr . Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, I stand in 'supportrof this

Amendment. One of the problems'we he'ard last year

when the Amendment initially was ten miles was the

tremendous cost, especially for rural downstate districts

and now with respert to the 'five yearstsic) it ends up

making it tighter and more.. . And with'lthe other Amendmen

that Jane Barnes has may be making it.., has, to be at

least six..., it's going to have to be an adjacent

school district and now makes the Act much more compact

and administratâble. So I'd ask the support of the

Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: '' Mr. Mcclatn,.l. believe the fiscal cost wou d

drop frqm le..ind a half to two and a. half million. Is
that correct?'î

Mcclain: ''I'm not sure aboat that-
''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''That's what it is. Alrighto''

Mcclain: î'Thank you.''

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''''Gentleman from Cook: Mrs. Willer-''
Willer: ''Well, thank you for making me a Gentleman

.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The lady... The lady from Cook, Mrs.

Willer. I'm sorry.''

Willer: ''This Amendment as compared to last year reminds

me of someone who comes to me and says they're going

cut b0th my legs off and when I scream and protest they

go off and come back and sa , 'Well# we make ou an offer 
,
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and not ypu can't refuse it. We're only going to cut

one.tleg off.' You know, big deak. We don't know the

cost of this. The fact is nobody really knows the

cost of these Bills because we don't know how many

parents are going to take advantage of it. So I

refuse to believe this nice, low figure . I khink

it's not true at al1.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from McHenry , Mr. Skinner.''

Skinner: ''Mr. Speaker; when you so recently interjected

yourself into debate, I did not hear the figures that

you gave. Could you repeat them?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''From 16 and a half to two and a half
.million.''

Skinner: ''l don't know what the source of your information

is. I just got the fiscal note which may or may not be

correct and indicates that it's a little bit more than

YhZ Y e 1'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''When I get an opportunity , If11 be more

than happy to show you my notes.''

Skinner: ''I'd appreciate that.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Conti. On this

issuee''

Conti: ''Yes... As long as wedre discussing the busing and

we have another one of those districts with. . . Bombrick

School in two districts represented by Boucek, Walshy'

and Willer and Representative Yourell, Barnes, and Huskey.

Theypre up in the gallery. The Bombrick School.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Welcome to Springfield. The Lady from

Cook, Mrs. Barnes: to close on Amendment #1.
''

Barnes: ''Well, Mr. Speaker, I Would just ask... I think that

the Amendment has been discussed tboroughly enough so

that everybody understands it and I would ask for a

favorable Roll Ca1l.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment #1 be adopted .

Al1 in favor' vote aye, a1l oppose vote no. Have al1

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record .

On this question there's l08 ayes , 22 nos, 1 recorded as
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present'. The Amendment's adopted. Any further Amendment ?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #2# Barnes-Birchler. Amends House

Bill 3580...''

Speaxer Lechowicz: ''Lad# from Cook, Mrs. Barnes.''

Barnes: %'Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentl emen of the House,

Amendment #2 restricts the transportation to ie immediatet

adjoining district.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion?' Question is, shall

Amendment #2 be adopted? All in favor vote aye,

a1l oppose vote no. Marco, vote me aye. Have a11

voted who wish? Clerk Qill take the record . On

this question there's 116 ayesqp 11 nos, 2 recorded

as present. The Amendments adopted. Any further

Amendments?'f

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #3, BarnesrBirchler. Amends House

Bill 3580 on page two, line five and so forth
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Barnes.''

Barnes: ''Amendment #3 requires that six or more resident

students make a request for transportation within the

five mile limit into the adjacent district, andkthe

reason thn't We made it six because some people were

afraid that they would have to go and pick up just

one student that was going to one of the schools.

So now we have changed that and it Must have six

or more resident students before anybody's required

for busingw''!

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Gentleman from Dupage,

Mr. Schnieder.''

Schneider: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. On that Amendment there

is some question as to whether or not it's clear that

those six pupils would be going to the same school.

So what you really have before you is an Amendment that

says you can provide for six children, however; those

children could be going to any number of schools.

So, that doesrlp.f âlleviate....''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Welcame back, Manroe.''
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Schneider: ''... that pressure of whether or not six is a

viable workable number because you can send some kids

to one area or one school, another child in another

area. So, if you seem'to t'hink Ghat's apalitiveylsic)
I would suggest to you as a Sponsor and to those

thàt support it that it is not and I would solicit

from' you a no vote on the AMendment.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Greiman.

Okay. Gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Darrowo''

Darrow: ''Wi1l the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she willm
''

Barnes: ''Yes.''

Darrow: ''Representative Barnes. would you explain this

Amendment in vtew of what Representative Schneider

said. Ià it your intention and is it the intention

of this legiàl'ation that six pupils have to request

to be taken to one school or is it the intention that

six pupils can be taken to six individual schools?''

Barnes: ''The'way'that I read the inteht of the Amendment
,

'no district shall be required to transport any child

totlanynschool outside of district unless six or more

resident students request transportation to a school

they attend in the adjoining districtl. So I would

say it's the same school, Representative. ''

Darrow: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Mr. Stuffle .'' I
Stuffle: l1''Yes, would the Sponsor yield to a question?''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she wi11.''

Stuffle: ''Representative Barnesz is what you have just
said, is ycur intention then, I think a subsequent

Amendment to Amendient 43 should it be adopted would

specifically provide that the six students have to attend

the same school and have to require rather than request

transportation as well. Would you be amenable to

that Amendment if this is adopted? That would do exactly

what you said you intended to dc by thià Amendmentv
''
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Barnes: ''Wel1, I'd be very happy ta consider that later.
''

Stuffle: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment 43 be

adopted? A11 in âvor vote ayeg a1l oppose vote no.

Have a1l voted who Wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Clerk will takd the record. On thii question there

are 99 ayes a nd 24 nays, 3 recorded as present. The

Amendment's adopted. Any further Amendmentsr'

Clerk Leonez ''Amendment #4, Barnes-Birchlerm
'' Amends House

Bill 35...'.

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Lady from Cook, Mrs. Barnes.''

Barnes: ''Amendment #4 excludes transportation of non-public

schools by public school districts into or out of

Chicago.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Gentleman from Dupage,

Mr. Schneidere''

Schneider: ''Mr. Speaker, on the Amendmentr 'do not require'

does not mean that they could do it voluntarily . So,

for example, 'if there is a cooperative district

and students coming out of Chicago who lwould like to .

cooperate with the cooperating district, how does that

take.chicago out of the Bi1l?''
' 

Barnes: ''It doesn't require it ''

Schneider: ''What if they're cooperative?'t What if they want

t: to agree.''

Barnes: ''That's up to them. It's optional.
''

Schneider: ''So, it doesn't take Chicago out. So if you're

fleeing the city to go to a suburban school. . .''

Barnes: ''Oh yes it does...'' '

Schneider: ''... then you are going to be ccoperative.

So what youfre looking at is the white flight concept

as it appears in regard to the desegregation question .

When you do shall not be required by law rather than

just assuming you will not be required. I think that'

would be a lot of difference. This language is very

fuzz also but that's characteristic of the Bil1
.
''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman. . .
''

Schneider: ''I again salicit a no vote-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peöru y Mr. Schraeder.''
Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the Sponsor would

' 

yield to a questionv''

Speaker 'Lechowicz: ''Indicates she wil1.
''

Schraeder: ''If this Bill is good for my district downstate,

for thase in Carbondale and those in Maconb
, Bloomington,

Carolstream why isnlt it goH for those over 500,000

population?f' Aren't they good students too?''

Barnes: ''Because, Representative Schraeder, in the City

of Chicago they have loads of transportation which

you are not afforded downstate.''

Schraeder: ''I happen to have transportation in my district

for public schcols and I think Chicago has them as well
.

Mr. Speaker, on this Amendment if I may.
'f

speaker Lechowicz: ''Please proceed.
''

Schraeder: ''I'd just like to point out that I think we ought

to treat al1 the students throughout the state on an

equal basis, and I don't want to discriminate against

those students who may happen to reside in a community '

that has over 500,000. So I think this Bill
r .or this

Amendment should be defeated.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Daniels.l'

Daniels: ''Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she wi11.
''

Daniels: ''How about exclùding Dupage County. Werthave'loads

of transporation too. On that basis, would you agree

to that?''

Barnes: ''Well, Representative Daniels, the reason that

I put thi s Amendment in is because so many Legislators

had questioned me and they àaid it was not spelled ouk

specifically that there would be no busing in or out

of Chicago, and I tried to conform to téeir wishes.
. And that's the reason I introduced this Amendment.

And it reads specifically that there will be no busing
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in or out of Chicago.''

Daniels: ''I understand your reason though is because of the

masqtransportation khat's available. Al1 of us around th

collar counties are privileged to have the RTA services.

We have masstransportation. I wonder if.hyou'd exclude

us too .''

Barnes: ''We1l# do you have more than 500,000 residents in

your area?''

Daniéls: ''No, but I'm just following up on your reasons.

We have more than 500,000 in our county and some of us

would like to be excluded from this because we think

we have a pretty good schdol system.''

Barnes: t%We1l, Representative, is this finance were pots

and pans, I think youfre just going to have to introduce

your own Amendment.''

Daniéls: ''So, theny the real reason is not because of the

transportation it's because of the number 'of.votes. Isn'

that really what it boils down to?''

Barnes: ''I beg yoùr pardon?''

Daniels: ''The real reason then that youpre exkluding

Chicago is not because of their transportation system?

Is that correct?''

Barnes: ''You know what, Representative Daniels, at the

very beginning I said that the reason that Chicago

was not included, it would be 20 million dollars more

and I also felt that they had the transportation needed
.

Now I think that that ought to answer your questionm
''

Daniels: ''Alright. Then just, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I think We really know the real reason why Chicago

is excluded and I thinki.you answered our own questions.

It's a matter of votes here and I agree with the previous

speaker-sw''

Barnes: ''My district is all in the suburbs. What do you .

mean by votes? On election day for me or what?''

Daniels: ''Oh no, not at all. I think you do quite well
.

I don't think you have to worry about that. We fre ver
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proud of that.''

Barnes: ''Thank you.''

Daniels: ''Padt of But I think what wed.re really talking

about is the question here that.

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Please address yourself to Amendment

#4, sir.l'

Daniels: ''Wetre ireating one section of the state different

from the reat and once again, I think we have a situation

' here which is good for one part'of thè state should

be good for all, and for that reason I think that all

of us outside of Chicago oug.ht to appose it.''

Speaker Lechokicz: ''I'm glad youdre interested in Chicago

for a change. Gentleman from Cook: Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. 1 think that some of the

previous speakers are we11... are trying to load the

Bill up. What the Sponsor of the Amendment is doing

is. attempting to make it more palitable to those who

were worried abovt the economic impact on the state

and tbe school districts. In attempting to do this

now she... the auEhor... the p'roposer of the Amendment

is gatting accused by the same group that previously

indicated it was too expensike. The CTA system within '

the City of Chicago is so unique and so comprehensive

that is does serve... it is easy for people to go from

one area of the city to another. In the suburbs,

in the RTA area, it's basically a train, a commuter

train structure. The bus system between various

) àuburban towns and between... from a point in one

suburban area to a paint in another is very, very

minimal. don't think that any of the downstate

towns that are large have the amounk of public

transportation that Chicago does. Chicago is also. . .

we also subsidize the student riders by giving them

student passes and paying for part of their. . . paying .

for part of their transportation. So Chicago is already

receiving.-kà The Chicago students are already receiving
Q :
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aid in this area. In terms of the first Gentleman
,

the basic requi... what the Bill is basically doing

is making it, by this, wedre attempting to make it

definitely not involving the City. . .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me, Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Yes.''

Spvaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell, what

purpose seek recognition?''

Yourell: ''Yes, I do appreciate your attention, Mr. Speaker,

but you forewarned others to speak to the Amendmént

and the Gentleman now is speaking to the Bill. And

I think hels out of order.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Please confine your remarks to the

Amenment, sir.'' Amendment 44.''

Keane: ''The Amendment which deals with exempting Chicago

fram ik is exactly what it says it does. It's an

attempt to keep the Bill down, the cost of the Bill

down. It would prohibited if Chicago was involved

in And chicago can be exempted because of its

own transportation program. Thank youm
''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Leverenz.''

Leverenz: ''The Spohso'r yielda''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she will.
''

Leverenz: ''Representative, could you tell me in the first

line of the Amendment it says: 'do not require'.

Is that Mdkstitute langufge for prohibit or would you

accept and Amendment changing 'do not require' to

'prohibite?''

Barnes: ''I would interpret it as do not require.
''

Leverenz: ''It says' do not require and I would interpret

it as do not require but could i*'be construed as

prohibit?'' Because if you do not prohibit it youlre

still going to allow the expense to exist. It is the

expense question you said of 20 million dollars that

would soften the financial impact of the entire Bill,

and youRre really not doin that. You're still allowin 
,
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it when you say do not require. You're allowing it

to voluntarily exist. Thus the cost would still exist.

Or it's just easier to take the Bill oùt of the record.

and think about it.''

Barnes: ''Oh: I've thought about it: And I'm ready to go

with the Amendments Representative.
''

Leverenzz ''But did 'you earlipç say. . . what... let me ask

the question. What did you earlier say this would

reduce the fiscal impact of the khole Bill by7''

Barnes: '.l said 20 million.''

Leverenz: ''May I ask who provided you with that information?''

Barnes: ''Wel1, I had the fiscal impact from Robee Leinenger,

is that the way you say ehnt: from IOE.
''

Leverenz: ''But if they voluntarily did it, wouldn't th8 cost

eill go on?'' i:

Barnes: ''Yes, but I donît think that it's going to happen .
''

Leverenz: ''Thank youo''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Ccok, Mr . Epto/e''

Epton: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.
'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman has moved the previous question.

All in favor signify by saying 'éye'. Aye. Oppose.

Previous question's been moved. Lady from Cook,

Mrs. Barnes, to close.''

Barnes: ''I would ask for a favorable Roll Cally
. Mr. Speaker.''

o . 
' ' 

ajj 'Speaker Lechowicz : Question is, shall endment 44 be adopte ?

A11 in f avor vote aye, all oppose vote no . Have à11

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Gentleman

f rom Lake, Mr . Deuster, to explain his vote . Timer ' s on . '

Deuster: nVery brief ly , explaining my yes vote. In response

to the point suggested by Representative Daniels , the

Bill provides that any school district in the State of

Illinois that has adequate public transportation can have

that certif ied by the Illincis Of f ice of Education and

be excused f rom the Bill . With the dase of Chicago

we know they have the CTA . It ' s common knowledée .

With an other districts in Dupa e Count Lake Count of
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anywhere else, if you have public transportationr

your school district can get certified and be exempted

from this Bi1l.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Griesheimer.

Have a1l voted who wish? Have a1l. . . Lady from Cook,

Mrs. Macdonald, to explain her vote. Timer's on-''

Macdonald: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House;
I had a question but maybe I can express my concern

by explaining my vote. Someone from Chicago would

probably have to have answered my question. I presume

that research was made inta the issue of transportation

within the City of Chicago that the students would

be transported without transfer on their bus systems

for five miles to the schools that they go to in the

City of Chicago. And, as an explanation, I have to just
say that I am presuminq that there is no transport

for school students in the City of Chicago bus to bus,

and on that basis, I am voting yes. But, privately,

I would like to have someone from Chicago clarify that

for me if they could.''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this qulstion there are 83 ayes,

62 nos: 5 recorded as present. The Amendment's adopted.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #5, Schraeder. Amends House Bill

3580 by deleting lines...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peoria: Mr. Schraedera''
.u . '

Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, in Amemendment 5, 13, and 14,

I''d like to table them because they are incorrectly

draftedo''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''What was that Fred? Amendment what?''

Schraeder: ''Five, l3, and 14.''

Speaker Lechowicz: NFive, l3, and 14. Gentleman asks leave

to withdraw the Amendments. No objections, 5, 13, and 14

are withdrawn. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk Lecne: ''Amendment #6, Wikoff. Amends House Bill 3580. . .2'
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Champàigns Mr. Wikoff.
''

Wikoff: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. Amendment #6 is a very simple Amendment
.

All it does is delete line 19 and 20 of the Bill which

I believe is the exclusion of school districts over

5Q0,Q0û. This puts all school districts in the State

of Illinois in the same Bil1.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentlemqn from Cook, Mr. Bqwman, what

purpose seek becognition? Mr. Bowman, please.
''

Bowman: ''Because I believe the Gentleman's Amendment is not

in order with the adoption of Amendment'4, I believe it

was, that the last paragraph of that page was changed'

and now his Amendment is no longer in order .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Wi1l the Parliamentarian come back up

to the rostrum? Tonyr would you give me a copy of

Amendment #6, please with 'the Bill as amended so far?'

He needs 1: 2, 3, and 4. Those were adopted . Mr.

Epstein, kindly return to the rostrum . Mark O'Brien,

bring up the file. We don't need it, Mark. The

Amendment is out df order. Any 'further Amendments?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #7, Hallstrom. Amends House Bill

3580 on page two by inserting below line 18 the

following.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Lady from Cook, Mrs. Hallstrom.''

Hallstrcm: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the Hodse. Amehdment #7 says that the cost of
- transportiég any student outside of a school district

:
to attend a school other than a public school as

required by this amendatory Act of 1980 shall be born

by the state. The. reason I've introduced the Amendment

is because it's my understanding that the sense of this

Legislature is that we shall no longer mandate public

schools to do things that we are not giving them funds

to do it with. So I would 'appreciate yöur support

on this Amendment. Thank' youe''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider.''
,% --w' 
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Schneider: ''Question of Representative Hallstrom, please.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she'll yield-''

Schneider: ''Do1ly, does this mean now that the public

transpcrtation will continue in its usual vein,

that is local tax dollars and some .state money.

will be providedr but the Private schools the total

cost will be borne by the state?''

Hallstrom: ''Yes, sir. What Ilmrreàlly saying is that if

youdre going to transport a child outside of that

child's own school district to a non-public school

then youlre mandating the public schools to do samething'

thàt you have not givqn them the funds to do with
.

And that's why I think then the state should be .. . the . '

state should come up with the money fdr it.
''

Schnéider: ''So that... Okay. So youbre making the

non-public student even more uniq'ue œd more able to 
,

' be supported by state monies other than. . . you know..

okay. Currently, are you familiar with where we .'are

on reimbursements for transportation?''

Hallstrom: .''Yes g 1 lsir , -1 am . ''

Schneider: ''Are we full funding?- No.
''

Hallstrom: ''No, we are not, sir.''
' Schneiderr ''Alright. So now you would argue further that

we not only are leaving a local tax burden in place

for the public child but .also saying that we can't

fund public schools but... public transportation but

we will fund fully at the state èxpense, not'publiem
''

Hallstram: ''What I'm saying is that I do not think it's

fair to put anather mandate on the schools to transport

these youngsters from non-public schools when the

schaols do not have enough money to transport the

children. Theyd're not fully funded, to transport the

children within their own school districts to public

schoolsm'' .

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. 'Meyer.
''

Meyer: ''Thank you Mr. speaker. I urge a no vote on this
M x.
, q
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Amendment because if passed it would make the Bill

unconstitutional. It would have the effect of
. 1 .

reimbursing th7 transportation for the non-public

schools in a 100% level while the private... pardon me,

the non-public schools kids for 100% while the public

school level is cnly 80*. The despairity or quality

would beuunconstitutional. This was a recent concervanious

Supreme Court case which reaffi.rled the 'Everettson'

case which was a 1947 busing...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Clyde's looking for you.''

Meyer: ''... case, and for khose reasons I urge a no vote.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes,. Mrs. Hallstrom.''

Hallstrom: ''Yds, I%d like...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''We'1l get back to you, madam. That was..
'.2 k

He was just speaking in opposition to the Amendment. '
The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell.''

Yourell: ''Thank you. Would the Sponsor yield for a questiona'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates she wil1.''

Yourell: ''Representative Barnes (sic), if Amendment #7

is not adopted, then that would require that a tax

increase in every échcol district in the State of Illinois.n

Speaker Lechowicz: ''le s. Hallstrom, please.g'

Yourell: ''Mrs. Hallstroma'' -

Hallstrom: ''I#m sorry. I thoug'ht you said Representative

Barnes-''

Yourell: ''I'm sorry.''

Hallstrom: ''That's alright. Repeat it once more: please.''

Yourell: ''Yes, if Amendment #7 is not adopted, would that

not mean then that there would have to be a tax increase

in every school di/trict in the State of Illinois

to fund House Bill 3580?''

Hallstrom: ''It's my understanding that that very well

could happen because the schools don't have enough

money to operate on right now. And if welre going to

give them another mandate, there certainly could be

that possibility and a very real one. There would have tp
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be a tax increasew''

Yourell: ''I rise in szpport of the Amendment since I believe

that this Bill, without Amendment #7, is a tax increase '

in every school district in the State of Illinois
.

Now, if the Sponsor would have waited, the sponsor of the

Bill would have waited until January , just seven mcnths
away, and presented the Bill then.under the mandated

program that Amendment #7 addresses itself to, the

State of Illinois would bear the full cost of this

program because it is not only a new mandate, it is

an extension of an existing program in the State of

Illinois. And Representative Bluthardt, Representqtive

Ryan, 'and others who Cosponsored with me the mandated

programs Bill know this, and the Sponsor should be aware

of this and hold this Bill.until January when it won't

cost the taxpayers one sinqle pennyv. but the state
:

according to Amendment #7 in that program, would

reimburse those school districts for the cost of this

program. So I rise in support of Amendment #7.'.

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady from Cookr Mrs. Barnes,

on Amendment #7.'.

Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker and Lddies and Gentlemen of the House
,

I wouzd ask for the defeat of this Amendment for the

very reasons that Representative Meyer's states that

it would make it unconstitutional
m
u

Speaker Lechowicz: ''GentleMan from Cook, Mr. Leverenz.''

Leverenz: ''The Sponsor of the Amendment yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Hallstrom . She wi1l.''

Leverenz: ''',Would this also cover, you say the cost of

transporting any student, would that also include the '

cost of liability coverage in as much as youcare extending 
.

the cost of the liability, the school district out from

its district boundaries also?'' Not just the cost of' the bu .
''

Hallstrom: ''It would be my understadding that any costs that

are now involved in transpcrting children wbuld be a part

of this cost.''
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Leverenz: ''Thank you very much and to the Bill, Mr. Speaker,

or the Amendmento''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''To the Amendmentv''

Leverenz: ''This Amendment is very importahE' in as much as

not dnly is there a great amount of transportation

direct costs, but the liability included in taking

. a district ahd extending its liability for a student

that does not attend its schools out further from its

district boundaries. And I think Amendment #7 should

be adopted. Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Winnebago
, Mr. Simmso''

Simms: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Hcuse
, I

rise in opposition to the passage of this Amendment
.

I think Representative Meyer very frankly summed up the

case very w*ll. By the passage of this Amendment
,

you are treating public and non-public. students differtntl .
It becomes an unconstitutional situtation that thel,

Legislature has constructed . Under the Amendment,

the state pays 100% for non-public students and only

up to %Q% for reimbursement fdr non-public . .. for public

sdhool students. So, the<efore; you have a serious

constitutional question vhereby you are treating one

student differently than another. So, for these reasons,

this Amendmbnt should be overwhelmingly defeated of

those that are in support of the passage of this leMisla-

ti0h.'''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Hallstrom, what purpose seek

recognition?'' '

Hallstrom: ''If itd's appropriate or the right time, I'd

like to answer...''

Speaker Lechowicz: œIn closing. In closing-''

Hallstrom: ''... my leelings. Fine. Thank you.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Wayne, Mr. Robbins-''

Robbins: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of'the House
,

I think that what we have been talking about is part

of the Amendment and part of the Bill. Why should it be...''
...:.- ;r ----.x
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Speak tokthe Amendment, siro''

Robbins: ''Why should it be unconstitutional to require
' 

that the state pay the cost that is added to this

for people that do not attend the public school districts

school. The public school districts tax rates are set
.

They are set to transport the students within the school
.

They are limited in.the amount by law that they may levy
.

And you are adding a expense which will not, cannot

be covered without a tax increase on the local level

. by the public schools. Now, if. . . if the :state

is going to require this tax increase, it should be

on the state level as' this Amendment says. And it

should not force them to have to try to float a

referendum or put kids out in buses or run buses in

shifts or make them walk. Now, this also changes

the Bill and the Amendment changes the 1aw to where you

transport kids in difference because in non-pub
. . .

pub... in non-public schools you transport them from

anywhere wikhin the district and in public schools

you transport thG  wit.hin #'13/ mile nnaaa half . So , if

you are going to require this kind of transportation
,

you should be willing to supply the money.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Cullerton, in response. The Gentleman

from Cook, Mr. Bowman.''

Bowman: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. I rise to speak in favor of this

Amendment, and I urge al1 Members here to reject the

pr s raised bv the opponents of the Amendment.

The opponents would have you belleve that this is
unconstitutional because it treats the private school

students differently from the public school students.

Well, if that 'argument really holds water, what about

the present situation. After all: under the present

situation, public... there's no transportation being

provided to the private school students, and yet

bl'c ' ' 'our u
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. transportation. If Representative Meyer is correct,

then he cught to file suit in federal district ccurt

to require the busing of students to private schools
.

And if he is correct; he will win. The other... The

other pöint to be made in rejecting the Representative's

argupentà' is from the point of view af the service.

The student is getting the service being provided

both ways. In other words, once we mandate that the

local school districts provide the busing the point

about whether the state or local government picks' up the

cost is irrelevant from a constitutional point of view .

The point is that the student is being bussèd. Period.

The student is being bussed by the school.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me, Mr. Bowman. Mr . Skinner, please

conduct yourself accordingly. Please proceed.
''

Bowman: ''So the ... The constitutional question then is not

. . . is irrelevant because the service is being provided.

The taxpayers are picking up the bill. It's just a
c question of which taxpayers are picking up the bill.l:y,
' 

so, I reject those arguments, as being without merits.
On the other hand, this is a mandateâr'program .

By George, I have... if there's ever a mandated program,
. . .A

this is it and We ought to provide the bdéis at the state
level. Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: nThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Epton. Mr.

YOYCZ * P

Epton: ''I move the previous question.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman's movedu'the .previous q uestion.

All in favor signify by saying 'aye'. Aye. A1l oppose.

Previous question's been moved. The Lady from Cook,

Mrs. Hallstrom, to closee''

Hallstrom: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Làdies and Gentlemen

of the House. I bring you this Amendment because I

think it's the only fair way'that this Bill could ever

bc passed. As many. of you havq said before me,

it certainl is a mandated ro ram and I've sat here and
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listened to a11 of you say that no more will we have

mandated programs without the state fully funding .

On the question of what Representative Meyers and

Representative Simms said, I would like to question

them as to whether they think it's discrimination

when we do not transpart public school children

outside their district five mil es. and yet we are

now going to transport non-public school children

outside their district for five miles. That would

seem to me to be unconstitutional, and I would certainly

appreciate your vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment 47 be adopted

A11 in favor vote aye, al1 oppose vote no . Marco,

vote me no. Gentleman from Cookz Mr. Conti, ko explain

his voteo'' I#m sorry. Gentleman from Sangamon, Mr.

Kane, to explain his vote.''

Kane: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

thé: Sponsor of this Amendment is saying that this

Amendment will take up a11 of the additional costs.

But the Amendment only applies to picking up the costs

of busing students outside of a school district. However,

there are a 1ot of districts that have'private schools

within their district boundaries that are not now on

regular public school bus lines, and therefore; would

also become eligible under this Bill. Thoie additional

costs will not be picked up. For example, Springfield

district 186, it would cost some 450,000 dollars. .

This Bill, if it's passed, would cost this school

district that additional amount of dollars. But those

dollars would not be picked up by.the state under this

Amendmente''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Hcffman,

to explain his vote. Timer's on.''

Hoffman: nThank you very much Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. This is an Amendment which mikes
a great deal of sense. Equity and fairnesshsand the whole
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issue of local control and mandates are al1 tied up

in this Amendment. It is very, very important that

this be supported.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Collins, to explakn
. 'his vote . . ' Timer.' s- on . ''

Collins : ''We11, thahk you Mr . Speaker and Ladies

and Gentlemep of the House . I rise in opposition to

his Amendment and 1* woulld urge al1 Members of the Houset

to turn this Amendment down and indeed all the insuing

M endments . Every one of these M endment are designed

either to make the Bill unconstitûtional , to add

greater cost to the Bill, weaken. it or duplicate language.

Now, the Sponsor'of the Bill has amended the Bill to meet

the objections that were raised in the Senate and elsewhere.

She has the Bill in the shape that she wants it now and

I think that we should vote it up or down and on Third

Reading in that form. You're using the Second Reading

process to either weaken the Bill, dilute, or nullify

it. Wedve added reasonable five mile limitations within

the Bill. Shefs added 'the reasonable six students

provision in the Bill. Now let's turn down these

additional Amèndments. Leu's vote the Bill up or

down in the form that the Sponsor wishes to present

it to this House.. I urge every Member of the House ,

vote against this Amendmènt and a11 the Amen/ments

that follow. Let's start with khis very bad Amendment.
''

Speaker Lechokicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Bluthardt,

to explain his vote. Timer's on.''

Bluthardt: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. You''3mcw, it amaze: me how

so many people become constitutional lawyers on this

floor all of a sudden. I see nothing wrong with this

and I don't see it to be unconstitutional but perhaps

is you want to correct that and màke it fair we shoild

offer another Amendment that would provide that all costs

of transportation, every bit of it, for public as well as
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the parochn'all. schools be picked up by the State cf

Illinois. I think i* would make a fair Bill, and

I think it would bring out the tremendous cost to the

State of Illinois and to the taxpayers that this Bill

is going to cost thosp taxpayers.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Birkinbine,

tâ explain his vote. Timer's on .
''

Birkinbine: nThank you Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. I found some of the previous testimony

somewhat amazing. The fact that any Amendment other

poeple might offer to a Bill are simply dilatory

or simply designed to somehow ruin a perfectly gaod

Bill. That seems to be in the eyes of the beholder
.

Such kind of thinking would indicate that any Amendment

offered is somehow not worthy of being considered. 5

would remind tou that 1aw we passed last year taking

effect next January says that any unfunded mandattp

the cost of such would be picked up by the state.

Now we passed that in the House. It would seem

to be pretty contrary for us to now turn around and

inflict the cost of a mmr/th Qran4portation prokram '
on school districts without coming up for the money.

Thank youa''

Speaker Lechowicz: nThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell,

to explain his vote. Timer's ona''

Yourell: ''We11, I don't want to explain my vote, Mr. Speaker.

I just want to request a verification if the negative

vote is in the majority.f'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Have al1 voted who vish? The Gentleman

from Cook, Mr. Keane, to explain iis vote. Timer's on.''

Keane: ''Thank you. In explaining my vote: I would like to

mention to the Spcnsor of this Bill that the mandated

programs are not nandated as yet. The General Assembly

in 'its wisdom #ut that... the mandates off sùme seven

months. If we a re going to knock every Bill out of

here between now and the next seven mcnths tha mand t
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local government to do scmething: we should have started

long before this. The Bill: or the Amendment is

unconstitional. The fact 'that the people who are '

opposing the original Bill or voting in favor of this

are doing on the basis of making the Bill unconstitutional
.

I would urge that you vote red. Thank you-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Have all voted whc wish? Lady from

Cock, Mrs. Barnes.''

Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker, I'd like to verify the aye vote on this

Roll Ca11.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Youîre entitled to do that, madam .

And Mr. Yourell will then verify the negati/e.''

Hallstrom: ''Po1l of the absentees.
''

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''Before we get to thaty have a1l voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? Clerk will take

the record. On Gis question there are 88 ayes
: 73 nos.

Lady asks for a poll of the absentees. Before we get

to that, Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Conti, for what putpose

seek recognition?''

Conti: ''Mr. Speaker, let's welcome Brookwood Junior High

School in the gallery. In that audience is Andrey

'Heeber' the nephew of Representative Carol Braun,

Represented by Gettye Grossi, and Bob Piel. Up there.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Welcome to Springfield. Poll the

absentees. Gentleman from Cookr Mr. Collins, what purpose

seek recognition? Collins.''

Collins: 'fYes, Mr. Speaker, since we're on the Order

of Introductions, I'd like to introduce the Alderman of the

4th Ward from the City af 'Calumet ' City, Nick Parson
p
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Welcome Alderman. Poll the absenteese

please. According to the Clerk, there may be a slight

delay. Theypre having a problem with the Roll Call madhine
.

Must be the work of the Lord. Please stay in the chamber
.

Since the machine is malfunctioning, webll have an oral

verification. How long does it take you to fix the

machine? Order food. Elmo, 1111 have the same thin that
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you're going to arder. Would the Membership kindly

be on the floor? Kindly be in yaut seats. We'll

proceed with an Oral Verified Roll Call and you will

not be able to vote your switches because of the

machine breakdôwn. So, please, please, and that

includes you Lœ . Skinner. Kindly refrain your remarks

only to the response and the call of your name. Proceed

with the Oral Verified Roll Call. Woùld the M-mhership

kindly be in your seats? Please, we're going to need

your cooperation on this. Please proceed-''

Clerk Leone: ''Abramsono''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue.''

Clerk Leone: ''Ackerman.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Ackerman aye.''

Clerk ,Leone: ''Alexander-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Alexander. How do you wish to be recorded

ma 'am? Present.''

Clerk Leone: ''Anderson.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Anderson aye.''

Clerk'Leone: ''Balanoff.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Balanoff aye.'l

Clerk Leone: ''Jane Barnes.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Jane Barnes no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Beatty.''

Speaker Lechowicz: œBeatty. Continue with the Roll Cal1.''

Clerk Leone: ''Be11.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Be11 aye.''

.clerk Leone: ''Bianco.''

speaker Lechowicz: ''Biànco. Please. Bianco no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Birchler.'l

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Birchler no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Birkinbine.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Birkihbine. How are you recorded, sir?

AYO*''

Clerk Leone: ''Bluthardt.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Bluthardt aye.''
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Clerk Leone: ''Borchers.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Borchers aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Boucek.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Boucek ayeo''

Clerk Leone: ''Bower.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Bower. How do you want to be recorded?

*Ye * ''

Clerk Leone : ''Bowman . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Bowman aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Bradley.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Bradley no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Braun.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Braun ayeo''

Clerk Leone: ''Breslin.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Breslin aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Brummer.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Brummer ayee''

Clerk Leone: ''Bullock.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Cohtinue.''

Clerk Leone: ''Burnidge.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Wait a minute. Il.m sorry. Record Mr.

Bullock as present.''

Clerk Leone: ''Burnidge.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Burnidge aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Campbell.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Campbell no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Capparelli.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Capparelli. Continue with the Roll Cal1. ''

Clerk Leone: ''Capuzi.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Capuzi noa''

Clerk Leone: ''C@sey.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Ca11. ''

Clerk Leone: ''Catania.''

Speaker LMchowicz: ''Catania aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Chapman.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Cha man. Continue with the Roll Call.
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Mrs. Chapman, do you want to be recorded on this? Aye.

No. Mrs. Chapman no. I#m sorry.''

Clerk Leone: ''Christensen.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''No. Christensen noa ''

Clerk Leone: ''Collinse''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Collins noe''

Clerk Leone: ''Conti.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''donti ayee''

Clerk Leone: ''Cullertonm'!

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Culletton no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Currieo''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Currie noo''

Clerk Leone: ''Daniels.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Daniels aye.''

Clerk Leone: nDarrow.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Darrow, Gentleman from. . . no. Gentleman

from Rock Island, what purpoee seek recognitiona'
.. . 

' 

(g ,1 ''.v,'Mr. Darrow, p ease.

Darrow: ''Mr. Speakerr Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, I am

voting no, although I approve of this concept. This

is unconstitutional and Amendment #3l does the same thing

and is constitutional. So, I would suggest we vote

no on this and yes on 3l. Thank you. ''

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Darrow no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Davis.''

Speaker Lechowicz: 'fMr. Davis. Which one? Jack Davis aye
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Dawson.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Dawson no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Deuster.''

Speaker Llchowicz: ''Deuster. Mr. Deutser. Wait. You want to e

recorded as aye? Mr. Deuster aye. Put Capparelli as no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Diprima.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Diprima no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Domico.'f

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Domico no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Donovan.''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Donovan aye.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Doy1e.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Doyle no.''

Clerk Leone: ''John Dunn.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''John Dunn aye.
''

Clerk Leonel ''Ralph Dunn.''

Speaker Lechowicz: 'nRalph Dunn aye.
'''

Clerk Leone: ''Dyer.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Proceed with the Roll Ca1l. ''

Clerk Leone: ''Ebbesen.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Ca11.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Eptone''

Speaker Lechcwicz:. ''Epton no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Ewe11.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Ewel1. Continue with the Roll Ca11
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Ewing.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''MrJ. Ewing aye-
''

Clerk Leone: ''Farley.''

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Farley no .
''

Clerk Leone: ''Flinn.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Flinn aye.'

Clerk Leone: ''Virginia Frederick .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Frederick ayeo
''

Clerk Leone: ''Dwight Friedrich.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Call. Mr.

Friédrich. I'm sorry. Do you want to be recorded.
''

Friedrich: ''Aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Gaines.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Gaines aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Garmisa.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Garmisa no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Getty.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Getty. Continue with the Roll Ca11.''

Clerk Leone: ''Giorè'i.''

Speaker Lechowicz: S'Giorgi. Continue with the Roll Cal1
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Goodwin.''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Goodwin aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Greimanm''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Greiman aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Griesheimer.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Griesheimer ayem''

Clerk Leone: ''Grossi.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Grossi no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Hallock.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Record Mr. Giorgi as no. Ilm sorry.

What was the last one?''

Clerk Leone: ''Hallock.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Hallock no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Hallstromv''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Hallstrom ayev'

Clerk Leone: ''Hahahànvn'' - ':-

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Hanahan 50.
1'

Clerk Leone: ''H'annlgr.Re'nn

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Hannig .àye.''

Clerk Leone: ''HaHris.''

Speaker Lechawicz: ''Mr. Harrix aye..''

Clerk Leone: ''Henry.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Henry. Bill Henry no.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Hoffman.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Hoffman aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Hoxsey.''

Speàker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Hoxsey no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Hudson.'.'-

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Hudson aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''''Huff.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Huff no-''

Clerk Leone: ''Huskey.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Huskey aye.''

Clerk Leone: 'flaffœz''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with. Mr. Jaffe. Continue

with' the Roll Ca11.''

Clerk Leone: ''Johnson.''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Johnson aye.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Dave Joneë.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Aye. Dave Jones aye.
'' '

Clerk Leone: ''Emil Jones.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Emil Jones. Emil Jones. Continue with

the Roll Ca11.''

Clekk Leone: ''Kane.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kane aye.'' '

Clerk Leone: ''Karpiel.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Karpiel. Contin. . . Karpiel aye.''

! Continue with the Rol1..''

Clerk Leone: ''Katz. Katz.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Co/tinue with the Roll Ca1l
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Keane .
'' 

.

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Keane no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Kel1y.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kelly. Continue with the Roll Call.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Kent.''

Speaker Lechcwicz : ''Kent aye . '' . '

Clerk Leone: ''Klosaka'' '

Speaker Lêchowiczz HKlosakz- Mr. Klosak. Continue with the

ROl1 Call.'' '

Clerk Leone: ''Kornowicz.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kornowicz nY.''
Clerk Leone: ''Kosinski.''

Speaker Ldchowicz: ''Kosinski nov''

Clerk Leone: ''Krska.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Krska no-''

Clerk Leone: r''Kucharski-'' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kucharski no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mulas.'f .

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kulas no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Laurinoe'f

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Laurino no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Lechowicz.''

S eaker Lechowicz: HNo.''
. ... JK 'x..
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Clerk Léone: ''Leinenweber.''

Spvaker Lechowicz: ''Leinenweber no.''

Clekk Leone: ''Leonmf'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Leon no.''

Clekk Leone: ''Leverenzm''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Leverenz aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Macdonald.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Aye. Mrs. Macdonald aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Madigan.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Madigan no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mahar.''

Speahe# Lechowicz: HMahar aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Margalus.''

épeaker Lechowicz: f'Margalus. (foreign phrasel.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Marovitzm''

Speâker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Call.$'

Cldrk Leone: ''Màrovitz.''

' Speaker Lechowièz: ''No.': Marovitz no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Matijevich.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Matijevich no.''
Clerk Leone: ''Matula.''

Speaker Lechcwicz: HMr. Matula aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mautinc.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I'm sorry. Who?''

Clerk Leone: ''Mautino.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mautino aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''McAuliffq.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''McAuliffe no.''

Clerk Leone: ''McBroom.''

Speaker Lechowicz: HNo.''

Clerk Leone: ''McC1ain.''

Speaker Lechowicz). ''Mcclain no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mccourt.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Mccourt. Continue with the Roll Ca11.'

Clerk Leone: ''McGrew.''

S eaker Lechowicz: ''McGrew a e.'1
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Clerk Leone: ''McMaster.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mac aye. McMaster aye.''

Clerk Leane: ''McPiKe.''

Speaker'Lechowicz: ''Mcpike aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Meyer.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Meyer nc.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mo11oy.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Molloy. Continue with the Roll Call.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Mugalian.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Ca11.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mulcahey.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mulcahey aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Murphy.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Murphy no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Neff.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Neff aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Oblinger-''

speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Oblinger aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''01Brien.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. O'Brien. Continue with the Roll Cal1.
'

Clerk Leone: u'Patrick.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Patrick no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Pechousw'' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Pechous no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Peters.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Peters no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Pie1.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Piel aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Pierce.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Pierce ayeo''

Clerk Leone: ''Po1k.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Polk aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Pcuncey.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Pouncey no.''

clerk Llcne: ''Preston.'' '

speaker Lechowicz: ''Preston no.''
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Clerk Leone: ''Pul1en.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Pullen ayeo''

Clerk Leone: ''Rea.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Rea aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Reed.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Reed aye-
''

Clerk Leone: ''Reilly.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Reilly ayeo''

Clerk Leone: ''Richmond.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Richmond aye.
''

ClerkrLeone: ''Rigney.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Rigney ayem
''

Clerk Leone: ''Robbins.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Robbins aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Ronan.'' '

Speaker Lechowiczr ''Ronan no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Ropp.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Ropp no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Ryan.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Ryan no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Sandquistx'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Sandquist. Continue with the Roll

Call. f'

Clerk Leone : '' Satterthwaite . ''

S ea' ker Lechowicz : ''Mrs. Satterthwaite aye 
. 
'kp

Clerk Leone : '' Schisler . ''

Speaker Lechowic z : ''Schisler aye . ''

Clerk Leone : ''Schlickma'n . ''

Speaker Lechowicz : '' Schlickman no . ''

Clerk Leone : '' Schneider . ''

Speaker Lechowicz : ''Schneider aye . ''

Clerk Leone : ''Schoeberlein . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Schoeberlein no.''

Clerk Leone: f'Schraeder.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Schraeder aye.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Schuneman.''
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Speaker Lechowicz: 'fschuneman aye. '' .

Clerk Leone: 'îsharp.'' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrvsharp aye-
''

Clerk Leone: ''Simms-
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Simms no.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Skinner.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Skinner aye
a
''

clerk Leon'e: ''slape . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mike Slape nom ''

Clerk Leone: ''Stanley .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Stanley no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Stearneyw''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Stearney no
.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Steczou''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Stecczo aye.
''

Clerk Leone: HE.G. Steele.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: %'E.G'. Steele. Continue with khe Rol1 Càl1. ''

Clerk Leone: ''C.M. Stiehl.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Continue with the Roll Call
.
''

Clerk Leone: 'fstuffle.
''

peaker Lechokicz: ''Stuffle aye.
''

lerk Leone: ''sumner. f'

' peaker Lechowidz: ''Sumner aye.
''

lerk Leone: ''Swanstrom .
''

peaker Lechowicz: ''Swanstrom aye.
''

lerk Leone: ''Taylor. ''

peaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Taylor. Continue with the Roll Ca11
.
''

lerk Leone: ''Telcsere''

peaker Lechowicz: ' nTelcser . Telcser no.''

ldrk Leone: ''Terzichv
''

peaker Lechokicz: ''Continue with the Roll Ca11
.
''

lerk Leone: z'TTotten.''

peaker Lechowicz: ''Continue. . . Mr. Totten. Is that you waving

your hand back there? Record him as ayea
''

Clerk Leone: ''Tuerk.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Tuerk aye.
''
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Clerk Leone: ''Van Duyne.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Van Duyne nov''

Cletk Leone: ''Vinson.'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Vinson. How do you want to .be record d?

Record him as no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Vitekm''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Vitek no-''

Clerk Leone: ''VonBoeckman.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''VonBoeckman aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Wa1sh.''

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''Walsh no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Watson.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Watson ayew''

Clerk Leone: ''White.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''White no'.''

Clerk Leone: ''Wikoff.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Wikoff. Continue with the Roll Cal1.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Wi1ler.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Willer aye.''

Clerk Leonez ''Wi11iams.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Williams aye.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Williamson-''

Speaker Leehowicz: ''Williamson. Record Mr. Williamson as

present.''

Clerk Leone: 'fWinchester.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Winchester. Continue with the Roll

Ca11.''

Clerk Leone: ''J.J.. Wolf.''

Speaker Lechowicz: *J.J. Wolf no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Sam Wolf.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Sam Wolf. Ccntinue with the Roll Ca1l.
''

Clerk Leone: ''Woodyard-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me. Mrs. Currie, what purpose

seek recognition?''

Currie: ''To vote aye.''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''Kindly record... How is the Lad recorded
.
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Mrs. Currie.''

Clerk Leone: ''The Lady is recorded as voting no .
''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''She wants to change her vcte to aye
.
''

lBefore we go into that procedure, let's just continue

with kNe.. until we get through with the Ro1 1 Call
.

Please proceed. Where'd you leave off, Tonyv''

Clerk Leone: ''Wocdyard-
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Woodyard. Record Mr. Woodyard as aye.''

Clerk Leone: nYounge.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mrs. Younge .no.''

Clerk Leone: ''Yourell.''

Speaker Lechowicz: '''Yourell aye.''

Clerk Leone: ''Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Record the Speaker as no . Alright.

Now let's poll the absentees once again . Just because

of the fact that they don't have the opportunity

to press their own buttons. The machine was. . . They're

working on the machine. There are a number of people
I

that wanted to change their voteé. The Gentleman

from Grundi, Mr. Christensen. Change him from no to

aye. Anyone else want tc be recognized? Does

anyone else want to be recorded? What's the Roil
Call, Mr... Toùy? Kindly record Mr. Monroe Flinn as

no. Mr. Emil Jones as no. Mr. Harris as no.

Whatls the count, Tony? Mr. Taylor as no .

Mr. Casey, what purpose seek recognition?''

Casey: ''Mr. Speaker. Am I recorded as no?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I don't know. Tony, how is the Gentleman

recorded? Mr. Casey-''

Clerk Leone: ''Gentleman is not reeorded as voting. ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kindly record him as no. He's in the

process of taking the roll. Schoeberlein is recorded

as no. The Board wasn't working. What's the count,

Tony? Gentleman from Cook, Big Blue, what purpose

seek recognition? On this question there are 81 ayes
,

71 nos. The Amendment's adopted . An further Amendmentsn''
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Cletk Leone/ 'hmendment #8, Bowman. A>n8& House Bill

3580 on page two and line three and so forth.
'''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman f rom Cook, Mr . Bowman.''

Boœman: ''I ask leave af the House to withdraw Amendment

# 8 . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Glntleman asks leave to withdraw

Amendment #8. Any objections? Hearing none,

Amendment /8 is withdrawn. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk Leone: ''Amendment #9, Bowman. Amends House Bill 3580. . .''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Bowman.''

Bowman: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. I believe Housestlill 3580

goes beyond its stated intention. The. . . Sope language

was stricken from the existing Act. Language which

provided that a school district could set aside the

conditions of... set out in that section by using

assigned schools as collection points or drop off

ints for pupils'who are being transported thereby

avoiding the costly and unnecessary expense of providing

for what is in effect door to door service. The

.. . House Bill 3580 strikes the provision that the

school district can use these 'assigned schools,

collection points, and I wish to restore that language

and make it very clear that assigned schools ùmay be

used for purpose of organizing the transportation

for students dttending private schools. That is what t
Amendment 49 does. I ask for an affirmative Roll Cal1.

''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Ip there anyl.discussion? The

Gentleman from Cook. Mr. Preston.''

Preston: ''Wi11 thq Sponsor yield for a question?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he wil1.
''

Preston: ''Representative Bowman, these assigned . . . these .

assigned schools, how far are they, on the average
,

from the attendance center?''

Bowman: ''Wel1 when you say attendance center do you mean

the private attendance centers which are outside of the
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district to which the private students will be bused

or which attendance centers are you referring to?''

Preston: ''Wel1, what do you mean by . .kt The Democratic

analysis refers to attendance centers where the

effect of ycur Amendment would allow a school district

to transport pupils to... to .an assigned school

instead of the attendance center-''

Bowman: ''Okay. Thè attendance center normally' refers to

the school which the student is attending. The

purpose of the Amendment is to provide E hat a public

school may be used as a pick up and drop off point

for student pupils who are attending private schools

and xwho are being provided with this free busing.

In other words, since... well, in any given' school

district the school board could designate certain

school as being coilection points or drop off points

for pupils. Now, I believe the. . iù the 'context of

the existing statute these attendance centers cannot

be more than one and a half.. . these assigned schools

cannot be more than one and a hàlf miles from the

pupils residence, however. I think that may be the

question youdre asking.''

Preston: ''Right. So it would be o ne and a half miles
.

Then would the means df getting from the assigned school

to t he attendance center be u/ to the pupil or would that
. . . some mode of transportation be...''

Bowman: ''That would be up to the pupil, Representative

Preston, and 1 might add, the one and a half mile

figure is the maximum figure, not necessarily an

average. I have no way of knowing what the average

is. There are not statistics collected on that to my

knowledge. And: further more; I might add that the

one and a half mile figure is in the existing statutes

already. So that really what I'm doing is restoring

that language to making it clear with other language

that this applies to .the school.. .students who are being
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transported to private schools.''

Preston: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Macon, Mr . Dunn.''

Dunn: ''I'm not sure I und*rstand this Amendmeht yet
.

How. what is the mileage range? How far can students

be transported if this Amendment is adopted?''

Bowman: ''The distance that students can be tranported

to the private school would not chan/e. Wetve already
adopted language that provides that they may be

transported up to five miles outside of the district

in which they reside. Now, that's unaffected .

But what this Amendment does is to provide that certain

pubbic schools within the school districts in which the

students reside may be used as collection points and

drop off points so as to avoid the necessity for the

school bus to provide, in effect, door to door service.''

Dunn: ''Thank you.''

' ''The Gentleman from tasaller'Mr.Speaker Lechowicz:

Anderson.''

Anderson: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?'f

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Ihdica.tes he wil1.
''

Anderson: ''Yeah. Would... You really are making two points

vith this Amendment. What is the first point and what

is the second point?''

Bownan: ''Well, the.. the Bill: in its original form,

struck language from the existing statute.
''

Anderson: ''Youdre talking about the second point where you

put back in assigned./

Bowman: ''That's right and I restore that language .
''

Anderson: ''Okày. What does that do?''

Bowman: ''Okay. That permits the local school district to

use the assigned schools, that is to say the schools

which they would designate as collection points and

drop off points.l''

Anderson: ''Might it also provide that a student would have to

go to a school within the district that hefs assigned to
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rather than to any district he wants to within the

school district?''

Bowman: ''No. I donst believe so . I don't believe so.''

Anderson: nokay. Well: what do . ..
''

Bowman: ''If you interpret it that way, IId appreciate having

you elaborate on that paint.''

Anderson: ''Alright. Now, what about the first point of the

Amendment. You addressed yourself to the second point
.
''

Bowman: îfRight. I started with the second point because

I think that's the most fundamental. The first point:

I t'hink, makes it quite clear that students who are

attending private schools who are receiving free public

transportation from the public school districts may be

assigned schools, public schools, which they would go to

in order to be'picked up in the morning for transportatio

Purposes.''

Anderson: 'eYourre talking about somewhat like Pennsylvania

does now?''

Bowman: ''Well, I woùld plead ignorant from the Pennsylvania

case. It seemed to be a reasonable. . .
''

Anderson: ''But thatfs wha: youRre trying to do with your

two points?''

Bowman: ''Yes, sir.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Lady from Cook, Mrs. Willer.''

Willer: ''Yes, would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Ihdicates hà will.
''

Willer: ''Representative B'owman, do I understand you to say

if this Amendment does not pass the Bi11/ i'fkit passes

Ahto law, would mean that the children attending non-

public schools would be picked up at their door?' Is

this whàt you're saying instead of like now where they

' have collection points, not necessarily the school,

but theg do have collection pointsm
''

Bowman: $'W11l, as I read the Bill in its original form,

it certainly is not at a11 ciear on that pöint at best
.

It is not clear, and I think it could be read
. . . indicate
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that assigned schools nay not be used and, therefore;
' 

the students would have to be .picked at their doors
.
''

Willer: ''Well, children who go to public schools right now

and who are picked up are not picked up literaily

at their doorstep. Theyfre picked up at collection

points. At least they are in the suburbs. Kids

sometimes have to walk maybe a half a block or two

blocks or three blocks to be picked up by a school
. .

. . . bus by... goes on its route. Are you saying without

your Amendment the kids who attend the non-public

schools could literally be picked up at their door?''

Bowman: ''Well: Representative Willer, I believe the reason

that the children such as in your district who are picked

up at these collection points can be. . . they can be

treated in that way because the existing statute permits

that. And what I am suggesting is that House Bill 3580

changes the existing statute in that respect . And

that is the purpose' of my Amendment. My Amendment is

addressing that. particular point. Please take a look

at the original Bil1...''

Willer: ''We11, I'm sorry I dondt. . . 1111 dig out my book.

But then also this would also apply to'cthe public school
' children too because if your Amendment isnbkk adopted

then... then everybody could be picked vp at their door

and youawouldnlt have collection points
.
''

Bowman: ''I believeathat would. ... certainly would open the

. . . would raise the prospect for that to occur because

the 3580 does strike certain very important language

in the existing statute .
''

Willer: nThank you-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I think that this
. . . the

Sponsor of this Amendment èy sa#ing that we're gaing
to provide door to door service for public and private

students is somewhat farefetched . In facty it is

f ar -.f etched . What the Amendment would do 
p it would sa
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that the public school board provides transportation

to and from an assigned school. This gives the public

school board the power to designate which schools are

assigned ones. The assigned school can be anywhere

. . not the closest. It can be anywhere within a mile

and a half. I think that it providesm . .' the Amendment

actually confuses more than anything else the existing

administrative procedures which school boards use to

identify pickttum spppùits and also it forgets. . . or

it knocks out the special safety requirements we have

spoken to earlier this Session regarding busing safety

'tfor those who are living in dangerous routes. And I

would ask everyone to oppose this Amendmenta
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Wayne , Mr. Robbinsu''

Robbins: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

this is a practice that is put into effect in Sbuthern

Illinois at the present time in our large consolidated

districts. Buses will gather grade school students

and high school students and they will meet at some af th

local small schools and 1et off and pick up students

so that they can transfer them to where they belong .

This is a good thing in the Bill and it should be

adopted.''

Speaker Lechowicz: f'Gentleman from Effingham , Mr. Brummer.''

Brummer: ''Yes. Will the Sponsor yieldz''

Speaker Lechowicz; f'Indicates he wil1.
''

Brummer: ''Is the kord 'assigned' defined anyplace in the

School Code? Is the significance of the language

'assigned school' anyplace defined. It's not

specifically in the Bil1.''

Bowman: ul'm not aware'that it is defined elsewhere,
Representative 3ummer.''

Brummer: ''You're the one that's advoèatihg reinstituting

that langage.''

Bowman: ''That's right, and whdt I'm afraid of is that the

lègislative... in the a'bkesce. of any definition and, ,
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incidentally, if anyone on this floor knows of the
definition elsewherè in the statutes I would appreciateu
it if they would bring it to my attention. I'm afraid

that the legislative intent might be misconstrued '
unless we clarify and that's the intention 'of the
Amendment.t'

Brummer: '1We1l, youlre the one that's reinstituting the

language 'assigned'. Nowr what are you as. the Sponsor
reinstituting that language intend by that? By
assigned do you mean the school

, the public school
which the individual private student would normally
be going but foregoing to the private school?'' '

Bowman: ''Well, I want it clear that both pick up and drop
' off points can be assigned provided those points

are reasonably close to the origin and destination
of the pupils. That is the way it is now and I think

it ought to be clear that that is the way it would be
in the future if 3580 were adpptëd

. And I'm afraid it
might not be if this language stays in.''

Brummer: ''The... It seems to me rather clear 'that the language
'assigned school' as it exists in th

e current Code in the
absenêe of this Bill means the school to which the individual' 

studeht, the public school to which the individual student
is assigned by that school board

. That is the assigned
school. And youlre saying

. . . and if ycu accept that
ldefinition that paragraph will then read that the board

may comply with the provisioi of this Act by providi
ng

transpobtation to and from the a#signed school, i-e.
the public school, and a pick up point within a mile and a
half of the home or not more than one and a half miles
from the home.'' So that this would totally emasculate
the intention and purpose of this Bill if that in fact
would be the interpretation because all they would be
doing then would be providing transportation from a
point not more than one and a half miles from the students
home to the assi ' '
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school-''

Bowman: ''Wel1, Represenkative Brummer, I respectfùlly

disagree with your analysis because the language that

you are objecting to is in the current statutes.
''

Brummer: ''Right, and currently . z. under the current statutes,
we da not provide transportation from a point not more

than one and a half miles to some privaté school

five miles out' of the district
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. 3rummer, do you want to speak on the

Amendment now? I believe your question has been answered
.
''

Brnmmer: ''Yes, I think reinstituting that. putting the

language back in the assigned school would defeat the

entire purpose of this Bill and would only require the

böard, under paragraph... under lines 14 and 15, l6,

l7, and 18, to provide transportation from the point

not mcre than one and a half miles from the home to

and from the assigned svhool. The assigned school

being the public school to which that student is

assigned. That's not the purpose of this Bill and

that's the reason the Sponsor of the Bill, I think,

eliminated the language assigned and put their school

so that it was clear that it meant the private or

public schoàl to which the student was attending
-
''

Speaker Lechowicz: OMr. Bowman, to close.
''

Bowman: ''Yes, thank y ou Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House, would stress that school districts do

now provide free public transportation to private school

pupils. These pupils, however; live and are educated

in the... within the same school district
. The thrust

of 35804 of course, is to expand this mandate to a

radius up to five miles outside of the resident school

district. Now, what I'm suggesting is that the language

that was good enough to govern the pick up and delivery

of the private school pupils before 3580 is enacted into

law is gocd enough to govern them after 3580 would be

enacted into Aaw. Al1 I am suqqestinq is that we put 1
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the language back in the statutes that 3580 seeks

to delete and make it clear that, in so far as'pick

up and delivery is concerned, we are not doing anything

more or less than is being done now for private school

pupils. Thank you. I ask the adoption of this Amendment
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment #9 be

adopted? Al1 in favor vote aye, a1l oppose vote no .

Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Clexk will take the record. On this question there are

41 ayes, 81 nos, 4 recorded as present. Amendment

is defeated. Any further Amendments?'/

Clerk O'Brien: ''Ploor Amendment #10, Schneider. Amends

House Bill 3580 on page. one, line 12 and so forth.
''

Speaker Lêchowicz: ''Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Members cf the House
.

We are considering a matte r of public policy and as I

look at my Amendmeht it deals with another element

of our concern and that is that schools that are providing

education to students, public or private, have an

opportunity td be elegible for recognition . Currently,

there are approximately only 190 out of a total of

1200 registered as non-public schools that are recognized

in Illihois by the State Board df Education acco'rding

to their guidelines. What I am asking that if you ar>

a district interested in busing children as per the

1aw that you conform to those recognition standards.

Now, what that simply means is that on the guideline

basis provided b# the State Board which are available

that children who are being bused with public funds

to those schools be bused to the kinds of school that

have the prevailing safety and fire standards and standard

of eating and ventilation that are applicable to the

public schools. We're also talking about safety because

I realized last year when Representative Deuster's Bill

was introduced he made and emphasized a considerable

focus on the uestion of safet . Well if ou are oin 
. ..
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if you are recognized by the State Board, part of that
reccgnition involves an awareness of khe need for safety

as it relates to traffic. A final point or another point
,

there are many others, is that simply these students

would conform to a minimum day' of instruction as well

as the numbers of days in the school year. So what

1... I guess what weRre asking is a very simple request

I think. That if youdre going to be expending the monies

that are public for private purposes that these schools

coniorm to the recognition standards set out by the

State Board of Education and that they be complied with
:

and that is the intent of this Amendment.'' I solicit.

yaur support.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Morgan, Mr. Reilly.''

Reilly: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. While I'm ndt necessarily

a supporter of the concept of this Bill I would urge

a no vote on this Amendment. I think it's a very badl.

Amendment. Basically what this Amendment would do is

apply a1l the rules and regulations, all the red tape

that's involved with regulative schools and controlling

schools, to private sc'hools in the state
. I think

that's an entirely different question of public policy .

I think it's very bad publig policy . I think it's

probably unconstitutional under the Pennsylvania

provision assuming it's applied here. I think it

would be very costly. I think it's very bad policy

to be imposing tùese regulations and these rules

on the private schools. I would urge a no vote on this

Amendment..''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider,

to close.''

Schneider: ''We1l, thank you Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House. Once again, the argu menf based onltthe

Pennyylvania court case is irrelevancy in Illinois

to begin with. Secondly, the most important concern

I think we have before us is educational standards and
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the capability of a school district or a schoal to

deliver those. I don't tAink thatls a constitutional

question. That's just a matter of excellence, and

Representative Reilly can speak to that on another

matter. Hcwevery all this simply does is that in

the Section dealing with outlining our goals and our

principles in the School Code that this would embrace

the notion of recognition as long as that school is

utilizing the funds as we are defining them in this

Bill. I would ask for an aye vote and a Roll Ca1l
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question isy shall Amendment #10

be adopted? All'in favor vote aye, all oppose vote no
.

Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Hoffman, to explain his vote.

Timer's on.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Làdies and Gentlémen

af the House. I would just suggest to you if it's

good for the public schools and it certainly cannot

be bad for the private schools, and I would urge a

yes vote on this.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Have al1 voted who wish? Have a11

voted who wish? Clerk will take the record . Kindly

record Mr. Pechous as nou Piel as no. On this

question thepe are 47 ayes, 82 nos, 5 recorded as present
.

Amendment's defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment #11, Polk. Amends House

Bill 3580 on page threewo.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Polk, please.''

Polk: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen, Amendment #ll

is simply that the Bill currently has no effective date
.

If passed before July 1, it would be effective for the

1980-:81 school year with no additional appropriation

in '81 for the program. This puts in the Amendment.

This Amendment makes the effective date July 1, 1981.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''July 1, 1981? Okay. Any discussioqp

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Telcser.''

Telcserz ''Mr. S eaker, Members of the Hause, 1 rise to oppose
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Amendment fll,simply because it is my view' that delaying

the enacting... enactment of this 1aw really serves

no useful purpose. It would seem to me that if we
:

would have a delayed ëffective date we would simply

be inviting more Bills, more Amendments, and an incrqased

workload during the January Session of 1981 in an

attempt by people on both sides of thé question either

to turn back the will of the Legislature if this law

now becomes effective or to further pass this legislation

should it not be successful this Session. I think this

issue is something which everyone of is very much aware

of. Wefve had some good incisive debate on this question ,

and to forestall its eventual becoming law in my view

serves no useful purpose. And for those reasons, Mr.

Speaker, I rise to oppose Amendment #11.
1'

.1 :t'speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Polk,

to close.''

Polk: ''We1l, MrJ Speaker, Ladies and GentlemYnr I sincerely

respect the opinion of my conservative friend from

Cook County, but recognizing the fact this. .. there is

no appropriation for this Bill I think it is imperative

' that we wait until we get the appropriation in line.

' 

And so I would appreciate, an aye vote.''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Question is; shall Amendment #ll be

adopted? A11 in favor vote aye, a11 oppose votc .no .

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Greiman.''

Greiman: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker: thank ycu . I had a question and

perhaps the Sponsor could answer it.during my explanation

of vote time. If the Hallstrom Amendment were off of the

Bill and the effective date of this Bill was 1981, would
it fall then within the state mandate requirement and

i k up' the tab if it becomerequire the state to p c

effective after 19812 It would so that that aléo'would

have the additional effect of insuring that the state would

pay a1l the costs. Is that righta'' You're shaking your '

head but the recorder 'can't ick that u .
''
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Polk: ''Yes. Let the record show Mr. Polk shakes his head yes.''

Greim' an: ''Okay.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Griesheimer.''

Griesheimer: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I just want to point

out the Republican side has a leadership position on this

but I can't figure it out hearing Mr. Telcser on one

side and Mr. Polk on the other. So 1911 vate present.
''

Sppaker Lechowicz: 'fHave all voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this question there are 53 ayes,

77 nos: 3 recorded as present.and the Amendment is

defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment #12, Birkinbine. Amends

House Bill 3580 on page twb, lines three through five.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Birkinbine.''

Birkinbine: 'nThank you Mr. Speaker an d Ladies and Gentlemen

of khe House. Amendment 12 would say that any students

who were to be bused to a non-public school could attend

such school and be transported under this program only

ii that school exceeds a hundred students. Now, the

intent of this is to prevent students from-a district

hopping over into adjoining districts to, if you will,
f1y by night schools that might pop up simply to try

and make a quick... when they see that the state is

now picking up transportation costs. One of the

reasons why it,'s diffidult to get a handle on the coàt

of this program that 3580 would #utl.into effect is that

. you can say we presently have X number of students who

attend private schools in an area. Once you take care

of the transportation problem, Lord knows how many new

schools might pop up. As a means of preventing this

wedre suggesting this Amendment. I would suggest

to you that any... most al1 parochial schools certainly

have. already have more than a hundred students

so it should not run in conflict with... legitimate

schoolsw..''

Speaker Lechowicz: '''Excuse me. Gentleman from Rock Island,
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Mr. Darrcw, what purpose seek recognition?''

Darrow: ''Parliamentary inquiry.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''What's your point, sir?''

Darrow: HIt would appear that this Amendent is out of order

in view of the adoption of Amendment 42 and I'd like

' '; to know if this is correct.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''This' is Amendment 12. Point is well
taken. The Amendment's out of okder

. Any further

Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #l3 and 14 have been withdrawn.

Floor Amendment 415, Bowman. Amends House Bill 3580

on page two, line eight by inàerting. . . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Bowmanz' This is on 15
.
1'

Bowman: ''That's right. Not to be confused with Amendment

#9. This... the affect of this Amendment is to add

language which will make it clear that the public

school system will not be required to provide transportati n
YO * * * ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr . Bowman, please.''

Bowman: ''Okay. To begin at the beginning
. The Amendmdnt

is only three and a Aalf lines long. 
' 
Let me simply

read it. It says, 'No transportation shall be afforded
' 

fl to non-public students attending any school other than

a public school on days when the public school which

provides the transportation is not in session'
. In

other words it says if you have a school systemy public

school system with its own buses or if they have a contrac

with other private bus companies they will not be obli
ged

to maintainltthatitransportation system on days in which

the public school itgelf ' is not in session
. It s'eems

ta me .this is a very reasonable Amendment. Otherwise, '

you would have a conflict between the attendance calendars

af the public schools and the private schoolsy and it seems

to me that that is.. .that conflict is an unreasonàble

. one. This Ameidment would reconcile that, and give the

transportation to the public school calendars
. Thank ou-r
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. x '' n
y. lt . . .Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman ffbm Macon, Mr. Borchers.

on Amendment #15.19 '

Borchers: ''A question if you don't mind Mr . tsponsor.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Leavem''

Boràhdrs: ''Does that mean in the case of a Catholic school
' on hèly days that the public school buses would be

forced to go to the school? Just the reverse
. Just the

reverse.''

Bowman: ''Just the reverse, yes. sir.''

Borchers: ''Yes.'' .

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Let' s go backwards.
''

Borchers: ''... case of the... that they would have to go

perhaps or they donlt have to go. Tell me something

about on a holy days'' '

Bowman: ''Okay. If the private schook and since youdre

talkingl?about holy days I assume you mean parochial.

schools, but if there was a holy day which was not

celebrated by the secular schools then the private

school would not be in session, and consequently, .

the private students would not be attending their

schools. And so the pùblic buses are runninge , Well,

that would be fine. You know.
''

Borchers: ''Thank youa''

Bowman: ''What it would affect would be the opposite situatio

when the public school is not in session and the private

school was in session thenttthere wouldnft be the trans-

portation providedal' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from McLeang Mr. Bradley.''

Bradley: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. On this Amendment,

in other stakes a major indkstrial states that have

provided this kind of service to the private schools

this Amendmeht that's being offered to try to' solve

a problem there is no problem in those other states

that have enacted this kind of legislation. It's
' 

not necessary. It can be what he vis attempting to do

here can be done through rules and regulations and between
....-0' 
' 

. 
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the private schools and the public schools
. He's

trying to solve a problem when not problem really

exists. We don't need this Amendment. It's not

necessary. It has not proved to be necessary in

major industrial states such as NeW York, Ohio,
Michigan. So there-... I think hefs trying to

, again,

add something that possibly is unconstitutional to drop

the Bill down the drain. It's just simply not necessary

to have this Amendment. So I would suggest that we

oppose it. Thank you-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Dupage
, Mr. Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you very much Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the Hcuse. I think, contrary to the pre-

vious speaker, .Nhat this particular Amendment is

veryk'important. I think this kind of issue should

be settled at this level so you dongt have one school

district doing it one way and another daing it another

and leaving it up to the different diàtricts in terms

of how they want to make these decisions. I think we

need to make it perfectly clear in this legislation

the limitations and the parameters on this kind of

a program. And for that reason I rise in support of

Amendment #15.9'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Epton.''

Epton: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, Lddieso:. . Would the Sponsor

yield to a question?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he will.
''

Epton: ''I am having difficulty reading these four. . . three

and a half lines. Does this affeet Armistice Day

or Memorial Day or the Constitution or ERA or the

General Revenue Fund or religious practiceucr the

question of library or Chrysler of Belvidere or

. . see I really... I'm really thoroughly confused by

these... this tremendous Amendment which has. .. I do

hope you...''

Bowman: ''Representative Eptcn.''
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Epton: ''Yes.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''It's only a drain on the road fund
.
''

Bowman: ''The answer is yes, no, yes, no, no, no, nc, yes,

no. In that order.''

Epton: HI believe one of the answers should have been maybe
.
''

Speqker Lechowicz: ''Kindly repeat that-
''

Epton: ''I would like to also add to that that if I find

your answers are in error, 1, of course, will 'ask for

your impeachment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''It could be worse. Oh gosh. Mr. Bowman,

to close.''

Bowman: ''Well, thank you Mr. Speaker . I was about to ask

if anyone could tell me...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Oh, IRm sorry. The Lady from Champaign
,

Mrs. Satterthwaite, was seeking recognition. I'm sorry.''

Satterthwaite: ''I rise simply to support this Amendment
.

As one of our previous speakers indicated, if there is

no real prqblem in other states in this regard then

it can't possibly hender this Bill to have this provision

in it. And still it gives us the assurance that we will

not have to succumh to the pressures of the public. . .

the private schools to have public transportation on days

that public schools are not in session . We certainly do

not want, I think, to put our local school districts in

a state of bankruptcy, and we could end up by having

to provide complete bus routes on days that the public

schools were not in session. And how about summer school

for instance? We now prcvide it only for, special education

but not for the regular class room. And so I think

it is a safeguard that We canrt afford to leave oùt of

this Bill if the Bill passes, and I ur/e your support
of the Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Lasalle, Mr.

Anderscnm''

Anderson: ''Yes, I rise in support of this Amendmente too.

One of the previous speakers pointed out that the major
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states that have adopted this sort of plan there has

been no problem with that. I might point out that the

Staie of Pennsylvania public schools that are closed

. .. closed because of inclement weather, they still Aave

ta run the buses for private schools. That's khy

' I think this Amendment is important.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cookr Mr. Meyer.''

Meyer: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. As a matter of fact,

the buses that run the non-public schools wouldn't

be serving the rublic schools. They each.. . Each

school would prepam 'their calendar a year ahead of

time and the buses, bus companies, would bid on two

separate services. So for that reason, I feel this

Amendment should be defeated.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane-''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Basic... We have had

instances, we do have same caunties in Illinois that

have intra-district busing at the present time. There

have been absolutely no problems with those schedules

as Representative Meyer has said. It's an administrative

Lthing. I believe that this Amendment should be defeated

because it's arbitrary. And, in regard to . . . it brings
' 

in a religious queskion which should not be injected,

especially due to religious holidays and the make up time

that private schools of whatever religion have that might

differ with the pqblic schools.nn

Speaker Lechowidz: ''Gentleman from McHenry, Mr. Skinner.''

Skinner: ''Merciful Speaker, I move the previous question.
''

Speaker Lechowiczr ''A11 in favor signify by saying 'aye'.

Aye. Oppose., Preyious queskion's been moved. Mr.

Bowman tc close.''

Bowman: ''Well, thank you Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House, I hardly know where to begin because

so many bagus issues have been raised in debate here.

One speaker says, 'We11 they haven't 'had problems in

other states'. Well, other states have different laws.
....-** ;) --<.. .' e:' . G E N E R A t. A S S E M B L Y 5 - 8 - ; 0
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Why should we expect cut school calendars to comform

with those of other states? Why should we expect

this legislation, 3580, to confarm? Already we

have amended it on the floor. So presupably
, itfs

no longer in confo rmance with laws in other states
,

even assuming that it started out in that form .

. Also, the spector of religious discrimination was

raised here. What is the termination date in June

or the beginning date in the Fall? It is different

. for the two systems. That would impose the burden

on the public school system . You knowy what... one

of the other Representatives was saying in terms of

the private bus companies, you know, running under a

separate cantract. What do you do about the schoot

system that owns its own buses? If you have a school

systen that owns its own buses, and that particular

school system is not ih S'ession, unless an Amendment

1 ike this is adopted it may very well be that the

courts would rule that those buses Would have to

roll out of the gates and take the kids to the private

schools nonetheless. So I think that if you have any

school district in ycur area that owns its own buses
,

you would certainly want to vote for an Amendment like

this to protect them from a very. . . what could very well

be an unreasonable conflict between the calendars
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Questionl is, shall Amendment #15

be adopted? A1l in favor vote aye, all oppose vote

no. Have a1l voted who wish? Marco. Have a1l voted

who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk will take the

record. On this question there are 60 ayes
, 70 nos,

1 recorded as present. The Amendment's defeated .

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment 416, Mcpike. Amends House
' 

Bill 3580 on page'three by deleting lines 19 and 20
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Who's Amendment?''

Clerk OlBrien: @'Re resentative Mcpikeo
''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Jim Mcpike. Gentleman from Madison,

Mr. Mcpike.'' .

Mcpike: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Tiis is identical to
Amendment #6 thàt was ruled out of orderv

''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Take it out of the record
. Any

further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amehdment 417, Stuffle. Amends '

House Bill 3580 on page two by inserting after line

eight the following and so fcrth.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Who's Amendment is it?' Gentleman frop

Coles, Mr. Stufflee''

Stuffle: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker and Members. This is a simple

Amendment. It says that any student being transported

persuant to this Bill and the Sectian of the Bill shall

be transported in accordance With the regular tranéportation

schedule established by the school district. . .''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Darrow,

what purpose seek recognition?'' '

Darrow: ''With the adoption bf Amendment l5, it would appeard
. this one is out of order :lso .

'' '

Speaker Lechowicz: l'''Would the Parliamentarian come up to t he

rostrum please?''
' 

Darrow: ''l'm sorry. Fifteen was not adopted . I withdraw

my objection.''
speaker Lechowicz: ''Alright. Please continue with the

explanation, Mr. Stuffle.''

Stuffle: ''Very simply the Amendment says that transportation

under tAis particular Bill will be in accordance with the

regular transportation schedule established by the school

district responàible for transportation herein
. Meaning

simply that the time frame for the buses leaving the

gates, as Rqpresentative Bowman's presented the term
r

would be the same. Thatrthe private students would ride

the buses on the time schedule of the public school

district would prevent the need or prevent the sitation

where there would have to be more than one time schedule
....,>

. 
' 
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which would be an additional expense to the school

districts and I would ask for adoption of the Amendment
.
''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? The Gentleman . .

The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Barnes.
''

Peters: ''Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes. I'm sorry. Mr. Peterèe''

Peters; ''I'm s ure that the Lady...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cooky Mr . Meyer. He was

seeking recognition as we11.''

Meyers: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. This is the same Amendment

as Representative Bowman's Amendment. It's just as

insidious.and just as bad and it ought to be defeated.
''

Speaker Lechawicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Kr. Stuffle,

to close.''

Stuffle: ''It's obviously not the same Amendment, Representative

Meyer. Youlve read the two Amendments I hope. As well,

your arguments a moment ago would have... would call

for the need for this Amendment. You said that there

would be a situation intentionally whether it would be

more than one time schedule. Separate buses used which

would obviously drive up the cost of the Bill. Everyone

else I heard, even the proponets, have sàid here today

they don't want that situation. This Amendmént's

designed to make sure that isn't the situation
. I'd

ask for adoptiôn of the Amendment.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Queston is, shall Amendment #l7 be

adopted? Al1 in favor vote 'aye, a11 oppose vote no .

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane, to explain his vote.
''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I agree with my colleague.

This is exactly the same Bill that we have defeated .

It would provide the local school board to discriminate

ànd to force the private or other schoolsointo conformanc

with..o''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Have a1l voted who wish? Gentleman

from Cook, Mr. Boyc anrrtto explain his vcte-
''

Bowman: ''Yes, thank you Mr. Speaker. This is, I think as the
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r-ntlnman suggests similar to the one that was defeated.

However, we were having a little conversation over here

that I'd like to share with the Members of the House.

What happens if a school district is on strike? Okay
.

What happens if the public school district is on strike

and especially if they own their own buses
. Then you

would have the very operate situation that the bus driver

would not be crossing the picket lines or you'd have to

go oùt and hire a private bus system ta carry the

private school pupils. So I think one really ought

to consider the strike possibility and adopt this

Amendment-'' :

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Have a1l voted who wish? Clerk will

take the record. On this question there are 55 ayes
,

77 nos, 3 recorded as present. The Amendment is defeated.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment #18, Birkinbine . Amends

House Bill 3580...''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Birkinbine.''

i kinbine: ''Thank you' Mr. Speakerw''B r

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Birkinbine: please.
''

Birkinbine: f'Thank you Mr. Speaker and Ladied and Gentlemen

of the House. Amendment 18 would say t hat thli' prograf
would n' ot take effect unless sufficient state funds are

apprapriated by August 15th to pay in full a11 of the

2 approved plans made by local school districts for

transportation under the School Code. Now, in an

earlier Amendment, wedve already said tha t the state

will pick up the cost of transporting children outside

the district to private schools. This would say that

the public schools already running, the local school

districts already run into costs and not being fully

funded by Ehe state must be fully funded before this

program goes into effect. In a sense, it gives the

local school districts ànd the local schools the same

break in an-k. that wep in 'an earlier Amendment ave to t e
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private schools. And I urge your support.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from McHenry, Mr. Skinner-''

Skinner: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise to support this Amendment
.

Ilve talked kith several school superintendents and

communidated with others through letters who indicate

that if an Amendment such as this were adopted that the

Bill would be fairly acceptible and they could make

it work. It seems to me this is a good faith effort

on the part of Representative Birkinbine to make the

Bill acceptable to the school districts outside of the

City of Chicago. And I hope it will be adopted
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Adams, Mr. Mcclain.''

Mcclain: ''Thank you very much Mr . Speaker. Will the

Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he wil1.
''

Mcclain: ''Mr. Birkinbine, tell me, the claims for regular

transportation now, are the claims made prior to the

school year beginningr'

Birkinbine: 1'I am unfamiliar with the process
.. I simply

know that the claims that are in are not being fully

paid. The state is not fully funding the transportation

now for our public schoolssa'K they should be. I presume

that because of the August 15. . . Ilve gone with this

Bill, the Amendment with the advice of people who know

more about it than I do. I'm not an expert in the

transportqtion of the schools.''

Speaker Lechowicz: f'The Gentleman from o . .''

Mccelain: ''Mr. Speaker, something more. - .
''

Speaker Lechowiçz: ''Yes sir. I'm sorry.
''

Mcclain: ''llm sorry. But itfs a prior claim before the

school year begins. Is that correct?'' The way you've

drafted this Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I'm sorry. Would you reppat your

question sir?''

Mcclain: ''They are approved claims. ''

Birkinbine: ''The language says a1l of the approved claims made
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bycthe local school diitricts for transportation under

the School Code. So claims that are approved and are

in keeping with the School Code .
''

Mcclain: ''Aren't the claims made after the school year

ends naw?''

Birkinbine: f'Apparently theypre suppose to be but a lot

of times they're not.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peoria: Mr. Schraeder.''

Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, while the Sponsor certainly has

good intentions I would like to point out that there

is a distinct possibility that the Governor in his

wisdom might receive and appropriation Bills covering

the cost of these programs having passed the Legislàture

on both sides without any objections. The Governor

in his wisdom might not sign it by the 15th and it's

not an appropbiated qmount. And it would seem to me

by G at time then we wouldn't even have a chance

to override the Governor's veto because it would be

late in the Fall. on that basis alone, I think we

' just can't support ito''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Darrow.''

Darrow: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. This Amendment would appear'

to be defective. It has August 15 but no date
, no year.lu

k;I don't see how we can vote on it
. '' *

Speaker Ldchowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Birkinbine,

to closee''

Birkinbine: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. It indeed doesnnot

have August 15th of a specific year because it would mean

August 15th of every year, and I urge your support of
r ..this Amendment.''
*

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment #l8 be

adopted? Al1 in favor vote aye, al1 oppose vote no.

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

Clerk will take the record. On this question there are

55 ayes: 63 nos, 2 recarded as present. The Amendment

faits. An further Amendments?''
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Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment 419, Johnson-stuffle.

Amens House Bill 3530...'.

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Champaign, Mr. Johnson.''

Mr.laohnson, please.f'

Johnson: ''I...wi11 refqr in closing to Representative

Stuffle. Amendment #19 speaks to a question of

basic equity. It says khat if non-public schools

accept the aid that's tendered under the House Bill

3580, namely public transportation or transportation
,

that theyfre required to meet the various standards

under Article 27 of the School Code. It seeps that

if wedre going to provide this sort of public assistance

to non-public schools that those same schools ought to

meet the ccurses of study and special instruction

requirements 'as the public schools of the State of

Illinois. I move for its adoption. ' We can do this by a

.y ùoice votek. I think it's pretty non-controveksial,

Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''A1l in favor signify by saying 'aye'.

All oppose. Nos have it.. The Amendment's defeated.

Any further Amendmentso''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment #20, Pierce. Amends House

Bill 358 0 on page tx  , line eight and so' f orth . 'f

Speaker Lechowicz : ''M y further M endments:f I 'm sorry
.

Pierce . Gentleman f rom Lake, Mr . Pierce . ''

Pierce : ''Mr . Speakere M endment #20 very sensibly provides

that the districts will not be required to provide

transportation ee e the average per pupil cost f or

transporting Hwrmo public students exceeds the

average per pupil costs f or transporting the resident

public school students .of a district . I don l t think

anyone advocates that we spend more money on the non-publ ' c
,'h

transportation per stu dent: than we do on public transport

tion. That would realfy be reversing things and I think i

would probably be ap lunconstitutional violation of the

requirement that... constitutional re uirement that we %9111d
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provide a common school education. So I move the

adoption of House Bill 35. Amendment 20 to House

Bill 3580 that makes sure that we don't get in the

position of spending more per student on non-public

school transportation than we do on public schools.u

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Question is, shall..

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane.
''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield

for a question?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he will.
f'

Keane: ''Who is going to determine the cost of education . . .

1'm sarry, of Ahe buslng of the... in terms of private

busing vis-a-vip the public busing?''

Pierce: ''Figures are available. The schèol district knows

what it spends ahd have to spend because it's spending

the dollars. Who's ever spending the dollars will know

what they spend #er student in each cf the categories.''

Keane: ''Therels a possibility, you know, when you route
. .

in terms of routing students: you can route them in

many different ways. It would provide. . this.

your Amendment would provide a school district that

was not very happy nbnut the Bill to 'provide a routing

system which would insure an outlandish cost. . . busing

costu I think it provides a... it provides the oppbrtunit

for too much involvement... too much contrcl by the

local school districi in terms of denying and the effect

of it being denying adequate busing to private schaol

students. Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Piercep'' to closeu''

Pierce: ''...ehat'I guess you uxid nnll it just a witacle

arguaont' but it was a good argcrmt but it doesn't

make sense because the figures are' there what it cost

to transport the public students and the non-public

students. Anyone can go to court if the public school

is transporting poeple out of the way and being

fraudulent. And if they are, that can be corrected.
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So I believe Amendmeht 20 to House Bill 3580 is

a good Amendment. It makes sure that we have equity

and donft spend more per student on the non-public

student than we do on the public student
. I urge

adoption of Amendment 420..1

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The question is, shall Amemdment #20

be adopted? A11 in favor vote aye, a11 opposè vote

no. Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish?

. Clerk will take the record . On this question there are

38 ayes, 73... 40 ayes, 73 nos, 2 recorded as present.

Amendment's defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Cterk O'Bkien: ''Floor Amehdment #21, Mautino.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Bureau, Mr. Mautino.''

Mautino: NThank you Mr. Speaker. Seeing the avenue in which

most of these Amendments are taking, Amefdment #2l
is similar to 10 and I'd like to table it at this point

.
''

speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman withdraws Amendment #21
.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk OlBrie'n: REloor Amendment 422, Ropp. Amends House Bill

3 58 0 . . . ''

Speaker Ledhowicz: ''Mr. Ropp. Gentleman withdraws Amendment

#22. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #23, Stuffle. Amends House Bill

3 5 8 0 . . . ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Mr. Stuffle.''

Stuffle: ''Yes. I would like to withdraw 23 and 24
.
''

k howicz: ''Gentâeman withdraws Amendments 23 and 24.
Spea er Lec

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Bkien: ''Floor Amendment #25, Stuffle. Amends House

Bi1l...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Mr. Stuffle.''

Stuffle: ''Y1s, Mr. Speaker and Members, if you recall on

Amendment 43 which was offered by Representative Barnes

and adopted. In response to two questions. Representative

Barnes indicated that the intent of her Amendment #3

was to prcvide that there have to be six students re uestipg
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transpcrtation to the same private school and in need

of that transportation. All this Amendment does

is work in line with Representative Barnes' answer

and say that there has to be indeed six students who

require transportation to a single private school

for this Bill to become effective in a given situation .

I'm only trying to tie together what Representative

Barnes said was the intention of that Amendment .when

I questioned her on that Amendment. And I would ask

for a yes votev''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Is there any discussion? The Lady from

Cook, Mrs. Barnes.''

Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker, I.'m satisfied..o''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Watsonp please sit down.
''

Barnes: ''I'm satisfied with my Amendment, with the language

of my imendment and what it did for the ïill. So

I would ask for a no vote on this Amendment.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any further discussion? The Gentleman

from Coles, Mr. Stuffle, to close.
''

Stuffle: ''Yes, Representative Barnes, .if youdre àatisfied

with your Amendment, that's .fine, but you respondedA

'

' 
to the questions on the Amendment by saying that you

really intended to have all six students need be

going to the same school. That's not what the Amendment

necessarily says. You could have six going to six

different places. Secondly, your Amendment says

request transportation. Al1 six would not even need

be transported under ycur Amendment. This does what

you said you intended and now you oppose it. If you mean

what you say then I suggest you ought to support the

Amendment. And if we mean what we say here with regard

to tightening up the Bill as you said you were attempting

to do, then this Amendment definitely ought to go on

and opposition to it would fly in the face of the position

you took in answering my question and others on that

Amendment-''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Keane.

I'mtdsorry. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Meyer.'l

He closed? Question is, shall Amendment #25 be

adopted? All in favor signify by saying 'ayef.

Oppose. Question is, shall Amendment #25 be adopted?

All in favor vote aye, a11 oppose vote no. Marco ,

vote me aye. please. Have all voted who wish?

Clerk will take the recard. On this question there

are 95 ayes, 42 nos, 3 recorded as present. The Amend-

ment's adopted. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Bèien: ''Floor Amendment #26, Schneider. Amends House

Bill 3580 as amended and so forth.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''An also 27. ATheydre ideas that we presented

before and I think on one Roll Call we can deal with

two issues. And 1:11 explain them. I think one Roll

Call would do the job on those two.''
Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman asks leave to consider

Amendments 26 and 27.''

Schneider: ''Amendment #10, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

. House, I dealt with a comprehensive notion of recognition

of schools. What 26 and 27 does is in 26 we deal

with Y e concept that no child shall be excused under

this Section unless he is an attendant is at a' private

or parochial school which provides for continual

contractual service of teachers as established under

Section... Article 24 of the Code. 27 merely provides,

as we mentioned before, that a student. . . I pean no child

shall be excused under this Section unless he or she

attends a private or parochial school complying with a

number of teaching days as required in the School Code.

Both of those ideas were similarly expressed in previous

Amendments. I would ask for a favorable Roll Call on

both of those.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady from Cook, Mrs... The Lady from

Cham ai n, Mrs. Satterthwaite.''
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Satterthwaite: ''Mr. Speaker, I would ask for a division

of the two questions. I think they a4e different
' concepts and I would like to have different Roll Calls. ''

Schneider: ''Alright. On 26... the Lady has asked for a

separation. Separate Roll Calls on 26 and .7.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Theydll be separate Roll Calls, madam .

He's just in the process of explaining both.''
Schneider: l'We're a1l done.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''We're al l done. Is there any discussion?

Gentleman, from Effingham, Mr. Brummer. Well, 1'11

tell you what. If kedre going to have separate Roll

Cails, let'à handie them separately as well. We're

on Amendment #26 now alone-''

Brujmèrq' ''Yes, is that... I would have a parliamentary

inquiry as to whether or not that Amendment is in

order in as much as it refers to Section 26-1 of the

School Code and that does not appear to be part of the

Bil1.''

Speaker Lechowicz: 'nWell,wwetll get the Parliamentarian

here to give you an answer. The Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Meyerm''

Meyer: ''A quesEion of the Sponsor.
e'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates hefll yield .
''

Meyer: ''Is the trust of this Amendment. . .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Davis.''

Meyer: ''... if the public school has a teachers union

contract that the non-public school must have a teachers

union contract?''

Shcneider: ''No, it doesn't mean that at all
. It just means

that you comply with G e Article 24 of the School Code.

That has nothing to do with that notibn. You'know,

collective bargaining in Illinois is not the law .

What 24 includes is a number of provisions that relate

to a ccncept of tenure. That's not outside the realm

of the School Code. And as I think you're familiar

with ii and I am havin been in attendance in rivate
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schools and being of thei:appropriate religion that

frequently there are teachers that are not qualified

by state standards nor by evaluative standards of the

local area whether its private or public schools.

What this simply does is bring some of that language

into conformity with what represents proper standards

ahd in 'some cases excellence in teaching-
''

Meyer: ''But, would it also provide for hearings upon

dismissal and also to that other. . .
''

Schneider: ''As lcng as it 'applies. . . As long as...''

Meyer: ''... 24. Well, speaking in opposition to the

Amendment, I feel that...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me# Ted . Why donlt we just
wait for a minute. We may... 'let the Parliamentarian

makes the decision whether it's in order or not.

26 and 27 are improper in form. 26 is definitely out

of form. 27 is out of form. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment 428, Schneider. '' Amends

tt.l.t.'.House'tBill 3580 by deleting the title and inserting in

lieu thereof and so forth.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Amendment #28 is in order. Mr. Schnéider.''

Schneider: ''Wedre saying 26 and 17 are out then right?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''That is correct, sir.''

Schneider: ''And 28 is in order.
''

Speaker Lechowiczi ''Yes, sira''

Schneider: 'tAlright. Let me see which one of these it is
.

Alright. 28 would be identical to the concept that

we are discussing in 26 so the discussion is the same
.

Just btrike Representative Meyer's comments
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Meyer's wants to reiterate his

comments. The Gentleman from Cookg Mr. Meyer.''

Meyer: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Representative Schneider
.

I feel that welre talking about transporting children .

Webre not talking about unions, union contracts. And

theykre separate issues and they shouldn't be included

in this Bi1l.'' For those reasons, I would ur e defeat of t is
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Amendment.s

Speaker Lechawicz: ''Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider,

to close.f'
'
Schneider: ''Favorable Roll Call, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment #28 be

adopted? Al1 in favor vote aye, a1l oppose vote no
.

Marco, no. Have a1l voted who wishz Have all voted

who wish? Clerk will takt the record. On fhis question

there are 37 ayes, 78 nas. 4 recorded as present
.

Amendment fails. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #29, Schneider .
''

Speaker Lechowicz; ''Glntleman frcm Dupage, Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''Alright. Thank yçu Mr . Speaker. Again: what

this issue deals with is compliance with the requisite

number of teaching days as stated in the School Code

in Section 1ûl9.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall the 'Amendment be

adopted? Any ldiscussion? Got to wait for the machin:

to stop. Gentleman from Cook, Mr . Keane.''

Keane: ''Yes, again I would cppose this. It's an attempt

to impose the public school schedule on the private

schools. I urge its defeat./

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Questbon is, shall Amendment #29 be

adopted? A11 in favor vdte aye, a11 oppose vote no.

Marco, no. Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? Clerk will take the record. On this question

there are 39 ayes, 86 nos, 3 recorded as present
.

The Amendment's defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Bri'en:, ''Floor Amendment #30, Walsh. Amends House

Bill 3580...,'

Spqaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman fram Cook: Mr. Walsh. Genkleman

withdraws Amendment 430. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment 431, Schraeder. . e ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peoria
, Mr. Schraeder.''

Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, this changes the statutè a little

bit differently than wefve been discussing so far tcday
.
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It removes te requirement of mandatory busing and then

says instead that the school bbard shall be encouraged

to bus. It does provide free transportatian students,
' 

non-private. I'd ask for a Roll Call favorable to take

care of the situation where there are school boards who

do not want forced busing.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Is there any discussiona' The Gentleman

from Cook, Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I would oppose this. It '

makes it a voluntary program. It cuts through the

heart of the Bi11. Thank you.'!

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Peoria, Kr. Schraeder,

to close.''

Schraéder: ''We11, Mr. Speaker. really it does not.. .
''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''I'm sorry, Fred. Gentleman from Cook
,

Mr. Piel,was seeking recognition.
''

Piel: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. I was wondering: has this

Amendment been distributed becaus: I haven't seen it on

any of these desks back here?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes, it has.''

Piel: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes, Mr. Cullerton, what purpose seek
' 

recognition?''

Cullerton: ''Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Lebhowicz: ''Indicates he will.
''

Cullertonz ''I understand that this changes the word on page

one, line 13 it changes the word ImustA.to 'are encouraged

to ' O

Schraeder: ''Yes, sir. Optional with the local school board.
''

Cullerton: ''Is that going to... What kind of affect is that

going to have pn the Bil1?''

Schraeder: ''Wel1, I think it'li give the local taxpayers

d b the school board the option whether theyrepresente y

want to buy busing or not. In. other words, it's local

control.''

Cullerton: l'But, you want to still encourage them to do kt .
''
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Schraeder: ''Yes, very definitely.
''

Cullerton: ''Thank you-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Wayne, Mr. Robbins.''

Robbins: ''l have a queslion that does not maybe necessarily

apply but I think it should, because the local school

board should be encouraged with this option. In the

way the law is nok any: student that lives withinkthe

mile and a half district or any student that is not

being transported fo the school where they are going
,

is not eligible to be reimbursed for transportation
.

Now, this means that if you reimburse. . . if you transport

30 students that live... that are not members of that

school district and you buy a new bus, that the depreciati n

as far as straight transportaticn is concerned is only

one-third less. So 30 students-arel.téken toff of your

transportatione;

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Kindly address your remarks to the

Amendment sir.''

Robbins: ''Theydre taken off all your claims and there hasnlk

been any place in this law which provides for the

reimbursement for this... for these students
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peoria, Mr. Schraeder,

to close.''

Schraederz ''Wel1# Mr. Speaker, aMain, I'd just like to

reiterate that this Bill maRes the local board the

dominate factor ahd .they are more in tune to the wishes

and I don't think: in this case, the state should be

dictating but I'm fairly sure that the local school boards

would do a1l in their power to see that there is busing

where the need is. But it does.give them the option

that they must have the right to decide and I would

urge the overwhelming vote of the Amendment. ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendmedt #31 be

adopted? All in f avor vote aye, a11 oppose vote no
.

Have al1 voted who wish? Roman. Roman . Have al1

voted who wish? Clerk wi'll take the record. On this
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question there are 53 ayes, 64 nos, 4 recorded as

present. The Amendment fails. Any'tfukther Amendments?''

Clerk o'Brien: ''Amendment #32, Schraeder . Amends House Bil1.. ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peoria. Mr. Schraeder.''

Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, IIm not sure that this has not

been handled before but it actually says that the state

shall pick up the cost and I'd move for adoption.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I believe the Amemdmenk has been

considered before. I'm sorry. What? It was adopted

already. It was 7. Gentleman withdraws Amendment

432. Any further Ameddments?''

Clerk OlBrien: ''Amendment #33, Huskey. Oh np. 33 is Bowman.

Amends House Bill 3580 be deleting the title.. .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Bowman.''

Bowman; ''Mr. Speaker, I ask leave of the House to withdraw

Amendment 433.'1

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman withdraws Amendment 433.

Any further Amendmentsr'

Clerk O'Brien: 'fAmendment 434, Huskey. Amends House Bi1l. ..
'f

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Huskey.'' zuskey.''

Huskey: ''Well, Mr. Speaker, Amendment 7 takes care of

Amendment 34 so I ask that Amendment 34 be withdrawn.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman withdraws Amendment #34.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment 435, Walsh. Amends. . .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Walshm''

Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,
Amendment #35 is an organlkation Amendment. It simply

says that where a school district by virtue of having

certified to the Illinois Office of Education that there

is adequate public tran@portation for public school

students need not transport private school students.

This has the support of the Chief Sponsor, the lovely

Mrs. Barnes, and I urge your support.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady from Cook, Mrs. Barnes.
''

Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,
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this is an agreed M endment with Mr . Walsh . He just f elt
that the language wasn t t clear enough and I agreed

on this M endment. I would urge an aye voke 
. 
''

Speaker Lechowicz : ''Gentleman f rom Ef f ingham, Mr . Brummer . ''

I $. Brununër , please . ''

Brllmmer: ''Yes , I wonder if the Sponsor would explain this 
.

' ' jIt says that the Section does not require any schoo
district to provide transportation if transportation

is not being provided . I don ' t think the M endment

states what the Sponsor wants it to do '. Ik seems

to be inconsistent . I think. what you mean to say

is if the transportation is being provided . ''

Speaker Lechowicz : %'Mr . Walsh on your agreed M endment 
. 
''

Walshz ''May I ref er you to the Bill , Section 29-1 where the '

. . . wherein there ' s a statement of principlé that the

. there must be free transportation of pupils and it

goes into the f act that those pupils must be public and

p rivate school students . The only limitation on that

is that where a school district certif ies to the

Illinois Office of Education that there is in that

school district adequate public trangportation.

It occurred to me that the school.district could not

certify that if they had the reguirement of also

transporting private school students. This Amendment spel

out that in those districts that so certify as to

their public school students that they need not provide

transportation for them because there's adequate public

school... publid transportation, then those students

need not transport private school students. And it

seems to me that the language of the Amepdment does

exactly that. 1... perhaps it should be in the. . . further

up in the Bill but this was the best we could do with it
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Mr. Stuffle.''

stuffle: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker. Representative Walshr will

you yield for a question, please? Bill, it occurs

to me, I understand what youRre trying to do . I agree
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with the Amendment. But the question I have is this
.

What if the school district is only now trangporting

handicapped students? Would they still have to engage

in a full blown transportation program if theydre only

delivering the handicapped at this time, say in a few

busesa''

Walsh: ''Wel1, that's an interesting question
. I would say

that this Amendment does not go to khat particularly
.

The Bill goés to that queskion. My guess would be that

they would not in generally, at least where we live,
the transportation of the handicapped is handled by the

special education distkict .or compact.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any further discussion? The question is,
shall... I'm sorry. Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''Thank you: again, Mr. Speaker. I just think

its passing strapge that for the first time, at least

since I can remember, that when we have tried to

establish prohibitions in legislative language wepve

always addressed this iù a may or a shall fashion.

It's only within this Bill, at least to my knowledge,

that welve begun to say it does not require. I am

ing to make it clear that in my own mind this Amendmentgo

like one that I had addressed myself to before does

not strike me as being a prohibition. It appears to be

just again another way of clothing a permissive language

in what appears to be negative language. And I think

this is, again, very fuzzy and although Represehtative

Barnes may.read it differently than I do, I think we

ought to be alert to the notion as to what this.

what this is really addressing itself to and appears

to me to be very permissive rather than restrictive .

And I would encourage the Members to vote no.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Cook. . . Gentleman from

McHenry, Mr. Skinner.''

Skinner: ''Yds, would the Sponsor of the Amendment yield for

a question?''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he will.''

Skinner: ''In Rockford there is the Rockford masstransit

district as well as school buses run by the local

Rockford school district. What affect would this

Amendment have in the Rockford school district

if any?''

Walsh: ''Where a local district does elect to buà'public schoo

students then they would be required to comply with

this Bill before the Amendment. Before and after the

Amendment.'' This Amendment only addresses itself

to those school districts that elect not to bus and they

that by certifying to the State Bcard o'f Education

that there is adequate public transportation. Clearly

in the Rockford district, if they bus public school

students, they have not certified that there is adequate

hublic transportation for school children.''

Skinner: ''We11, I think they're busing public schocl

students because of court order for desegregation,

not out of choice.''

Walsh: ''Wdllr t hat is... in my view, that would have nothing

whatever to do with this busing. Although it may.

Although it may. If their busing from school to school

for desegregation, Ir suppose .that's busing and I suppose

they have not made that 'cerification. But again,

that does not address itself to this Amendment. It

addresses itself to the Bi11.''

Skinner: ''I guess I remain aé confused as I was before,

but it doesn't souhd like a bad Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question is, shall Amendment #35 be

adoèted? All in davor say îaye'. Aye. Oppose.'

Amendment #35 is adopted. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment #36, Johnson-satterthwaite-

Stuffle. Amends House Bill 3580...'1

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Champaign, Mr. Jchnson.''

Johnson: ''I'd like to have a Ro11 Call on this by the way,

Mr. Speaker.''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''You're entitled to that, sir.''

Johnson: ''Thank you. Thank you . Appreciate it.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I donlt know which way wedre going to
' give i.t to you but it's alright.

''

Johnson: ''This.. This Amendment really puts the issue

right on the line. You either believe in the separation

of church and state or you believe theschurch ought
' 

to run the state. I happen to believe that there ought

to be a separation of church and state and that's the

intehtian of thàs Amendment. The opponents of this

Amendment and the proponents of the Bill want to have

it both ways.as we've seen throuthout the defeat of

these various Amendments. They want on the one hand

to take public money to pay for transporiation for

non-public schools, and on t'he other hand they want

to be able to continue the luxury cf being able to

teach religion in the schools and not to have to comply

with the various dictates of our School Code
. This

Amendment says that no school district is required

to transport pupils under this Section to any school

which requires pupils ta study religion. So, you either

believe it... If you believe there ought to be a

separàtion of church ih the statev.o''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me, Mr. J6hn'son'. Gentleman from

Rock Island, Mr. Darrow, what purpose seek recognition?''

Darrow: ''I just had a question. Let him proceedm
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Oh. Ifm sorry.
''

Johnson: *If you believe that our Constitution in Illinois

and this country has some viability, b0th as a constitu-

i''tttional principle and 'as a matter' of public policy
,

you vote yes. And if you dondt, you ought to vote no .
''

Speaker Lechowiczt ''Gentleman from Will
, Mr. Leinenweber.''

Leinenweber: ''We11, it isndt.often that I rise to disagree

with my good friend from Champaign. This is probably

one of the more silly Amendments and probably one of the

more silly ex/lanations of Why we should support the
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Amendment. The Gentl Gnan confuses education with

transportation which seems to me to be kind of strange
.

I've never heard of anybody being transported in a

religious situation. The question is in the Supkeme

Court of the United States, as the Gentleman obviously

knows, is whether or not the particular thing to be

supplied by the state has to do with religion or wit'h

something secular. It has very clearly been held by

the Supreme Court that transportation is strictly

secular. That there is no constitutional prohibition

to transporting pupil's for safety reasons to school
.

Nowy of course there is a question whether or not

perhaps the state even ought to be in the business

of transporting pupils at all. That decision was

made a long time ago and I don't see anybody getting

up suggesting that we not transport pupils to school,
at least we not pay for any transportinq. . transportation

of pupils. If wedre going to'do it we ought to do it

for all pupils of thé state and not just a select fewo
''

5 ker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from R'ock Island
, Mr.Pea

Darrow.''

Darrow: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yiild?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicateé hà will.n

Darrow: ''Representative Johnson, in' my high school back

in Rock Island County they teach comparative religion
.

in the public school. According to this Amendment,

they could not transport pupils to those high schools
.

Is that correct?''

Johnson: ''No, I don't think that's cbrrect.
''

Darrow: ''We11, that's'what it says herer 'requires pupils

to study religion'. They would be required to study

a comparative religion coursee''

Johnson: ''I think you can make a reasonable interpretation

of the Amendment and its intention. And that's certianly

not... that wouldn't be applicable.''

Darrow: ''We11, it would appear to be.
''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gen... The Gentleman from Effingham,

Mr. Brummer.'' ..

Brummer: ''Yes: will the Sponsor y'ield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he wi11.'' .

Brummer: ''I just want to make clear, are you prohibiting '

teaching religion on the bus or are you prohibiting

busing to schools which teach religiono
'' .

Johnson: ''Both places.''

Brummer: ''Well, if you would restrict the language to

1a prohibition in teaching religion on the bus
, I

would be glad to support it.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady from Sangamon, Mrs. Oblin/er.''
Oblinger: ''May I ask the Sponsar a question?''

Speaker Lechowicz: 'fYes, you may, ma'am.
''

Oblinger: MRepresentative Johnson, do we not now supply

textbooks to parochial and private schools?''

Johnsonz ''We do and I think that'à a gross misuse of the

functions of theustate. I certainly. . . if we do that

and we do, it's wrong. ... address itself to this
' 

11 ' 'Amendment.

Oblinger: ''But thè're is a precedent of using public money

for... books in the #rivate schools.''
' 

Johnson: ''I'm not up here as an apoldgist for the existing

system. I'm trying to make some changes in a wrong

systeme''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Lasalle, Mr. Anderson.'

Anderson: ''Yeah, will the Sponsar yield?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''I'm sure hç will.''

Anderson: ''Yeah, Representative Joinson, I think if the

word perhaps 'indoctrination' was added then your

Amendment would make more sense. But the way it is

now, just to study reliéion, you know, I think that

Representative Darrow is probably correct.''

Johnson: ''I'd ask leave... if it's an interpretation; I

would ask leave of the House 'to amend it on its face

to strike the word religious and add 'the wcrds reli ious
.. N .' 
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indoctrinationm''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Coles, Mr. Stuffle.''

Stuffle: ''Yes, Mr. Spqaker. Representative Johnson has

two other names on that Amendment including my own.

/I think the arguqments here are well taken
. I would

t

'

hope that he would withdraw the Amendment or he's

going to have one of his Sponsors vote no as wel1
.
''

Johnson: ''Ouriintention... Do I have leave to add that

so we danr.make it cleara''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Objections have been rairsed. The

Gentleman from Macon, Mr. Dunn.''

Dunn: ''Mr. Sppaker, it is my prayer that the previous

question be moved.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Question isr shall... previous question

been moved. All in favor signify by saying 'aye. Aye.

Oppose. Previous question's been moved. Mr. Stuffle,

to close. Roll Call. A11 in favor signify by saying

'aye'. Opposed. 36 is defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Floor Amendment 437, Bowman. Amends House

Bill 3580 by deleting the title and inserting in leiu

thereof the following and so forth .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman frbm Cook, Mr. Bowmin.''

Bowman: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This is.... ap#earé to be rather lengthy

but actually it is the added languàge is quite short

and appears on gage four. Let me just put the debate

in prospective by asking you a question. Do you know

what the passage of 3580 will do to your school aid

formula entitlement? Well. 1et me respond . To the

. expense that stùdents who are now attending. . .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Questicn is,..''

Bowman: ''... public... pardon?'t

Speaker L'echowicz: ''The quéstion is.. .
f'

Bowman: ''The question is do you know what this will do

to your school aid entitlement and the answer is:

it will reduce it. Because to the extent that there are
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student.s who are rqlrrently attonaing M lic scu l wlr umld ix

induced to shift to attend private schools and leave

the public school system then the school aid formula

will cause fewer dollars to go into the public school

system. Now, we don't know exactly how many atudents '

will be inclined to shift. That issue haé' been raised
.

No one really has a gao d answer to it. ' But, undoubtedly,

students will be 'inclined to shift. ' What'this Amendment I

does is to provide an extra waiting factor Yor the .

d ts who shif't from public to .private schools tostu en
, 1 ' '*keep the...

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Excuse me, Mr. BoWman. This is the last

Bill so kindly: you know,... ''

Bowman: ''Okay. It provides an extra waiting factor to keèp '

the school aid formula payments to the public school

districts bullied up for at least a three year period

ko give them an opportunity to make whatever adjustments

are necessary. There is one last point I would like to

mak e in closing and that is one of the things that

downstate and suburban people are always concerned

about .is the fraction of state aid money going to the

City of Chicago. Everyone says the City of Chicago '
' 

gets an unfair proportion because' they get 3l% of the

dollars and only have 22% of the kids.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr.. Conti..o'' .

Bowman: ''Let me tell you that because. . .''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Conti.m.''

Bowman: ''.. the City of Chicago has been taken out of 3580,
they wont' be impacted at all. So the proportion of

s'tate aid money going to the City of Chicago will

actually increase. I think downstate and the suburban

Representatives ouqht to think about tiat .',
Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? No discussion

. Yesy

who? Gentleman from Lake: Mr. Deuster, on a point of

order-''

''Point of order. Question of. the Chair whether this lDeuster:
..v 7Nx' 
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Amendment is germane. The main Bill doesn'tk e .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Clerk. . . Amendment 37.... immediately.''

Deuster: ''... this Bill deals with transportation and this

Amendment deals with the school aid fomhula .

I don't think it's germane.
''

S ker Lechokicz: ''One moment please. Welll give you ap@a

response.''

Bowman: ''I would suggest ko the extent that the public

school state aid payment is impacted, it is germane.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Amendment's germane . New on the

Amendment. Gentleman from McLean, Mr. .'Bradley.''

Bradley: ''I had a question of the Sponsor. ''

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''Indicates he'll yield. ''

Bradley: ''If we have a student out in the country who is

going to come in to one of the private schools and

the way this Bill 'reads now, your Amendment, their

out there getting a flat grant. How much would they...

how much would they get under your proposal now?

If a11 they get out there is a flat grant because of the

school formula.''

Bowman: ''Well, if... it effects b0th the Strayer-Haig and

the resource equalizer if that's what your question. . .
''

Bradley: ''Plus they're on the flat grant. That's as low
' 

1.as you can go.

Bowman: ''Bht it gives them an extra we'ight. They're counted

twice in effect.''

Bradley: ''There wouldn't be... There wouldn't be any

advantage really in my opinion for the. . to leave the

one school district and go to another. I think it's

a bad Amendment and we ought to be defeated.
''

Bowmanr ''Well, apparently the Representative from Bloomington

doesn't realize that Strayer-Haig formula is calculated

on the basis of the weighted average daily attendance

which this certainly affects.''

Sppaker Lechowicz:' .''The Gentlman from Cook, Mr. Preston-''

Preston: ''Thank ou Mr. S ea e ' '
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. ' a questionr'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Indlcates he willw'' .

Preston: ''Representative Bowman, since we don't tooàyoknow

how many students will in fact switch afteri.this Bill,

House Bill 3580 becomes law, would it not be more

sensible to wait until we do know How many students,

if any do switch before we change the formulaa''

Bowman: ''Wel1, Representative Preston: if I knew when

I was going to die, I might buy a life insurance '

policy the year after I died and save myself a 1ot

or premiums. The pdint is that thié is an insurance '

policy. That's precisely what this is. It's an

insurance poticy. It doesn't wait these Pupils

indefinitely. It waits them for a limited period

of time to pvovide a cushion for the phasing out,

if you will, of these pupilè that are in the public

school system.''

Preston: ''But you will have an opportunity to do that later

on will you not?'' . '

Speaker Lechowiz: ''Let's have a little order in the House,

please.'' .

Bowman: ''Representative PrestUn, if those students ére

induced to shift, then this won't cost anything and

there is no loss from putting a few more words into the

law. On the other hand, if there is a large 'shift,

this will be an insurance policy to the local districts.

I think that wedre buying an insurance policy here and
, m. j wm 5, w zuswe re buying a very rlheap cne at that.. It s only .a lt .

long-''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Skinner, please. Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Peters.'' .

Peters :: ''Wi1l 'Lthe Gentleman yield? f'

Sppaker Lechowicz: ''He indicates he wi1l.''

Peters: ''Representative Bowman.''

S eaker Lechcwicz: ''Mr. Bowman lease.''
...- 7%
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Peters: ''Am 1...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Peters is addressinq a question
.
''

ij 'Peters: Am I to understand that this prophylactic

Amendment that you are offering . . .
''

Bowman: ''Beg pardon?''

Peters: ''Is based on your belief that the mefe providing

of transportation would cause students to flee the

public schools ta the private schools? And if the answer

is yes, I suggesththat maybe an indictment of something
,

I'm not sure that's what you're saying though.
''

Bowman: ''Wel1, Representative .pete' rs, I think the point

is that we don't know hownlmany students will shift

but there will undoubtedly be a shift. A lot of parents

may be able to afford the tuitions in private schools

but the transportation system t hat presently exists

is inadequate to get their students or their sons and '

daughters to the schools. In my own district for

example, I represent the northeast corner of Chicago.

Now I understand Chicago's taken out of this Bill
,

but the point is that the north-south public transporta-

tion systems are very difficult and a parent may

not be able to have the time to drive their sons and

daughters to school.because of their own work schedule
.

Undoubtedly, there'will be some shifts. This is indeed

to prevent any fihancial impact arising from those

shifts.f'

Peters: ''I respect very much your. . a''

. Speaker Lechowicz: ''No mcre quèstions please.
''

Peters: ''Just to the Amendment, Mr. Speàkero''

Epeaker Lechowicz: 'lplease proceed, sir.
''

Peters: ''I respect Representative Bowman's concern but

I think I agree with Representative Preston. ''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Strange alliance. Geptleman from Cook,

Mr. Bullock.''

Bullockz ''Mr. Speaker, I mgve the previous question .
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''HGentleman has moved the previous question
.
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Al1 in favor signify by saying 'aye'. Aye. Oppose.

Previous questian's been moved . Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Bowman, to close.''

Bowman: ''Wel1, I think everyone understands What the

Amendment does-''

Speaker Lechovicz: ''Question is, shall Amenément 43'7

be adopted? !Al1 in favor signify by saying 'aye'.

. Opposed. Amendment's defeated. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: 'gploor. Amendmeht 438, Schraeder.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Peo/ia: Mr. Schraeder.''

Schraeder: ''Mr. Speaker, we adopted a previous Amendment

that took care of transportation of pupils outside the

district for reimbursement to local school districts
,

and this covers the cost within the district as well

as without and I'd ask for the adoption of the Amendment
m
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Keane. I'm sorry, Gentleman from Effingham, Mr.

Brutmer, was first. I'p sorry. Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Keane.''

Keane: ''Yes, we've already discussed this. Welve handled

it in another Amendment and I would ask that you vote no
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any further discussion? Gentleman from

Peoria, Mr. Schraeder, to close. I'm sorry. Lady from

Champaign, Mrs. SatterthwaitG ''

Satterthwaite: ''Simply to correct the record . It has been

said twice that this Amendment has been handled and

it has noi. The previous Amendment that was adopted

on this Bill only takes care of transportatioh costs

outsideu' of the district that is providing the transpor-

tation. As Mr. Schraeder said very clearly, his intent

in this Amendment is tc take care of all of the trans-

portation costs incurred by this Bill, Whether it's

inside the district that's doing the transporting or

whether it's outside of it. It is not duplicative .

It is simply adding to the good Bi11s. . . good Amendment

that we assed earlier and I ' 'e our su ort-
''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman fron McHenry, Mr. Skinner.''

Skinner: nThis' is the kind of Amendment that's going to assure

I'm going to vode for this Bill. This will solve the

p<cblem the City of Rockford has where 'most of thé studen s

will be transported within the district liMits. I suspec

the same Would be the case within the City of Springfield

or any ather m'ajor ciky. I èhink this clearly throws' the

burder on the state which is where it ought to go since

we are state officials and we are enacting this law.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: NAny further di-scussion? Gentleman from

Cook, Mr- Huskey.'' ..

Huskey: ''Well, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, most of the people that are proponents of this

Bill without sharing the cost are frczn the G ty cf f7hi dago. '

The suburban area and downstate are going to have to

share the cost.mmmost of the costs of this Bill. ,And

I certainly have to agree with the Representative from '

Champaign. She is certainly right. This will put the

Bill in order that I can support it .because at least

it's not going to rob our local school districts of money

need for education instead of busing. So I hopewe

that you search your conscience because youlve shoved
' 

enough Bills on us, the RTA, the CTAZ and a1l these ' '

various types of busing Bills without sharing and weere

sharing the dollar load. So help us out and let the

state pay for this busing Bil1.''

speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentlema: from Lake, Mr. Deuster .
''

Deuster: ''I think the sincere ind distinguished Sponsor,

Representative Schraeder, has a good idea but unfortunatel

this Amendment is defective because it simpl
.y says that

the local school districts shall be reimbursed . Our

school districts are reimbursed right now. The real

problem is theydre reimbursed 80% or 85% and not

a hundred percent. So this Amendment should rçally

have said will be ftlly 'reimbursed or reimbursqd for the

total cost but it doedr't so 'ii's meaningless despite the
---7 ->w ' .' 
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sincere good wishes of the Sponsor and I would urge that

we not clutter up the legislation with a meaningless

and ineffective and impotent Amendment. So I would urge

a no vote.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Dupage
, Mr. Hoffman.

Mr. Hoffman please.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. Contrary .to what is usually

the case, the previous speaker is l80 degrees off base

on what this says. The 80% reimbursement is a farmula

that's in the law. We're paying our share of it
.

It's somewhere in the neighborhood of 93%. The

language in this Amendment is vexy clear
. It says

they shall be reimbursed for what it costs them.

That's simple and that's clear and whether ydu're

for or against the Amendment you should not vote on it

thinking it's .a nu'llity because it's not
m
''

Speaker Lechowiczz ''Gentleman 'from Peoria, Mr. Schraeder,

to closee''

Schraeder: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker and Members of the House
.

I just want to point out agaiq *#t this is not duplicate

of the othër Amendment. This covers Ge transporta6ion

in al1 its phases inside and outside the dfstrict
.

And the other one only covered outside. But if you

look at the Amendment and I believe #5 limited it to

five miles. Most of the transportation will now be

within most districts and so if yduRre talking about

assisting the local school board, the'n this Amendment

is more important than the previous one and I ask for

its adoption.'' '

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The questiop is# shall Amendment #38

be adopted? A1l in favor Vote aye, a11 oppose vote no
.

No. Have a11 voted who wish? Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Keane.''

Keanez 'fYes, 1'd like to point scmething out to the Members
.

We limited the and I apologi ze f or my earlier remaris
. :r

which were wrong . We limited this Bill revicusl to
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five miles. We have districts within the state that

are far in access of five miles. It alsoe so it would

permit busing within... beyond a five mile limit within

ohe district. Another factor involved in this Bill

is that it would upset the existing volunteer intra-

county district busing situations wq have and the state

would end up picking up that cost. Thank you.'!

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Meyer,

to explain his vote.''

Meyer: ''Yeah, I'm so tired ï canlt think Mr. Speaker. But '

1... yeah. Looking at the board: I think that we.better

VO homez'

Speaker Lechowicz: ''No. With the adoption of the Amendment

Skinnerl.sugoing t.o vote for the Bill and a few others.

l d ho w'ish? Have al1 voted who wish?Have al vote w

Clerk will take the- reçord. On this question there

are 88 ayes, 57 nos, 3 recorded- as.present. The

Amendment's adopted. Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: PFloor Amendment #39, .schraederv''

Sppaker Lechowicz: pGentleman asks leave to withdraw the .

Amendment. Withdrawn. Any further Amêndmentsa''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Amendment.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Dupagl.. Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''I did request a fiscal note on the B&ll as

amended. So I'm presuming it will not go to Third. ''

, 
-' 

1 te lwm f i1H?''Speaker Lechowicz r Nam the fisrv no

Clerk O'Brien: ''Fiscal note is filed.
''

. Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Reading.''

Schneider: 'tNot as amended.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes it is.''

Schneider: ''Is that..e''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Rqading. Gentleman from Cook
,

Mr. Leverenz, what purpose seek recognition? The Lady

from St. Clair, Mrs. Younge, requests House Bill 3207 be

returned from Third Reading to Second for the purpose
' 

' Eions? Hearinof an Amendment. Mrs. Youn e. An ob ec
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none, bring the Bill back to Second Reading. 3207.

Jack. Jack. 3207.:'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bill 3207. imendhents'#l amends

House Bill 3207 by deleting line 28 on page two and

so forth.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''The Lady #sks leave to have that Bill

back from Third to Sécond for the purpose of an

Amendment. Hearing no objection. leave the Bill on

Second Readipg. Also 3394/ Mr. Mcclain. Same request.

i the Bill back from Thir'd to Second for the purposeBr ng

of an Amendment. Hearing no objections, 3394 and
3395 are on Second Reading. One announcement' by

Represehtative Capparelli. As you know, the annual

House and Senate softball game will be held Wednesday
,

June 4, 1980 at 6 p.m. at the Bill Chamberlain Park
.

Tickets are available. In fact, a number of you have

been contacted toda.yq.and it goes for the Boys

Baseball Auxillary and it goes for charity If you
T .

could be more than beneficial, it would be appreciated
.

House Bill 3036, 3036 from Third to Second fortthe

purpose of an Amendment. Any objections? Hearing none,
bring House Bill 3036 back from Third to Second for an

Amendment. Read the Bill. 3036. Letgs go. 1111 be

with you in a second.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #2, Taylor. Amends House Bill

3036 as amended on page one, line eight and so forth
.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman' from Cook, Mr. Taylor.''

Taylor: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker . I've talked to the Sponsor

of the Bill and this is amended to put additional

funds into the quota of claim for .the purpose of one

additional attorney and secretary . Move for the

adoption?''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Question is, shall

Amendment #2 bç adopted? Al1 in favor signify by saying

'aye'. Aye. Oppose. Amendment #2 is adopted. Any

further Amendments?''
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Clerk O'Brien: i'''No further Amendments.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Reading. 3394, Mr. Mcclain. And

itîs ôn Second Reading-''

Mcclain: ''Thank you very much Mr. Speaker. I believe there's

an Amendment #1 which I1d like to move to withdraw

Amendment 41.,,

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman withdraws. . . wqs it adopted?''

Mcclain: ''No.''

' Speaker Lechowicz: ''Read the Amendments.'' It was brought back

k.from Third to Second for the purpose of an Amendmentk:

It's on Second Reading now. 3394.,,

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment 2, Meyer-Mcclain. Amends House

Bill 3394....1

Speaker Lechowicz: ''What about Amendment #1?1'

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #1 was adopted previously.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman from Adams, Mr. Mcclain, moves

khat Amendment 41 be tabled. A1l in favor signify by

saying 'aye'. Aye. Amendment #1 is tabled . Any

further Amendments/''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #2, Meyer-Mcclain. Amends House

Bill....''

Speaker Lechcwicz: ''McC1ain.''

Mcclain: ''Thank 'you very much Mr. Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, this Bill is House Environment

Committee Bill. The Amendment 42 is directed really

for... to aid the Municipal League in a fund that they

have with governing bodies whereby they incorporate

other land outside their original Faramèters of a year

ago and...''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Question is, shall

Amendment 42 be adopted? A1l in favor signify by

saying faye'. Aye. Opposed . Amendment #2 is adopted.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Reading . 3395. Itïs back on

Secand Readin . An Amendments? 3395. Correct the
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board, Jacke''
k v

'

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Bïll 3395. It s been read a second

time previously. Amendment #1 was adopted previously
.

Amendment...'f

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Mr. Mcclain-''

Mcclain: ''Thank you very much, Mr.vspeaker. Amendment

# 2. ''

Clerk O'Brien: ''Amendment #... Floor Amendment #2, Mcclain.

Amends House Bill 3395...'.

Speaker Lechowicz:; ''Mr. Mcclaint/

jj ' 'Mcclain: Thank you very much Mr. Speaker. Lqdies and

Gentlemen of the House, Amendment #2 clears up a

con'stitutional problem for nature preserves in that

it amends the assessment rather than tùe way it

originally did with real estate for nature preserves

fo: farmers. So I'd move for the adoption of Amendment

#2.for House Bill 3395 as amended.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? Question is, shall

Amendment #2 be adopted. A1l in favor signify by

, sayingb'aye. Aye. bppose. Amendment #2 is adopted.

Any further Amendments?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Amendments.
''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Reading. Also appearing on

Second Reading is 3359, Mr. Burnidgeo''

Burnidge: ''I'd like to defer 'to Representative Mautino for

the purpose of an Amendment.''

Speaker Lechowicz: RAlright. Gentleman from Bureau,

Mr. Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker. There has been an Amendment

filed. It's a Floor Amendment to 3359. It's Amendment

#l# I believe.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Yes. It's on Second Reading. The

Amendment's printed nowo''

Mautino: ''It's on the desks. It's an agreed Amendment.
''

Speaker Lechowiez: ''Explain the Amendment. Amendmènt :1.'.

Mautino: ''Amendment 41 is agreed between the Department of
. . .

''
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Speaker Lechowicz: ''Wait a minute. .lack, put the Amendment

up on the board. Mr. Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Yes: Amendment 41 is an aqreed Amendment between

the Department of Trangportation and the Department

of Consèrvation.. What happened is in Bureau County

they built a road and it ran through the property

owned by the Department of Conservation: a farm.

So,' therefare; they have to have an easement for the

road that they already 'built on the Department of

Conservation.farm.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Any discussion? The question is, shall

Amendment #1 be adopted? All in favor signify by

saying 'aye'. Aye. Oppose. Amendment 41 is adopted.

Any further AmendYents?''

Clerk O'Brien: ''No further Ameddments.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Third Reading. Mr. Giorgir Agreed

Resolutions. Excuse me. Gentleman from Dupage,

Mr. Schneider.''

Schneider: ''The fiscal note, Mr. Chaitman. Youdre quite

rapid and I understand whyp,you would be so. However,

if the fiscal note is going to be a relevant function

of the House as with the pension and other fiscal

notes required, I would ask that you as the speaker

comply with that. What I have 'in front of me represents

the fiscal nùte stated by Representati've Barnes to be

three million dol.lars by her own estimate. The

requirement that we have is Ehat there be attàched

calculations on a fiscal note in the event there is such

a change, and I think in al1 fairness to al1 of us we

are concerned about the cost. We realize 'the difficulty

of calculating the cost. A11 we need to understand

as it's stated in terms of the statute as well as rules

that a brief summary of the worksheet of computation

used in arriving at the fiscal note figures shall be

included. We also require a very simple thing, that ther

be a time stam . Now, I don't think that's discourteous
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to ask of' the Chair since it's a function of your role '

as Speaker and my concern as'a Member of the House.

I would think if you left it on Secchd we'd get the

figure and you would move it to Third. I't's not

obstructionist. Itfs more than a curiosity because

webre tàlking about the financial impact on the state .

So I think, out of courtesy to the Yembers, not to be

seeing it as an oistructionist act'on mypart but that

all of us be given the opportunity to weigh the cost. . .
''

Eppaker Lechowick.: ''Glen, 1'11 'be more than happy to get

back to youvon your question and this will give David

time to' review yonr points afteb Zeke goes throughsome

the Agreed Resolutiöns.''

Clerk O'Brien: ''House Resolution 763, Ryan, 764, Kane, .

765, Karpielg 766, Bower, 767, Van Duyne, 768, Van

Duyne.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gehtleman from Winnebago, Mr. Giorgi.''

Giorqi: ''Mr. Speaker', House Resolution .763 by Ryan records

Governor Thompson's 44th birthday. 764 by Kane. . .''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Better take a Roll Call on that.

Please proceed.''

Giorgi: ''764 by' Kane honors the Springfield: Kings Hockey

Team. 765 by Karpiel talks aböut... 90th service ih

Illinois. 766 by Bower talks about sauerkraut under

glass, and 768 by Van Duyne, 767 by Van Duyne honors

Laura Pechous, the daughter of o' ur colleague

Representative Pechous, who has been selected as the l

student historian of the year. And 768 by Van Duyne

honors the....... for the Sangamo. . . and I move for

the adoption of the Agreed Resolutionso
/

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Gentleman has moved the adoption of

the Agreed Resolutions. Is there any discussion?

Question is, shall the Agreed Resolutions be adopted?

Al1 in favor signify by saying 'aye'. Aye. Oppose.

Agreed Resolutions are adopted. No. There's been

Ia question raised by Mr
. Schneider. We're going to have to
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get back to him. And on that... Gentleman from Dupage,

Mr. Hoffman, whàt purpose seek recognition?''

Hoffman: ''My light is on by mistake.
''

Speaker Lechokicz: .''Alright. The Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Meyer, what purpose seek recognition?''

Meyer: f'Mr. Speaker', a point of inquiry. If this Bill

were to go back to Second and we would adjourn this '

evening, would we consider additional Amendments if the

Members went down' and had them drafted or it seems to

me that...''

Spaaker Lechowicz: ''I think the. .. your point of information

is premature. Lèt's see exactly what the Parliamentarian

will rule.''

Meyer: ''It just seems to me that history and tradition said

that we limited.''

Speaker Lechowicz: ''Under the rules of the House, the request

is not timely. The Bill's on Third Reading. The

Gentleman from Winnebago moves that the House kindly

adjourn till 9.... 9 aom. tomorrow morning after ten

minutes of perfunctory for the Clerk. A1l in favor

signify by saying 'ayel. Aye. Oppose. Now, the

House stands adjournbd till 9 alm. after ten minutes
perfunct. for the Clerk. Good night.

''

Clerk O'Brien: ''I've got that... Committee Reports.

Representàtivè Chapman: Châirman of the Committee on

Appropriations 11 to which the following Bills were

referred: action taken' May 8: 1980 beports the same

back with the following recommendations: do pass House

Bill 3064. Do pass as amended House Bills, 2912, 3065,

3066, 3067, 3068, and 3320. Senate Bil'ls, First

Reading. Senate Bill 1479, Yöurell. A Bill for an

Act to amend Sections of the Illinois Administrative

Prqcedure Act. ,First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 1567. A Bill for an Act to amend an Act further

to evaluate that certain compacts between the State

of Missouri and Illinois pade and entered into creatinq the
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Bi-state Metropolitan Development District and Bi- state

Development Agency. First Reading of the Bill.

Senate Bill 1605. A Bill for.. . Senate Bill 1605.

A Bill e r an Act making an apprppriation of the Metropoli n

Fair Exhibition Authority Reconstrûction Fund . First

Reading of the Bill. Senate Bill 1633, McBroom.

A Bill for an Act making an approprlation to the Ordinary
and Contingeht Expense of the Commissioner of Banks and

Trust Companies. First Reading of the Bill. Senate

Bill 1651.: Ryan. A Bill for an AcE making an appropriatio

to the Ordinary and Contingent Expense cf the Office '

of the Governor. First Reading of the Bill. 1654, .

Ryan. A Bill for an Act making an appropriation

for the Expense of the Mid-Western Governors': conference
.

First Reading of the Bill. No furthervbuàllnèss, the

House how stands adjourned.''
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